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15/03/22

STRATHBOGIE SHIRE COUNCIL

Notice is hereby given that a Meeting of the Strathbogie Shire Council will be held on
Tuesday 15 March 2022, at the Euroa Community Conference Centre, commencing at
6.00 p.m.

Chair:

Paul Murray (Deputy Mayor)

(Hughes Creek Ward)

Councillors:

David Andrews
Reg Dickinson
Sally Hayes-Burke
Kristy Hourigan
Chris Raeburn

(Lake Nagambie Ward)
(Lake Nagambie Ward)
(Seven Creeks Ward)
(Seven Creeks Ward)
(Honeysuckle Creek Ward)

Municipal Monitor: Janet Dore
Officers:

Julie Salomon
David Roff
Amanda Tingay
Dawn Bray
Kristin Favaloro
Braydon Aitken

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Director, Corporate Operations (DCO)
Director, Community and Planning (DCP)
Director, People and Performance (DPP)
Executive Manager, Communications and
Engagement (EMCE)
Manager, Planning and Investment (MPI)

The gallery will be open to the public, however, members of the public who wish to attend
must be fully vaccinated and will be required to provide / show their proof of vaccination
status.
Community members are also encouraged to watch the livestreaming of the meeting online
at www.strathbogie.vic.gov.au
Questions for the Ordinary Council Meeting must be submitted by 12 noon on Tuesday
15 March 2022 by emailing info@strathbogie.vic.gov.au, Questions will be read out by
the Mayor during the Public Question Time component of the meeting and responded to
in the usual way by Councillors and/or Officers.
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1.

Welcome

2.

Acknowledgement of Traditional Land Owners

15/03/22

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the places we live, work and play.
We recognise and respect the enduring relationship they have with their lands and
waters, and we pay respects to the Elders past, present and emerging.
Today we are meeting on the lands of the Taungurung peoples of the Eastern Kulin
nation, whose sovereignty here has never been ceded.

3.

Apologies / Leave of Absence
Councillor Laura Binks (Mayor)

4.

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest

5.

Confirmation of Minutes of Previous Meetings

(Mount Wombat Ward)

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the Council meeting held on Tuesday 15 February 2022
be confirmed.

6.

Petitions

7.

Reports of Mayor and Councillors and Delegates

8.

Public Question Time
Public Question Time will be conducted as per Rule 31 of Strathbogie Shire
Council’s Governance Rules. A copy of the required form for completion and
lodgment, and associated Procedural Guidelines, are attached for information.
As the questions are a permanent public record and to meet the requirements of
the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014, only the initials of the person asking the
question will be used together with a Council reference number.

9.

Officer Reports
9.1
Strategic and Statutory
9.2
Community
9.3
Infrastructure
9.4
Corporate
9.5
Governance and Customer Service
9.6
Executive

10.

Notices of Motion

11.

Notices of Rescission

12.

Urgent Business

13.

Confidential Business
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Amanda Tingay
ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

11 March 2022

Council does not generally permit individuals to make audio recordings of meetings.
Individuals are required to make a written request addressed to the Council (Director,
Corporate Operations) should they seek to obtain permission to do so.

NEXT MEETING
The next monthly Meeting of the Strathbogie Shire Council is scheduled to be held on
Tuesday 19 April 2022, commencing at 6.00 p.m.
It is intended that this meeting be held at the Euroa Community Conference Centre,
however, it should be noted that if coronavirus restrictions are in force, the meeting will be
held virtually.
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Strathbogie Shire Council has allocated a time for the public to ask questions in the business of an
Ordinary Meeting of the Council.
How to ask a question:
Questions submitted to Council must be:
(a)

in writing, state the name, address and telephone number of the person submitting the
question and generally be on this form, approved by Council; and

(b)

submitted to Council in person or electronically.

The Chair may refrain from reading a question or having a question read if the person who submitted
the question is not present in the gallery at the time when the question is due to be read. Please
refer to the back of this form for procedural guidelines.
Question/s: (please print clearly with a maximum of 25 words)

1................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................

2................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................

Name: ..............................................................................................................................................
Address: ..........................................................................................................................................
Telephone Number: .....................................................................................................................
Signature: (signature not required if submitted by email) ...............................................................
Date of Ordinary Council Meeting: ...............................................................................................

Privacy Declaration: Personal information is collected on this form to allow Council to undertake
follow-up / response and to confirm identity for future reference where necessary. The questioner’s
initials only, together with a question reference number, will be included in Council’s Minutes. Council
Minutes are a public document which will be published on Council’s Website and are available for
public scrutiny at any time. Other personal details included on this form will not be included in the
Minutes and will be kept for Council reference only, unless disclosure is required for law enforcement
purposes or under any other statutory requirement
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Public Question Time – as per Rule 31 of the Strathbogie Shire Council Governance
Rules
31. QUESTION TIME
31.1
31.2

31.3
31.4

31.5
31.6

31.7

31.8

31.9
31.10
31.11
31.12
31.13

31.14

There must be a public question time at every Council meeting fixed under Rule 19 to
enable members of the public to submit questions to Council.
Sub-Rule 31.1 does not apply during any:
31.2.1 period when a meeting is closed to members of the public in accordance with
section 66(2) of the Act; or
31.2.2 election period.
Public question time will not exceed 30 minutes in duration.
Questions submitted to Council must meet all of the following:
(a)
be in writing and state the name and address of the person submitting the
question;
(b)
be generally be in a form approved or permitted by Council; and
(c)
be lodged either by delivery to Council's main office, or electronically at the
prescribed email address prior to 12 noon on the day of the Council meeting.
No person may submit more than two questions at any one meeting.
If a person has submitted two questions to a meeting, the second question may:
31.6.1 at the discretion of the Chair, be deferred until all other persons who have
asked a question have had their questions asked and answered; or
31.6.2 not be asked if the time allotted for public question time has expired and Council
has not resolved to extend the time allocated for public questions.
If the person who has submitted the question is not present at the meeting the Chair, or a
member of Council staff nominated by the Chair, will read out the question on the person's
behalf if the person has elected not to participate in the meeting either by way of the live
streaming software or by teleconference.
A question may be disallowed by the Chair if the Chair determines that it:
(a)
relates to a matter outside the duties, functions and powers of Council;
(b)
Is defamatory, indecent, abusive, offensive, irrelevant, trivial or objectionable
in language or substance;
(c)
deals with a subject matter already answered;
(d)
is aimed at embarrassing a Councillor or a member of Council staff;
(e)
relates to personnel matters;
(f)
relates to the personal hardship of any resident or ratepayer;
(g)
relates to industrial matters;
(h)
relates to contractual matters;
(i)
relates to proposed developments;
(j)
relates to legal advice;
(k)
relates to matters affecting the security of Council property; or
(I)
relates to any other matter which Council considers would prejudice Council or
any person.
Any question which has been disallowed by the Chair must be made available to any other
Councillor upon request.
All questions and answers must be as brief as possible, and no discussion may be allowed
other than by Councillors for the purposes of clarification.
Like questions may be grouped together and a single answer provided.
The Chair may nominate a Councillor or the Chief Executive Officer to respond to a
question.
A Councillor or the Chief Executive Officer may require a question to be put on notice. If a
question is put on notice, a written copy of the answer will be sent to the person who asked
the question within five (5) working days and the answer included in the following Council
meeting's agenda.
A Councillor or the Chief Executive Officer may advise Council that it is his or her opinion
that the reply to a question should be given in a meeting closed to members of the public.
The Councillor or Chief Executive Officer (as the case may be) must state briefly the reason
why the reply should be so given and, unless Council resolves to the contrary, the reply to
such question must be so given.
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REPORTS INDEX
Page No.
9.

OFFICER REPORTS

9.1

Strategic and Statutory Planning

9.1.1

Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot
Residential Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network
(TRZ2) and Removal of Native Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary
Road South, Euroa VIC 3666
Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation
Removal ~ Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon
Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~
280-282 High Street, Nagambie VIC 3608
Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and
Development for a Dwelling and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns
Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666
Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision
adjacent to a road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street,
Euroa VIC 3666
Planning Applications Received and Planning Applications
Determined
- 1 to 28 February 2022

9.1.2

9.1.3
9.1.4

9.1.5

9.1.6

9.2

Community

9.2.1

Draft Streetscape Plans – Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie
and Violet Town

9.3

Infrastructure

9.3.1

Tender for Contract No. 21-22-32: Provision of Civil Works
Contractors – Panel of Suppliers
Tender for Contract No. 21-22-34: Building Maintenance – Panel of
Suppliers
Tender for Contract No. 17/18-49 – Provision of Arboriculture
Services (Panel of Suppliers) - Contract update

9.3.2
9.3.3

9.4

Corporate

9.4.1

Strathbogie Shire Council Audit and Risk Committee
- Draft Minutes of Meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021
Financial Report to 31 December 2021
Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation Update

9.4.2
9.4.3

1

69

93
118

141

165

174

309
316
323

328
352
361
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9.5

Governance and Customer Service

9.5.1
9.5.3
9.5.3

Local Government Culture Project Submission
Chief Executive Officer Performance Review
Monthly Performance Report

9.6

Executive

10.

NOTICES OF MOTION

421

11.

NOTICES OF RESCISSION

421

12.

URGENT BUSINESS

421

13.

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS

421

CONFIDENTIAL APPENDICES
APPENDICES DEEMED CONFIDENTIAL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SECTION 66(2)(A) AND PART 1, CLAUSE 3 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT 2020
(g) private commercial information, being information provided by
a business, commercial or financial undertaking that (ii) if released, would unreasonably expose the business,
commercial or financial undertaking to disadvantage
Appendix 1:
Tender for Contract No. 21-22-32: Provision of Civil
Works Contractors – Panel of Suppliers
Appendix 2:
Tender for Contract No. 21-22-34: Building
Maintenance – Panel of Suppliers
(f) personal information, being information which if released would
result in the unreasonable disclosure of information about any
person or their personal affairs
Appendix 3:
Chief Executive Officer Performance Review

421

372
396
402
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9.

OFFICER REPORTS

9.1

STRATEGIC AND STATUTORY PLANNING

9.1.1

Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of
Native Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666
Author: Manager Planning and Investment
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The proposal is for a staged multi lot residential subdivision (48 lots) at (CA 6,
7 & 8 SEC 65 Parish of Euroa) 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa. Planning
approval is also required for the removal of native vegetation (8 trees) and
creation of vehicle access to a Transport Zone 2 – Principle Road Network
(Mansfield Road).
• The application was advertised and 27 objections were received. Amendments
to the proposed plan of subdivision have been made to address some of the
objectors’ concerns. This has resulted in a number of the objections being
withdrawn.
• The application has not been assessed within the 60-day statutory timeframe
due objections being received.
• The proposal meets the objectives of the Planning Policy Framework, Local
Planning Policy Framework and the relevant Zone and Overlay controls.
• The subdivision layout has been designed to avoid native vegetation removal,
particularly within the road reserve frontage of the land along Boundary Road
South. While the existing large native trees on the land are to be retained, they
are deemed to be lost under the Native Vegetation Guidelines as they will be
contained within an urban environment.
• The land is located within the Euroa’s designated township boundary, is zoned
for residential development and is identified for infill residential development.
• It is recommended that Council resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit in accordance with the Officer’s recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1.

Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2020-163 to be
given under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
having considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of
Decision to Grant a Permit under the provisions of Clause 32.08-3,
44.04-3,52.17-1 & 52.29-2 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in
respect of the land known as CA 6, 7 & 8 SEC 65 Parish of Euroa 4585 Boundary Road South, Euroa, for a Staged multi lot residential
subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network TRZ2 and removal
of native vegetation in accordance with endorsed plans, subject to
the following conditions:
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

Conditions:
Endorsed Plans
1. The subdivision must be carried out in accordance with the endorsed
plans and permit and must not be altered without the prior written
consent of the Responsible Authority.
Section 173 Agreement
2. Prior to the issue of a Statement of Compliance for Stage 1 of the
proposed subdivision a Section 173 Agreement must be entered in to
at no cost to Council, which ensures the following:
a) The on-site detention for stormwater for the future dwellings
will each be designed by a qualified drainage engineer and
must be approved by the Council prior to construction. A copy
of each of the approved plans will be held by Council for future
reference. Provision should be made for the use of tanks for
each dwelling to allow for the capture and re-use of stormwater
for garden, toilet and laundry purposes.
b) The stormwater system must incorporate principles of Water
Sensitive Urban design and be designed so that the rate of
storm water runoff from the development must not be more
than the rate of runoff from the site prior to the development,
all to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The
drainage system must be designed in accordance with the
requirements of Clause 19 of the IDM “On-site Detention
Systems”. The on-site storage size for the development must
be in accordance with Table 13. The allowable discharge rate
to Council drains shall be the lesser of; a) that which is outlined
in Table 13 and b) the remaining capacity of the existing pipe
(clause 19.3.1 of the IDM).
c) A default allowable discharge rate of 25 l/s/ha may be used in
lieu of calculations to determine the remaining capacity of the
existing drainage network. www.designmanual.com.au
d) Each on-site detention stormwater system must be
constructed either prior to, or currently with, the construction
of any dwelling on the specified lots. Each on-site detention
stormwater system on the specified lots must be completed
prior to connection to Council's drainage system and be
constructed in accordance with the approved design plans.
e) The owner will maintain, and not modify without prior Council
written approval, each on-site detention system and will allow
each on-site stormwater detention system to be inspected by a
duly appointed officer of the Council at mutually agreed times.
f) The Owner will pay for all the costs associated with the
construction and maintenance of each on-site detention
system.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)
The Section 173 Agreement must be prepared by Council’s solicitors,
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and must be recorded
on the folio of the Register to the subject land pursuant to Section 181
of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
Engineering Plans, Reports and Requirements
3. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for each stage of
the development, detailed construction plans must be submitted for
the approval of the Responsible Authority. When approved, the plans
will be endorsed and will then form part of the permit. The plans must
be drawn to scale with dimensions. The plans must be generally in
accordance with the plans submitted with the application modified to
show: a) All bearings, distances, levels, street names, lot numbers, lot
sizes, reserves and easements.
b) Road Reserve, carriageway and verge widths.
c) Protection measures for existing native vegetation on site.
d) Provision of fire hydrants in accordance with CFA
requirements
e) Drainage design.
f) All infrastructure including drainage, concrete footpath, kerb
and channel, public lighting and utility services
g) The use of recycled materials wherever possible.
h) Vehicle crossing for each lot.
i) Street tree locations.
j) All surface details.
k) Proposed court bowls.
l) All relevant road signage and line marking.
m) Speed limit signs as appropriate.
n) Other information relevant to the land such as dams, wells,
filled land, creeks and natural water courses etc.
4. Prior to the commencement of works for each stage of the
subdivision, including demolition and excavation, a Construction
Management Plan must be submitted to and endorsed by the
Responsible Authority. No works are permitted to occur until the Plan
has been endorsed by the Responsible Authority. Once endorsed, the
construction management plan will form part of the permit and must
be implemented to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The
plan must provide details of the following:a) Hours for construction activity in accordance with any other
condition of this Permit;
b) Measures to control noise, dust, water and sediment laden
runoff;
c) Measures to inform adjacent residents of work schedules, etc.
d) Measures relating to removal of hazardous or dangerous
material from the site, where applicable.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

e)

f)
g)

h)
i)

j)
k)

l)

A plan showing the location of parking areas for construction
and sub- contractors’ vehicles on and surrounding the site, to
ensure that vehicles associated with construction activity cause
minimum disruption to surrounding premises. Any basement car
park on the land must be made available for use by subconstructors / tradespersons upon completion of such areas,
without delay;
A Traffic Management Plan showing truck routes to and from the
site;
Swept path analysis demonstrating the ability for trucks to enter
and exit the site in a safe manner for the largest anticipated truck
associated with the construction;
A plan showing the location and design of a vehicle wash-down
bay for construction vehicles on the site;
Measures to ensure that sub-contractors / tradespersons
operating on the site are aware of the contents of the
Construction Management Plan;
Contact details of key construction site staff;
A site plan showing the location of any site sheds, on-site
amenities, building waste storage and the like, noting that
Council does not support site sheds on Council road reserves;
and
Any other relevant matters.

5. Prior to the commencement of works for each stage of the
subdivision, a Site Environment Management Plan (SEMP), must be
submitted to and approved by the responsible authority and, where
relevant, other authorities. When approved, the plan will be endorsed
and form part of this planning permit.
6. Prior to the commencement of works for stage 1 of the subdivision, a
Traffic Management Strategy and investigation must be submitted as
per Clause 9 of the IDM via a qualified engineer, unless otherwise
agreed to in writing. The strategy, including the traffic impact
assessment report and professional recommendations will be
considered as part of the design.
7. The final design parameters for the roadways and pathways must be
based on Council’s Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) as modified
from time to time, all to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
All works shall conform to plans and specifications prepared by a
qualified engineer at Owner’s expense and approved by the
Responsible authority. A list of specific details and requirements are
as follows: (a)
Pram crossings must be provided at all intersections to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority.
(b)
Include in the design plans recommendations resulting from
any required Traffic Impact Assessment.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Provide temporary turnaround areas for roads terminated at
stage boundaries. The size must be sufficient to turn service
and emergency vehicles around without reversing. A
minimum of 250mm depth of approved crushed rock
material is required.
A pavement design must be submitted for the entire road
network by a suitably qualified engineer in accordance with
clause 12.7 of the IDM. Irrespective of such design a
minimum pavement depth of 250mm must be provided in an
approved material. Council requires that the pavement
wearing course be in accordance with Clause 12.7.16.
Design of roads and footpath must be accessible to people
with disabilities and include tactile ground surface
indicators, and kerb ramps required for the safe movement
of people with disabilities as per relevant Australian
Standards.
The Vehicle crossings to the subject allotments from the
road must be constructed at a location and of a size and
standard satisfactory to the Responsible Authority.
Subsoil drainage installed for all kerb and channel.

8. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for stage 1, a
Stormwater Impact Assessment Report [SIAR] and/ or Stormwater
Management Assessment Report [SMAR] must be submitted to and
approved by the responsible authority. This report must be prepared
by a suitably qualified person and be in accordance with the
requirements of clause 11 of the Infrastructure Design Manual.
9. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for stage 1 of the
development a detailed design of the proposed wetland drainage
treatment, and retention system must be submitted to and approved
by the responsible authority.
Before the certification of the plan of subdivision for each stage, a
drainage plan with computations prepared by a suitably qualified
person to the satisfaction of the responsible authority must be
submitted to and approved by the responsible authority. When
approved, the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of the
permit. The plans must be drawn to scale with dimensions and a
minimum of two copies (or as specified) must be provided. The plans
must be in accordance with Council’s Infrastructure Design Manual
and include:
a)
b)

details of how the works on the land are to be drained and/or
retarded.
computations including total energy line and hydraulic grade
line for the existing and proposed drainage as directed by
Responsible Authority.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

c)

d)
e)

f)
g)

h)

overland flow paths including proposed developed site levels
verses existing site levels of surrounding land to ensure that
any major difference in height can be accommodated at the
boundary and that there will be no negative impact on the
neighbouring property
underground pipe drains conveying stormwater to the legal
point of discharge for each allotment
measures to enhance stormwater discharge quality from the
site and protect downstream waterways Including the expected
discharge quality emanating from the development (output
from MUSIC or similar) and design calculation summaries of
the treatment elements;
documentation demonstrating approval from the relevant
authority for the legal point of discharge.
the details of the incorporation of water sensitive urban design
in accordance with clause 20.3.1 of the Infrastructure Design
Manual.
maintenance schedules for treatment elements.

Before the issue of statement of compliance for each stage, the works
relevant to each stage as shown on the endorsed drainage plan must
be completed to the satisfaction of the responsible authority
10. Prior to the commencement of works for each stage of the
subdivision, the owner or developer must submit to the Responsible
Authority a written report and photos of any prior damage to public
infrastructure. Listed in the report must be the condition of kerb &
channel, footpath, seal, street lights, signs and other public
infrastructure fronting the property and abutting at least two
properties either side of the development. Unless identified with the
written report, any damage to infrastructure post construction will be
attributed to the development. The owner or developer of the subject
land must pay for any damage caused to the Councils assets/Public
infrastructure caused as a result of the development or use permitted
by this permit.
11. The earthworks and lot filling must be as per the guidelines specified
in Council’s Infrastructure Design Manual, to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.
Landscaping
12. Prior to the commencement of works for Stage 1 of the subdivision
a detailed landscape plan f o r t h e w h ol e o f t h e s i t e must be
prepared. The detailed landscape plan must be to the satisfaction
of the responsible authority and must be submitted and assessed
against the construction plans by the responsible authority. When
approved, the landscape plan will be endorsed and will then form
part of the permit. The landscape plan must be drawn to scale
with dimensions must be provided. The landscape plan must show:
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

f)

g)
h)
i)

j)

k)
l)

Landscaping of the retardation basin and its surrounds and
other proposed public land within the subdivision.
Additional planting within the Boundary Road South road
reserve frontage of the land.
Details of the boundary fencing for the lots backing onto
Boundary Road South and abutting the proposed retardation
basin and other reserves that includes a range of fencing
styles so as not to create a solid fencing treatment along
these boundaries.
Details of fencing of the proposed retardation basin.
Provision of a gravel path, avoiding the removal of native
vegetation, along the Boundary Road South road reserve
frontage of the land.
Detailed planting schedule of all proposed trees, shrubs
and groundcovers, including botanical names, common
names, pot sizes, sizes at maturity and quantities of each
plant.
The removal of all existing disused structures, foundations,
pipelines or stockpiles and the eradication of weeds,
All trees planted as part of the landscape works shall have a
minimum height of 2.0 to 2.5m at the time of planting.
The supply and spread of sufficient topsoil and sub soil if
required on the proposed areas of open space to provide a
stable, free draining surface and hydro-seeding of proposed
grass areas (including within the drainage reserve),
Soil quality and planting techniques in median or verge tree
planting zones along arterial roads (including service road
nature strips) that will support full growth of medium to large
trees.
Mechanisms for the exclusion of vehicles,
All proposed open space, streetscape embellishments such
as installation of pathways, garden beds, seating, shelters,
picnic facilities, boardwalks, tree planting, signage, drinking
fountains, irrigation systems, playgrounds, artwork,
retaining walls,
protective fencing (temporary and
permanent), wetlands and ornamental water bodies (including
within the drainage reserve),

13. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the
development, all nature strips and public open space must be seeded
and fertilised and grass must be established.
14. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the
development, all landscaping works (including street trees) shown on
the endorsed plan must be carried out and completed to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority. The time of planting can be
coordinated with Council to increase the survival rate of the street
trees.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

15. The landscaping shown on the endorsed plans including street trees
must be maintained for a period of twelve months from the date of
practical completion of the works to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority. Formative pruning must be undertaken to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority prior to the end of the 12
month period. Any dead, diseased or damaged plants are to be
replaced within 12 months of the date of practical completion for the
works.
Construction of Works
16. Before the Statement of Compliance is issued for each stage of the
subdivision, the owner must construct and complete road works,
drainage and other civil works, in accordance with endorsed plans
and specifications approved by the responsible authority and in
accordance with the Infrastructure Design Manual; including the
following:
a) Road works, drainage and other civil works to be constructed
must include:
b) Street and drainage in accordance with the approved
construction drawings.
c) Fully sealed pavement with kerb and channel and vehicle
crossings.
d) Landscaping in accordance with the approved landscape plans.
e) Pedestrian paths in accordance with the approved plans.
f) Planting of street trees or as otherwise agreed in writing by the
responsible authority.
g) Underground drainage.
h) Footpaths.
i) Underground conduits for water, gas, electricity and telephone.
j) Intersection and traffic control/mitigation measures.
k) Street lighting and signage.
l) High stability permanent survey marks.
m) Installation of a street name plate sign.
to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Prior to Statement of Compliance for Stage 1 the proposed retardation
and stormwater treatment basin must be constructed in accordance with
the endorsed civil plans and to the satisfaction of responsible authority,
unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
Other matters
17. Before a Statement of Compliance for each stage is issued under
the Subdivision Act 1988 the owner must provide to the satisfaction
of the responsible authority
a)
b)
c)

a water supply/tapping (including a water meter) to each area
of parkland/reserve in the subdivision;
an assets statement for each street;
a valuation for land within each road reserve;
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d)

e)

f)
g)
h)

i)
j)
k)

l)

m)
n)

full set of ‘as constructed’ digitised construction plans in
PDF and Cad format for landscaping, roads and drainage
(CD or other format as appropriate);
in addition to condition (d) above, an electronic copy on CD
a Survey enhanced “as constructed” GIS data for the
drainage information component of the subdivision, in
accordance with the current version of D-SPEC and CCTV;
a certified plan showing the extent and depth of fill in excess
of 300 mm placed on any of the allotments;
street name plates;
issue of a Preliminary Acceptance Certificate by Council’s
Development Engineers section for the acceptance of street
construction, site grading, landscaping etc
fencing of all land abutting Public Open Space;
fire plugs in accordance with the Country Fire Authority
requirements, at the subdivider’s expense; and
a bond to the value of 5% of the cost of works shall be
submitted to Council for the maintenance of the street and
drainage construction for the duration of the 12 month
maintenance period;
a bond to the value of 5% of the cost of works shall be
submitted to Council for the maintenance period of 24
months for the street trees planted within the development;
wetland and quality treatment works must be maintained for
a minimum of 12 months of maintenance period;
the developer must submit a comprehensive operational
documentation and manual for treatment devices of wetland
prior to commencement of maintenance period.

to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Street Addressing
18. Prior to the Certification of each stage of the subdivision, the owner
must complete and duly sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the
Allocation of Street names & numbers.
Fees and bonds
19. Prior to the issue of statement of compliance for each stage of the
subdivision, a maintenance bond to the value of 5% of the actual cost
of road and drainage works must be paid to the Responsible
Authority.
20. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the
subdivision payment must be made to the Responsible Authority of a
supervision fee up to 2.5% of the actual cost of roads and drainage
works, the amount to be determined by the Responsible Authority
(the permit holder must submit a copy of the road and drainage
Construction Contract Schedule, for verification of the amount by
Council.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

21. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the
subdivision payment must be made to the Responsible Authority of
an engineering design checking fee of up to 0.75% of the value of
documented works, the amount to be determined by the Responsible
Authority.
Street lighting
22. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the
subdivision, public street lighting must be provided to streets,
footpaths and public open spaces designed in accordance with
relevant Australian Standards relevant Council Policy, the IDM and to
the satisfaction of the responsible Authority (category P4 unless
otherwise directed).
Site Management and Amenity
23. Appropriate steps must be taken to retain all silt and sediment on site
during the construction phase to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority and must be carried out in accordance with the following
EPA guidelines and policies:
a) Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction Sites (EPA
publication No. 480, December 19985); and
b) Construction Techniques for Sedimentation Pollution Control
(EPA publication No. 275, May 1991)
24. In the event of mud, crushed rock or other debris being carried onto
public roads or footpaths from the subject land, appropriate
measures must be implemented to minimise the problem to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
25. The permit holder shall ensure that dust suppression is undertaken
in the form of constant water spraying or other natural based
proprietary dust suppressant to ensure that dust caused by vehicles
moving along the access road and/or within the site does not cause
a nuisance to surrounding properties to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority. The development shall not have an adverse
impact on existing or future air quality.
26. The approved SEMP must be implemented to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.
27. The site shall at all times be kept in a neat and tidy condition to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. Any litter shall be
immediately removed from the site and surrounding area at the
direction of the Responsible Authority.
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Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

Telecommunications
28. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
• A telecommunications network or service provider for the
provision of telecommunications services to each lot shown on the
endorsed plan in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
• A suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready
telecommunications facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed
plan in accordance with any industry specifications or any
standards set by the Australian Communications and Media
Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be
provided by optical fibre.
29. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the
subdivision under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land
must provide written confirmation from:
• A telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are
connected to or are ready for connection to telecommunications
services in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
• A suitable qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication
facilities have been provided in accordance with any industry
specifications or any standards set by the Australian
Telecommunications and Media Authority, unless the applicant
can demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
Public Open Space
30. Pursuant to Section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988, the applicant
must pay to the Responsible Authority a sum equivalent to 5% of the
site value of all land in the subdivision for Public Open Space unless
otherwise agreed to in writing. This payment shall be made prior to
the issue of a statement of compliance for stage 1 of the subdivision
and may be adjusted in accordance with Section 19 of the Subdivision
Act 1988.
Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
31. The applicant must –
a) Enter in an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
for supply of electricity to each lot on the endorsed plan.
b) Enter into an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
for the rearrangement of the existing electricity supply system.
c) Enter into an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
for rearrangement of the points of supply to any existing
installations affected by any private electric power line which
would cross a boundary created by the subdivision, or by such
means as may be agreed by Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2020-163 - A Staged Multi Lot Residential
Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

d)

e)
f)

g)
h)

i)

j)

k)

Provide easements satisfactory to Ausnet Electricity Service
Pty Ltd for the purpose of “Power Line” in the favour of “Ausnet
Electricity Service Pty Ltd” pursuant to Section 88 of the
Electricity Industry Act 2000, where easements have not been
otherwise provided, for all existing Ausnet Electricity Service
Pty Ltd electric power lines and for any new power lines
required to service the lots on the endorsed plan and/or
abutting land.
Obtain for the use of Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd any
other easement required to service the lots.
Adjust the position of any existing Ausnet Electricity Service
Pty Ltd easement to accord with the position of the electricity
line(s) as determined by survey.
Set aside on the plan of subdivision Reserves for the use of
Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd for electric substations.
Provide survey plans for any electric substations required by
Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd and for associated power
lines and cables and executes leases for a period of 30 years,
at a nominal rental with a right to extend the lease for a further
30 years. Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd requires that such
leases are to be noted on the title by way of a caveat or a
notification under Section 88 (2) of the Transfer of Land Act
prior to the registration of the plan of subdivision.
Provide to Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd a copy of the plan
of subdivision submitted for certification that shows any
amendments that have been required.
Agree to provide alternative electricity supply to lot owners
and/or each lot until such time as permanent supply is available
to the development by Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd.
Individual generators must be provided at each supply point.
The generator for temporary supply must be installed in such
a manner as to comply with the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
Ensure that all necessary auditing is completed to the
satisfaction of Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd to allow the
new network assets to be safely connected to the distribution
network.

Goulburn Valley Region Water Authority
32. The permit holder must arrange:
a) Payment of new customer contribution charges for water
supply to the development, such amount being determined by
the Corporation at the time of payment;
b) Provision of a reticulated water supply and associated
construction works to each allotment within the development,
at the developer’s expense, in accordance with standards of
construction adopted by and to the satisfaction of the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation. (The works may
include, but not be limited to downstream augmentation works,
the construction of a water booster pumping station, storage
or tanks and trunk mains);
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Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

Provision of one water tapping per Lot at the developer’s
expense, in accordance with standards of construction
adopted by and to the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation;
Any existing water service that crosses any of the proposed
allotment boundaries within the proposed development must
be disconnected and re-located at the developer's expense, to
be wholly within one allotment only, including notification of
the proposed lot to be serviced by the existing water meter, to
the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water
Corporation;
Payment of new customer contributions charges for sewerage
services to the development, such amount being determined
by the Corporation at the time of payment;
Provision of reticulated sewerage and associated construction
works to each allotment within the development, at the
developer’s expense, in accordance with standards of
construction adopted by and to the satisfaction of the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation; (The works may
include, but not be limited to the construction of a sewerage
pumping station, rising mains and gravity mains);
Reserves for sewerage pump stations to be in favour of the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation. The reserve must
be adequately sized to enable unrestricted access to the
sewage pump station for operation and maintenance purposes.
The reserve must not be encumbered by any easements;
Provision of easements in favour of the Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation over all existing and proposed
sewer mains located within private property;
Pursuant to Section 36 of the Subdivision Act, if the
Corporation considers that, for the economical and efficient
subdivision and servicing of the land covered by the
Application for Permit, it requires the owner of the land to
acquire an easement over other land in the vicinity. That is, any
land not owned by the Developer through which a sewerage
extension servicing the development is to be located,
easements shall be created in favour of the Corporation;
The operator under this permit shall be obliged to enter into an
Agreement with Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation
relating to the design and construction of any sewerage or
water works required. The form of such Agreement shall be to
the satisfaction of Goulburn Valley Water. A copy of the format
of the Agreement will be provided on request;
The plan of subdivision lodged for certification is to be referred
to the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation pursuant to
Section 8(1) of the Subdivision Act, 1988.
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Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

Department of Transport
33. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Only two accesses will be permitted from the subject land to
Mansfield Road located at Subdivisional Road and Lot 3.
b) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Head, Transport for
Victoria prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision, a
Functional Layout Plan must be submitted to and approved
by the Head, Transport for Victoria. When approved by the
Head, Transport for Victoria, the plans must be endorsed by
the Responsible Authority and will then form part of the
permit. The plans must show the following:
• Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR).
• Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL).
c) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Head, Transport for
Victoria prior to the release of a statement of compliance, the
following roadworks on Mansfield Road must be completed
at no cost to and to the satisfaction of the Head, Transport for
Victoria:
•
Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR).
•
Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL).
•
Any other works required.
Planning Note
Separate consent for works within the road reserve and the specifications
of these works is required under the Road Management Act 2004. For the
purposes of this application the works will include provision of:
• Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR)
• Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL)
• Any other works required.
Department of Land Water and Planning
34. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Before works start, the permit holder must advise all persons
undertaking the vegetation removal or works on site of all
relevant permit conditions and associated statutory
requirements or approvals.
b) Except with the written consent of Strathbogie Shire, within
the tree protection zone of all retained trees, the following are
prohibited:
• Vehicular or pedestrian access
• Trenching or soil excavation
• Storage or dumping of any soils, materials, equipment,
vehicles, machinery or waste products.
• Entry and exit pits for underground services
• Any other actions or activities that may result in
adverse impacts to retained native vegetation.
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Subdivision, access to the Principal Road Network (TRZ2) and Removal of Native
Vegetation ~ 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

c)

To offset the removal of 0.595 hectares of native vegetation the
permit holder must secure a native vegetation offset, in
accordance with the “Guidelines for the removal, destruction
or lopping of native vegetation” (DELWP 2017) as specified
below:
• A general offset of 0.123 general habitat units located
within the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority area or Strathbogie Shire municipal district
• With a minimum strategic biodiversity score of at least
0.300.
• The offset secured must provide protection of at least 8
large trees.
d) Before any vegetation is removed and prior to Statement of
Compliance, evidence that the required offset has been
secured must be provided to the satisfaction of Strathbogie
Shire. This evidence is one or both of the following
• An established first party offset site including a security
agreement signed by both parties and a management
plan detailing the 10-year management actions and
ongoing management of the site or
• Credit extract(s) allocated to the permit from the Native
Vegetation Credit Register.

Goulburn Murray Water
35. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Each lot of the subdivision must be provided with connection
to the reticulated sewerage system in accordance with the
requirements of Goulburn Valley Water.
b) Prior to the Statement of Compliance being issued, any on-site
wastewater systems must be decommissioned to the
satisfaction of council’s Environmental Health Department.
c) All infrastructure and works to manage stormwater must be in
accordance with the requirements of the Responsible
Authority. Stormwater discharged from the subdivision must
meet the urban run-off objectives and Standard C25 as
specified in Clause 56.07-4 of the Victorian Planning
Provisions.
d) All works within the subdivision must be done in accordance
with EPA Publication 960 “Doing It Right on Subdivisions,
Temporary
Environmental
Protection
Measures
for
Subdivision Construction Sites”, September 2004.
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Expiry
36. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
(a) the subdivision is not started (certification of the first stage of
the subdivision) within two (2) years of the date of this permit;
(b) the subdivision is not completed (Statement of Compliance of
the final stage of the subdivision) within five (5) years of the
date of Certification of the final stage of the subdivision under
the Subdivision Act 1988.
The Responsible Authority may extend the periods referred to if a
request is made in writing:
• before the permit expires; or
• within six months afterwards if the use or development has
not yet started; or
• within 12 months after the permit expiry date, where the
development allowed by the permit has lawfully started before
the permit expires.
Planning Notes:
• This Permit does not authorise the creation of a new access
way/crossover. Before any such development may commence, the
Applicant must apply for and obtain appropriate approval from
Council.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The applicant is seeking approval for a staged multi-lot residential subdivision (48
lots). The proposed layout will also require the removal of native vegetation (see
the assessment section in the attached Officer report) and creation of vehicle
access to a Transport Zone 2 – Principal Road Network (Mansfield Road). The
proposed layout is as follows:
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It is proposed to develop the land in 4 stages commencing with the lots fronting
Mansfield Road in Stage 1. The land contains a number of large grey box trees
which are intended to be retained as part of the development. While the trees are
to be retained, as they will be located in an urban environment, either within the
proposed road reserves, open space or residential allotments less than 4000sqms
they will be deemed lost under the ‘Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation 2017’. Given this, an offset for the trees will still need
to be provided.
The application also includes the construction of an on-site storm water treatment
and retention basin. This area will be required to be landscaped along with two
small areas of parkland that have been created to ensure the retention of existing
native vegetation on the land.
The subject land sits on the southern boundary of the Euroa Township. Adjoining
land to the north, east and west is predominantly residential with farming land
located directly to the south across Boundary Road South. The land is
approximately 5.9ha in size and is shown highlighted in red below.

ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
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Council is a Responsible Authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
(the Act). In this role, Council administers the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
(Planning Scheme) and, among other things, determines planning permit
applications made for the use and development of land within the municipality.
Under delegated authority of Council, Council Officers determine some matters.
Any application that receives one or more objection is heard before Council.
SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES
Permission is sought to subdivide the land for residential purposes. The proposed
residential subdivision is generally in accordance with the strategic direction for the
land which sees it identified for infill residential development.
The relevant referral authorities have consented to the subdivision subject to
conditions which are included on the permit.
The application was placed on public notice and several objections have been
received. Officers believe that the draft set of planning permit conditions included
in the Officer recommendation can address a number of the objectors’ concerns.
Officers have worked with the applicant and the objectors in attempting to provide
the best possible subdivision layout given the restrictions of the site. This has
resulted in some of the objections being withdrawn.
The applicant had worked to ensure that existing native vegetation is to be retained
on site and within the road reserves fronting the land. This has meant that the
subdivision will back onto Boundary Road South. An entry point has been provided
to Boundary Road South to provide a point of interest and a fencing condition is
recommended to ensure that solid rear fencing is not erected along this boundary.
While the native vegetation on site will be deemed lost, given it will be located in
an urban environment, every effort will be made to protect this vegetation during
the construction phase. A detailed assessment has found that the application
complies with relevant residential subdivision design requirements at Clause 56 of
the planning scheme.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Individual applications consider these requirements through assessment phase of
each application as per the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the provisions
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme. The application was advertised to adjacent
and nearby owners and occupiers.
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The application has been advertised on three occasions pursuant to Section 52 of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987. The reason for this is that the proposed
plan of subdivision has been formally amended on a number of occasions. The
original plan of subdivision was notified by:
• Sending letters to adjoining and nearby landowners
• Placing (a) sign on site.
• Placing a Notice in the Euroa Gazette.
The second and third versions of the plan were re-advertised to objectors only.
Council officers are satisfied that the notification has been carried out correctly. In
addition, officers undertook a site visit on a number of occasions. Consultation was
carried out with the objectors and the applicant. Further details of this consultation
can be found within the attached Officer Report.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
There are no implications on the Council Plan or any Council Policies as a result of
this decision.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision-making.
The state policies are considered in the Planning Policy Framework section (above)
from the Strathbogie Planning Scheme.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
This application is being considered under Section 61 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
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This application is being heard by Council due to the receipt of objections to the
proposal. The report will be on the council website under the Agenda, objectors will
be able to speak to their objection, be in the public gallery and go to VCAT should
they wish to appeal any decision by Council.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the
municipal district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to
be promoted.
Economic
This proposal is supported by the planning scheme and state policy to allow for
projected population growth to be accommodated in appropriate locations
throughout the region. The economic implications are positive for the region and
locality.
Social
The proposal will provide for diversity in housing and potential increase in residents
to become part of the existing community, supporting the local economy, the local
schools and businesses.
Environmental
The application has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 and referred to DELWP who are satisfied that the
applicant has taken an avoid and minimise approach to the existing native
vegetation on the land. The applicant has worked closely with the Euroa
Environment Group to revise the proposed subdivision layout to allow for existing
native trees on the land to be retained. The provision of additional landscaping
along Boundary Road South will enhance the suburban environment leading to
increased greening and cooling of the area.
Climate change
The Strathbogie Planning Scheme has incorporated broader considerations on
Climate Change. The flood risk has been assessed by the relevant floodplain
manager and the existing native vegetation has been assessed by the relevant
authority, leading to outcomes that will lessen the risk and improve the vegetation
cover with offsets provided as per regulations and landscaping provided directly on
site to effect cooling and carbon drawdown. The proposed residential allotments
are well orientated to provide for solar installations for future dwellings and
Environmentally Sustainable Design outcomes. The developer will seek to use
recycled construction materials in road construction wherever possible.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
There are no human rights implications with this proposal. The application is being
assessed in accordance with relevant legislation, and all parties will be afforded all
relevant rights of appeal at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
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CONCLUSION
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to issue
a Notice of Decision to grant a permit, subject to conditions, in accordance with the
officer recommendation.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Officer Planning Report
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Officer Planning Report
Application Details:
Application is for:

A staged multi lot residential subdivision, access to the
Principal Road Network TRZ2 and removal of native
vegetation.

Applicant’s/Owner’s Name:

Onley’s Consulting

Date Received:

17 December 2020

Statutory Days:

More than 60 days

Application Number:

P2020-163

Planner: Name, title & department

Braydon Aitken
Manager
Planning and Investment Department

Land/Address:
Zoning:

CA 6, 7 & 8 SEC 65 Parish of Euroa
45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa VIC 3666
General Residential Zone (GRZ)
Adjacent to the Principal Road (TRZ2)

Overlays:

Land Subject to Inundation Overlay (LSIO)

Is a CHMP required?

No – not in an area of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Sensitivity

Is it within an Open Potable
No
Catchment Area?
Clause 32.08-3 – subdivision in the GRZ
Clause 44.04-3 – subdivision in the LSIO
Under what clause(s) is a permit Clause 52.17-1 – removal of Native Vegetation
required? (include description)
Clause 52.29-2 – subdivision adjacent and access to a
TRZ2
Restrictive covenants on the title?

No

Current use and development:

Vacant/grazing land

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest in relation to advice provided in this report
After reading the definitions of a general or material conflict of interest as defined by the
Local Government Act 2020, do you have a conflict of interest?
Yes
☐
(if YES, please complete a Conflict of Interest and Declaration Making Declaration form)
No

☒
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Recommendation
That Council
1.

Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2020-163 to be given
under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and having
considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit under the provisions of Clause 32.08-3, 44.04-3,52.17-1 & 52.29-2
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in respect of the land known as CA 6,
7 & 8 SEC 65 Parish of Euroa 45-85 Boundary Road South, Euroa, for a
Staged multi lot residential subdivision, access to the Principal Road
Network TRZ2 and removal of native vegetation in accordance with
endorsed plans, subject to the following conditions:

Conditions:
Endorsed Plans
1. The subdivision must be carried out in accordance with the endorsed plans and
permit and must not be altered without the prior written consent of the Responsible
Authority.
Section 173 Agreement
2. Prior to the issue of a Statement of Compliance for Stage 1 of the proposed
subdivision a Section 173 Agreement must be entered in to at no cost to Council,
which ensures the following:
a) The on-site detention for stormwater for the future dwellings will each be
designed by a qualified drainage engineer and must be approved by the
Council prior to construction. A copy of each of the approved plans will be
held by Council for future reference. Provision should be made for the use
of tanks for each dwelling to allow for the capture and re-use of stormwater
for garden, toilet, and laundry purposes.
b) The stormwater system must incorporate principles of Water Sensitive
Urban design and be designed so that the rate of storm water runoff from
the development must not be more than the rate of runoff from the site prior
to the development, all to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The
drainage system must be designed in accordance with the requirements of
Clause 19 of the IDM “On-site Detention Systems”. The on-site storage size
for the development must be in accordance with Table 13. The allowable
discharge rate to Council drains shall be the lesser of; a) that which is
outlined in Table 13 and b) the remaining capacity of the existing pipe
(clause 19.3.1 of the IDM).
c) A default allowable discharge rate of 25 l/s/ha may be used in lieu of
calculations to determine the remaining capacity of the existing drainage
network. www.designmanual.com.au
d) Each on-site detention stormwater system must be constructed either prior
to, or currently with, the construction of any dwelling on the specified lots.
Each on-site detention stormwater system on the specified lots must be
completed prior to connection to Council's drainage system and be
constructed in accordance with the approved design plans.
e) The owner will maintain, and not modify without prior Council written
approval, each on-site detention system and will allow each on-site
stormwater detention system to be inspected by a duly appointed officer of
the Council at mutually agreed times.
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The Owner will pay for all the costs associated with the construction and
maintenance of each on-site detention system.

The Section 173 Agreement must be prepared by Council’s solicitors, to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority and must be recorded on the folio of the Register to the subject
land pursuant to Section 181 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
Engineering Plans, Reports and Requirements
3. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for each stage of the
development, detailed construction plans must be submitted for the approval of
the Responsible Authority. When approved, the plans will be endorsed and will
then form part of the permit. The plans must be drawn to scale with dimensions.
The plans must be generally in accordance with the plans submitted with the
application modified to show: a)
All bearings, distances, levels, street names, lot numbers, lot sizes,
reserves and easements.
b)
Road Reserve, carriageway and verge widths.
c)
Protection measures for existing native vegetation on site.
d)
Provision of fire hydrants in accordance with CFA requirements
e)
Drainage design.
f)
All infrastructure including drainage, concrete footpath, kerb and
channel, public lighting and utility services
g)
The use of recycled materials wherever possible.
h)
Vehicle crossing for each lot.
i)
Street tree locations.
j)
All surface details.
k)
Proposed court bowls.
l)
All relevant road signage and line marking.
m) Speed limit signs as appropriate.
n)
Other information relevant to the land such as dams, wells, filled land,
creeks and natural water courses etc.
4. Prior to the commencement of works for each stage of the subdivision, including
demolition and excavation, a Construction Management Plan must be submitted
to and endorsed by the Responsible Authority. No works are permitted to occur
until the Plan has been endorsed by the Responsible Authority. Once endorsed,
the construction management plan will form part of the permit and must be
implemented to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The plan must
provide details of the following:a)
Hours for construction activity in accordance with any other condition of
this Permit;
b)
Measures to control noise, dust, water and sediment laden runoff;
c)
Measures to inform adjacent residents of work schedules, etc.
d)
Measures relating to removal of hazardous or dangerous material from
the site, where applicable.
e)
A plan showing the location of parking areas for construction and subcontractors’ vehicles on and surrounding the site, to ensure that vehicles
associated with construction activity cause minimum disruption to
surrounding premises. Any basement car park on the land must be made
available for use by sub-constructors / tradespersons upon completion
of such areas, without delay;
f)
A Traffic Management Plan showing truck routes to and from the site;
g)
Swept path analysis demonstrating the ability for trucks to enter and exit
the site in a safe manner for the largest anticipated truck associated with
the construction;
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A plan showing the location and design of a vehicle wash-down bay for
construction vehicles on the site;
Measures to ensure that sub-contractors / tradespersons operating on
the site are aware of the contents of the Construction Management Plan;
Contact details of key construction site staff;
A site plan showing the location of any site sheds, on-site amenities,
building waste storage and the like, noting that Council does not support
site sheds on Council road reserves; and
Any other relevant matters.

5. Prior to the commencement of works for each stage of the subdivision, a Site
Environment Management Plan (SEMP), must be submitted to and approved by
the responsible authority and, where relevant, other authorities. When approved,
the plan will be endorsed and form part of this planning permit.
6. Prior to the commencement of works for stage 1 of the subdivision, a Traffic
Management Strategy and investigation must be submitted as per Clause 9 of the
IDM via a qualified engineer, unless otherwise agreed to in writing. The strategy,
including the traffic impact assessment report and professional recommendations
will be considered as part of the design.
7. The final design parameters for the roadways and pathways must be based on
Council’s Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) as modified from time to time, all to
the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. All works shall conform to plans and
specifications prepared by a qualified engineer at Owner’s expense and approved
by the Responsible authority. A list of specific details and requirements are as
follows: (a) Pram crossings must be provided at all intersections to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority.
(b) Include in the design plans recommendations resulting from any required
Traffic Impact Assessment.
(c) Provide temporary turnaround areas for roads terminated at stage
boundaries. The size must be sufficient to turn service and emergency
vehicles around without reversing. A minimum of 250mm depth of approved
crushed rock material is required.
(d) A pavement design must be submitted for the entire road network by a
suitably qualified engineer in accordance with clause 12.7 of the IDM.
Irrespective of such design a minimum pavement depth of 250mm must be
provided in an approved material. Council requires that the pavement
wearing course be in accordance with Clause 12.7.16.
(e) Design of roads and footpath must be accessible to people with disabilities
and include tactile ground surface indicators, and kerb ramps required for
the safe movement of people with disabilities as per relevant Australian
Standards.
(f) The Vehicle crossings to the subject allotments from the road must be
constructed at a location and of a size and standard satisfactory to the
Responsible Authority.
(g) Subsoil drainage installed for all kerb and channel.
8. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for stage 1, a Stormwater Impact
Assessment Report [SIAR] and/ or Stormwater Management Assessment Report
[SMAR] must be submitted to and approved by the responsible authority. This
report must be prepared by a suitably qualified person and be in accordance with
the requirements of clause 11 of the Infrastructure Design Manual.
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9. Prior to the certification of the plan of subdivision for stage 1 of the development a
detailed design of the proposed wetland drainage treatment, and retention system
must be submitted to and approved by the responsible authority.
Before the certification of the plan of subdivision for each stage, a drainage plan
with computations prepared by a suitably qualified person to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority must be submitted to and approved by the responsible
authority. When approved, the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of the
permit. The plans must be drawn to scale with dimensions and a minimum of two
copies (or as specified) must be provided. The plans must be in accordance with
Council’s Infrastructure Design Manual and include:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

f)
g)
h)

details of how the works on the land are to be drained and/or retarded.
computations including total energy line and hydraulic grade line for the
existing and proposed drainage as directed by Responsible Authority.
overland flow paths including proposed developed site levels verses
existing site levels of surrounding land to ensure that any major
difference in height can be accommodated at the boundary and that
there will be no negative impact on the neighbouring property
underground pipe drains conveying stormwater to the legal point of
discharge for each allotment
measures to enhance stormwater discharge quality from the site and
protect downstream waterways Including the expected discharge
quality emanating from the development (output from MUSIC or similar)
and design calculation summaries of the treatment elements;
documentation demonstrating approval from the relevant authority for
the legal point of discharge.
the details of the incorporation of water sensitive urban design in
accordance with clause 20.3.1 of the Infrastructure Design Manual.
maintenance schedules for treatment elements.

Before the issue of statement of compliance for each stage, the works relevant to
each stage as shown on the endorsed drainage plan must be completed to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority
10. Prior to the commencement of for each stage of the subdivision, the owner or
developer must submit to the Responsible Authority a written report and photos of
any prior damage to public infrastructure. Listed in the report must be the condition
of kerb & channel, footpath, seal, street lights, signs and other public infrastructure
fronting the property and abutting at least two properties either side of the
development. Unless identified with the written report, any damage to
infrastructure post construction will be attributed to the development. The owner
or developer of the subject land must pay for any damage caused to the Councils
assets/Public infrastructure caused as a result of the development or use permitted
by this permit.
11. The earthworks and lot filling must be as per the guidelines specified in Council’s
Infrastructure Design Manual, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Landscaping
12. Prior to the commencement of works for Stage 1 of the subdivision a detailed
landscape plan, for the whole of the site, must be prepared. The detailed
landscape plan must be to the satisfaction of the responsible authority and must
be submitted and assessed against the construction plans by the responsible
authority. When approved, the landscape plan will be endorsed and will then form
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part of the permit. The landscape plan must be drawn to scale with dimensions
must be provided. The landscape plan must show:
a)
Landscaping of the retardation basin and its surrounds and other proposed
public land within the subdivision.
b)
Additional planting within the Boundary Road South road reserve frontage
of the land.
c)
Details of the boundary fencing for the lots backing onto Boundary Road
South and abutting the proposed retardation basin and other reserves that
includes a range of fencing styles so as not to create a solid fencing
treatment along these boundaries.
d)
Details of fencing of the proposed retardation basin.
e)
Provision of a gravel path, avoiding the removal of native vegetation, along
the Boundary Road South road reserve frontage of the land.
f)
Detailed planting schedule of all proposed trees, shrubs and
groundcovers, including botanical names, common names, pot sizes,
sizes at maturity and quantities of each plant.
g)
The removal of all existing disused structures, foundations, pipelines or
stockpiles and the eradication of weeds,
h)
All trees planted as part of the landscape works shall have a minimum
height of 2.0 to 2.5m at the time of planting.
i)
The supply and spread of sufficient topsoil and sub soil if required on the
proposed areas of open space to provide a stable, free draining surface
and hydro-seeding of proposed grass areas (including within the drainage
reserve),
j)
Soil quality and planting techniques in median or verge tree planting zones
along arterial roads (including service road nature strips) that will support
full growth of medium to large trees.
k)
Mechanisms for the exclusion of vehicles,
l)
All proposed open space, streetscape embellishments such as installation
of pathways, garden beds, seating, shelters, picnic facilities, boardwalks,
tree planting, signage, drinking fountains, irrigation systems, playgrounds,
artwork, retaining walls, protective fencing (temporary and permanent),
wetlands and ornamental water bodies (including within the drainage
reserve),
13. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the development,
all nature strips and public open space must be seeded and fertilised and grass
must be established.
14. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the development,
all landscaping works (including street trees) shown on the endorsed plan must be
carried out and completed to the satisfaction of the responsible authority. The time
of planting can be coordinated with Council to increase the survival rate of the
street trees.
15. The landscaping shown on the endorsed plans including street trees must be
maintained for a period of twelve months from the date of practical completion of
the works to the satisfaction of the responsible authority. Formative pruning must
be undertaken to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority prior to the end of
the 12 month period. Any dead, diseased or damaged plants are to be replaced
within 12 months of the date of practical completion for the works.
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Construction of Works
16. Before the Statement of Compliance is issued for each stage of the subdivision,
the owner must construct and complete road works, drainage and other civil works,
in accordance with endorsed plans and specifications approved by the responsible
authority and in accordance with the Infrastructure Design Manual; including the
following:
a) Road works, drainage and other civil works to be constructed must include:
b) Street and drainage in accordance with the approved construction drawings.
c) Fully sealed pavement with kerb and channel and vehicle crossings.
d) Landscaping in accordance with the approved landscape plans.
e) Pedestrian paths in accordance with the approved plans.
f) Planting of street trees or as otherwise agreed in writing by the responsible
authority.
g) Underground drainage.
h) Footpaths.
i) Underground conduits for water, gas, electricity and telephone.
j) Intersection and traffic control/mitigation measures.
k) Street lighting and signage.
l) High stability permanent survey marks.
m) Installation of a street name plate sign.
to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Prior to Statement of Compliance for Stage 1 the proposed retardation and
stormwater treatment basin must be constructed in accordance with the endorsed
civil plans and to the satisfaction of responsible authority, unless otherwise agreed
to in writing.
Other matters
17. Before a Statement of Compliance for each stage is issued under the Subdivision
Act 1988 the owner must provide to the satisfaction of the responsible authority
a) a water supply/tapping (including a water meter) to each area of parkland/reserve
in the subdivision;
b) an assets statement for each street;
c) a valuation for land within each road reserve;
d) full set of ‘as constructed’ digitised construction plans in PDF and Cad format
for landscaping, roads and drainage (CD or other format as appropriate);
e) in addition to condition (d) above, an electronic copy on CD a Survey
enhanced “as constructed” GIS data for the drainage information component
of the subdivision, in accordance with the current version of D-SPEC and
CCTV;
f) a certified plan showing the extent and depth of fill in excess of 300 mm
placed on any of the allotments;
g) street name plates;
h) issue of a Preliminary Acceptance Certificate by Council’s Development
Engineers section for the acceptance of street construction, site grading,
landscaping etc
i) fencing of all land abutting Public Open Space;
j) fire plugs in accordance with the Country Fire Authority requirements, at the
subdivider’s expense; and
k) a bond to the value of 5% of the cost of works shall be submitted to Council
for the maintenance of the street and drainage construction for the duration
of the 12 month maintenance period;
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l)

a bond to the value of 5% of the cost of works shall be submitted to Council
for the maintenance period of 24 months for the street trees planted within
the development;
m) wetland and quality treatment works must be maintained for a minimum of 12
months of maintenance period;
n) the developer must submit a comprehensive operational documentation and
manual for treatment devices of wetland prior to commencement of
maintenance period.
to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
Street Addressing
18. Prior to the Certification of each stage of the subdivision, the owner must complete
and duly sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the Allocation of Street names &
numbers.
Fees and bonds
19. Prior to the issue of statement of compliance for each stage of the subdivision
maintenance bond to the value of 5% of the actual cost of road and drainage works
must be paid to the Responsible Authority.
20. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the subdivision
payment must be made to the Responsible Authority of a supervision fee up to
2.5% of the actual cost of roads and drainage works, the amount to be determined
by the Responsible Authority (the permit holder must submit a copy of the road
and drainage Construction Contract Schedule, for verification of the amount by
Council.
21. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the subdivision
payment must be made to the Responsible Authority of an engineering design
checking fee of up to 0.75% of the value of documented works, the amount to be
determined by the Responsible Authority.
Street lighting
22. Prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for each stage of the subdivision,
public street lighting must be provided to streets, footpaths and public open spaces
designed in accordance with relevant Australian Standards relevant Council
Policy, the IDM and to the satisfaction of the responsible Authority (category P4
unless otherwise directed).
Site Management and Amenity
23. Appropriate steps must be taken to retain all silt and sediment on site during the
construction phase to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and must be
carried out in accordance with the following EPA guidelines and policies:
a) Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction Sites (EPA publication No.
480, December 19985); and
b) Construction Techniques for Sedimentation Pollution Control (EPA
publication No. 275, May 1991)
24. In the event of mud, crushed rock or other debris being carried onto public roads
or footpaths from the subject land, appropriate measures must be implemented to
minimise the problem to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
25. The permit holder shall ensure that dust suppression is undertaken in the form of
constant water spraying or other natural based proprietary dust suppressant to
ensure that dust caused by vehicles moving along the access road and/or within
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the site does not cause a nuisance to surrounding properties to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority. The development shall not have an adverse impact on
existing or future air quality.
26. The approved SEMP must be implemented to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority.
27. The site shall at all times be kept in a neat and tidy condition to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority. Any litter shall be immediately removed from the site
and surrounding area at the direction of the Responsible Authority.
Telecommunications
28. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
• A telecommunications network or service provider for the provision of
telecommunications services to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in
accordance with the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the
time; and
• A suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready telecommunications
facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in accordance with any
industry specifications or any standards set by the Australian Communications
and Media Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be provided by optical
fibre.
29. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the subdivision
under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land must provide written
confirmation from:
• A telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are connected to
or are ready for connection to telecommunications services in accordance with
the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the time; and
• A suitable qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication facilities have
been provided in accordance with any industry specifications or any standards
set by the Australian Telecommunications and Media Authority, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
Public Open Space
30. Pursuant to Section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988, the applicant must pay to the
Responsible Authority a sum equivalent to 5% of the site value of all land in the
subdivision for Public Open Space unless otherwise agreed to in writing. This
payment shall be made prior to the issue of a statement of compliance for stage 1
of the subdivision and may be adjusted in accordance with Section 19 of the
Subdivision Act 1988.
Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
31. The applicant must –
a)
Enter in an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd for supply of
electricity to each lot on the endorsed plan.
b)
Enter into an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd for the
rearrangement of the existing electricity supply system.
c)
Enter into an agreement with Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd for
rearrangement of the points of supply to any existing installations affected
by any private electric power line which would cross a boundary created by
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the subdivision, or by such means as may be agreed by Ausnet Electricity
Service Pty Ltd.
Provide easements satisfactory to Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd for the
purpose of “Power Line” in the favour of “Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd”
pursuant to Section 88 of the Electricity Industry Act 2000, where
easements have not been otherwise provided, for all existing Ausnet
Electricity Service Pty Ltd electric power lines and for any new power lines
required to service the lots on the endorsed plan and/or abutting land.
Obtain for the use of Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd any other easement
required to service the lots.
Adjust the position of any existing Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
easement to accord with the position of the electricity line(s) as determined
by survey.
Set aside on the plan of subdivision Reserves for the use of Ausnet
Electricity Service Pty Ltd for electric substations.
Provide survey plans for any electric substations required by Ausnet
Electricity Service Pty Ltd and for associated power lines and cables and
executes leases for a period of 30 years, at a nominal rental with a right to
extend the lease for a further 30 years. Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd
requires that such leases are to be noted on the title by way of a caveat or
a notification under Section 88 (2) of the Transfer of Land Act prior to the
registration of the plan of subdivision.
Provide to Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd a copy of the plan of subdivision
submitted for certification that shows any amendments that have been
required.
Agree to provide alternative electricity supply to lot owners and/or each lot
until such time as permanent supply is available to the development by
Ausnet Electricity Service Pty Ltd. Individual generators must be provided
at each supply point. The generator for temporary supply must be installed
in such a manner as to comply with the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
Ensure that all necessary auditing is completed to the satisfaction of Ausnet
Electricity Service Pty Ltd to allow the new network assets to be safely
connected to the distribution network.

Goulburn Valley Region Water Authority
32. The permit holder must arrange:
a)
Payment of new customer contribution charges for water supply to the
development, such amount being determined by the Corporation at the time
of payment;
b)
Provision of a reticulated water supply and associated construction works
to each allotment within the development, at the developer’s expense, in
accordance with standards of construction adopted by and to the
satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation. (The works
may include, but not be limited to downstream augmentation works, the
construction of a water booster pumping station, storage or tanks and trunk
mains);
c)
Provision of one water tapping per Lot at the developer’s expense, in
accordance with standards of construction adopted by and to the
satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation;
d)
Any existing water service that crosses any of the proposed allotment
boundaries within the proposed development must be disconnected and relocated at the developer's expense, to be wholly within one allotment only,
including notification of the proposed lot to be serviced by the existing water
meter, to the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation;
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Payment of new customer contributions charges for sewerage services to
the development, such amount being determined by the Corporation at the
time of payment;
Provision of reticulated sewerage and associated construction works to
each allotment within the development, at the developer’s expense, in
accordance with standards of construction adopted by and to the
satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation; (The works
may include, but not be limited to the construction of a sewerage pumping
station, rising mains and gravity mains);
Reserves for sewerage pump stations to be in favour of the Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation. The reserve must be adequately sized to enable
unrestricted access to the sewage pump station for operation and
maintenance purposes. The reserve must not be encumbered by any
easements;
Provision of easements in favour of the Goulburn Valley Region Water
Corporation over all existing and proposed sewer mains located within
private property;
Pursuant to Section 36 of the Subdivision Act, if the Corporation considers
that, for the economical and efficient subdivision and servicing of the land
covered by the Application for Permit, it requires the owner of the land to
acquire an easement over other land in the vicinity. That is, any land not
owned by the Developer through which a sewerage extension servicing the
development is to be located, easements shall be created in favour of the
Corporation;
The operator under this permit shall be obliged to enter into an Agreement
with Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation relating to the design and
construction of any sewerage or water works required. The form of such
Agreement shall be to the satisfaction of Goulburn Valley Water. A copy of
the format of the Agreement will be provided on request;
The plan of subdivision lodged for certification is to be referred to the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation pursuant to Section 8(1) of the
Subdivision Act, 1988.

Department of Transport
33. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Only two accesses will be permitted from the subject land to Mansfield
Road located at Subdivisional Road and Lot 3.
b) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Head, Transport for Victoria prior
to the certification of the plan of subdivision, a Functional Layout Plan must
be submitted to and approved by the Head, Transport for Victoria. When
approved by the Head, Transport for Victoria, the plans must be endorsed
by the Responsible Authority and will then form part of the permit. The
plans must show the following:
• Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR).
• Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL).
c) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Head, Transport for Victoria prior
to the release of a statement of compliance, the following roadworks on
Mansfield Road must be completed at no cost to and to the satisfaction of
the Head, Transport for Victoria:
• Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR).
• Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL).
• Any other works required.
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Planning Note
Separate consent for works within the road reserve and the specifications of these works
is required under the Road Management Act 2004. For the purposes of this application the
works will include provision of:
• Urban Basic Right-turn Treatment (BAR)
• Urban basic left-turn treatment (BAL)
• Any other works required.
Department of Land Water and Planning
34. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Before works start, the permit holder must advise all persons undertaking
the vegetation removal or works on site of all relevant permit conditions
and associated statutory requirements or approvals.
b) Except with the written consent of Strathbogie Shire, within the tree
protection zone of all retained trees, the following are prohibited:
• Vehicular or pedestrian access
• Trenching or soil excavation
• Storage or dumping of any soils, materials, equipment, vehicles,
machinery or waste products.
• Entry and exit pits for underground services
• Any other actions or activities that may result in adverse impacts to
retained native vegetation.
c) To offset the removal of 0.595 hectares of native vegetation the permit
holder must secure a native vegetation offset, in accordance with the
“Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation”
(DELWP 2017) as specified below:
• A general offset of 0.123 general habitat units located within the
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority area or
Strathbogie Shire municipal district
• With a minimum strategic biodiversity score of at least 0.300.
• The offset secured must provide protection of at least 8 large trees.
d) Before any vegetation is removed and prior to Statement of Compliance,
evidence that the required offset has been secured must be provided to the
satisfaction of Strathbogie Shire. This evidence is one or both of the
following
• An established first party offset site including a security agreement
signed by both parties and a management plan detailing the 10-year
management actions and ongoing management of the site or
• Credit extract(s) allocated to the permit from the Native Vegetation
Credit Register.
Goulburn Murray Water
35. Approval is subject to the following conditions:
a) Each lot of the subdivision must be provided with connection to the
reticulated sewerage system in accordance with the requirements of
Goulburn Valley Water.
b) Prior to the Statement of Compliance being issued, any on-site wastewater
systems must be decommissioned to the satisfaction of council’s
Environmental Health Department.
c) All infrastructure and works to manage stormwater must be in accordance
with the requirements of the Responsible Authority. Stormwater discharged
from the subdivision must meet the urban run-off objectives and Standard
C25 as specified in Clause 56.07-4 of the Victorian Planning Provisions.
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d) All works within the subdivision must be done in accordance with EPA
Publication 960 “Doing It Right on Subdivisions, Temporary Environmental
Protection Measures for Subdivision Construction Sites”, September 2004.
Expiry
36. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
(a) the subdivision is not started (certification of the first stage of the
subdivision) within two (2) years of the date of this permit;
(b) the subdivision is not completed (Statement of Compliance of the final stage
of the subdivision) within five (5) years of the date of Certification of the final
stage of the subdivision under the Subdivision Act 1988.
The Responsible Authority may extend the periods referred to if a request is made in
writing:
• before the permit expires; or
• within six months afterwards if the use or development has not yet started; or
• within 12 months after the permit expiry date, where the development allowed
by the permit has lawfully started before the permit expires.
Planning Notes:
• This Permit does not authorise the creation of a new access way/crossover. Before
any such development may commence, the Applicant must apply for and obtain
appropriate approval from Council.

Proposal
The applicant is seeking approval for a staged multi-lot residential subdivision. The
proposed layout will also require the removal of native vegetation (see the assessment
section in the attached delegates report) and creation of vehicle access to a Transport
Zone 2 – Principal Road Network (Mansfield Road). The application also includes the
construction of an on-site storm water treatment and retention basin. This area will be
required to be landscaped. The most current layout is as follows:
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The layout has been revised on a number of occasions in an attempt to minimise the
removal of native vegetation and to address a number of the objectors concerns. This is
discussed in more detail in the assessment section of the report.
Subject site & locality
The subject land sits on the southern boundary of the Euroa Township. Adjoining land to
the north, east and west is predominantly residential with farming land located directly to
the south across Boundary Road. The land is approximately 5.9ha in size and is shown
highlighted in red below.

Permit/Site History
A search of Council’s planning electronic records shows there has been no prior planning
permit activity recorded on the subject site.
Further Information
Further Information Required:
What was requested?

FI Requested:
1. Whole of site plan, showing the
location of remnant native
vegetation on the site in context
with the proposed lot and road
layout.
2. Further details on how the “avoid

☒ Yes

FI Received: Yes

☐ No
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and minimise” principles have
been applied to this application.
3. Assessment of the application
against the provisions of Clause
52.17, Native Vegetation. Should
this result in the consequential
loss of native vegetation, please
confirm that this is included in the
application and provide the
application documents as
outlined in Guidelines for the
removal, destruction of lopping of
native vegetation, DELWP 2017.
4. The Traffic Impact Assessment
submitted with the application
refers to a 43-lot subdivision. The
proposed subdivision is for 52
lots. Please amend the report to
reflect the current proposed
subdivision.
5. An assessment against Clause 56
has been undertaken for this
subdivision. The following items
need further information:
a) Clause 56.04-3, Solar
orientation of lots objective your response advises that at
least 70% of the lots achieve
the appropriate orientation.
Please provide details on
which lots do and don’t
comply with this requirement.

Advertising/Public Notification
The application has been advertised on three occasions pursuant to Section 52 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987. The reason for this is that the proposed plan of
subdivision has been amended on a number of occasions. The original plan of subdivision
was notified by:
• Sending letters to adjoining and nearby landowners
• Placing (a) sign on site.
• Placing a Notice in the Euroa Gazette
The second and third version of the plan were re-advertised to objectors only.
The fourth version of the plan was not advertised, and these proposed changes were
minor in nature and it is considered will not cause any material detriment.
The different versions of the plan are shown below:
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Third plan advertised on 9 November 2021

Fourth plan provided on 28 January 2022

Twenty-Seven objections were received as a result of the advertisement of the first two
proposed plans of subdivision. The key issues that were raised in the objections are:
• An increase in traffic as a result of the proposed development
• The provision of vehicle access via Mernda Avenue
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The provision of vehicle access onto Mansfield Road
Removal of native vegetation
Fencing treatment along Boundary Road South potentially providing an urban
interface to a rural area
Proposed lot density does not meet the character of the area and may set a
precedent for future development
The existing drainage and stormwater does not support the current influx. Subject
land gets covered with water in a flood event
Lack of connectivity to future residential land to the south.

Following the advertisement of the third plan 6 objections were withdrawn leaving a total
of 21 remaining objections. The table below provides a summary of and response to the
remaining objections:
Concerns

Officer Response

Traffic
increase
and
proposed road layout

The applicant has provided a traffic impact
assessment from a suitably qualified traffic
engineer. The report identified that there were no
traffic issues with the proposed development.
Both VicRoads and Council’s Asset Engineers
have reviewed the application and have no
objections to the proposal. No evidence has
been provided by the objectors to substantiate
any traffic issues. Conditions will be included on
any planning permit that issues that will ensure
all roads and intersections are constructed to the
requirements of the Responsible Authority.

Vehicle Access to Mernda
Avenue

A meeting was held onsite with a Council
Planning Officer and several objectors. The
objectors did not want to see direct vehicle
access from the development into Mernda
Avenue. The objectors were happy for
pedestrian access. To address this the applicant
has removed direct access to Mernda Avenue.
This resulted in the withdrawal of several
objections. Council’s Asset Engineers have
confirmed that direct vehicle access from the
proposed subdivision to Mernda Avenue is not
required. The proposed subdivision is already
proposing two entry and exit points, one via
Boundary Road South and one via Mansfield
Road to ensure safe vehicle movement is
available. The two entry and exit points also
provide for emergency access should one of the
points be blocked off. Future vehicle access to
Mernda Avenue could be provided if required
when the vacant residential land to the east is
developed.

Vehicle
Access
Mansfield Road

Objectors have raised safety concerns about the
creation of an additional intersection with
Mansfield Road as part of the development. The
applicant has provided a traffic impact
assessment from a suitably qualified traffic

to
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engineer. The report identified that there were no
traffic issues with the proposed development.
Both VicRoads and Council’s Asset Engineers
have reviewed the application and have no
objections to the proposal, including the
proposed intersection to Mansfield Road. No
evidence has been provided by the objectors to
substantiate any safety issues.
Removal
Vegetation

of

Native

A number of concerns have been raised about
the proposed removal of existing large native
trees on the land. The applicant has taken these
concerns on board and revised the proposed
layout to retain these trees. The applicant has
worked closely with planning officers and the
Euroa Environment Group to ensure the layout
provides for a good biodiversity outcome.
While the trees are to be retained, as they will
be located in an urban environment, either
within the proposed road reserves, open space
or residential allotments less than 4000sqms
they will be deemed lost under the ‘Guidelines
for the removal, destruction or lopping of native
vegetation 2017’. Given this, an offset for the
trees will still need to be provided. Conditions
should be included on any planning permit that
issues to ensure the protection of the trees
during the construction phase. It should be
noted that there are a number of examples of
where trees have been able to be retained
within the road reserves, where new residential
development has occurred within the Euroa
Township.
The applicant has also shifted to proposed
vehicle access point to the estate from
Mansfield Road to avoid the removal of two river
redgum trees within the road reserve.
Additionally, the applicant has designed the
proposed subdivision to avoid the removal of
existing established native trees within the
Boundary Road South road reserve. The
protection of this established vegetation corridor
will help minimise any biodiversity impacts from
the development.

Fencing Treatment Along
Boundary South Road

Concerns have been raised by some of the
objectors about the development turning its back
on Boundary Road South. The re-design of the
subdivision to front lots onto Boundary Road
South would result in the loss of roadside native
vegetation. This vegetation adds to the rural
residential character of the area and should be
retained wherever possible. The Applicant has
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agreed to a fencing condition to ensure any rear
boundary fencing is not solid type fencing that will
provide for a poor urban design outcome. The
applicant has also given an undertaking to work
with the Euroa Environment Group to do further
planting in the Boundary Road South road
reserve and to construct a gravel walking path in
this reserve to avoid impacts on existing native
vegetation and to provide safe pedestrian
access.
Proposed Lot Density &
impact on the character of
the area.

The land is zoned for residential development
and is identified for infill residential development
within the Euroa Township Strategy. The
proposed lot sizes are consistent with
surrounding residential lot sizes. The applicant
has revised the design of the subdivision in order
to retain existing native vegetation both on the
land and within the road reserves fronting the
land. This will help retain the character of the
area. Conditions included within the officer
recommendation will ensure any rear fencing
treatment along Boundary South Road will not be
a solid wall or fencing to ensure a bad urban
design outcome is avoided.

Lack of connectivity to
future residential land to
the south

Concerns have been raised about the
subdivision backing onto Boundary South Road.
Some of the objections believe that lots should
front onto Boundary South Road. The reasons
for this are highlighted in the objections as a poor
urban design outcome and a lack of connectivity
between the development and possible future
residential development to the south of Boundary
Road South. The applicant has gone some way
to address this by revising the proposed layout to
provide and entry point to the development from
Boundary Road South. This will provide for a
future point of connectivity and reduce the
number of lots backing onto Boundary South
Road from 19 to 14. The fronting of all lots onto
Boundary South Road has the potential to impact
of the existing native vegetation corridor within
the road reserve. This corridor provides a
distinctive character for the area. The applicant
has given an undertaking that they will avoid solid
fencing along rear lot boundaries and that they
will work with the Euroa Environmental Group to
provide additional planting within the Road
Reserve to improve the amenity of the area.

Stormwater Concerns

Concerns have been raised about the proposed
stormwater drainage solution and making sure
the proposal will not divert natural overland flow
onto surround land. Council’s Asset Engineers
are satisfied that the proposed drainage solution
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can work subject to the submission of drainage
plans which will ensure the drainage solution is
design in accordance with IDM standards and
will not impact on surrounding land.
To conclude, the objections raised valid points and to a large extent the concerns raised
can be addressed by the proposed conditions included in this report.
Consultation
Planning Officers have met with and spoken to a number of objectors to listen and
understand their concerns. Officers have also meet with the applicant on a number of
occasions to explain the objectors concerns and to work on achieving a subdivision layout
that can address as many of these concerns as possible.
Planning officers have also worked closely with the applicant and the Euroa Environment
Group to ensure the proposed subdivision layout minimises the impact on native
vegetation both within the site and within the adjoining road reserves. The Euroa
Environment Group has advised that their concerns have now been addressed however
they have not formally withdrawn their objection.
Referrals
External Referrals/Notices required by the Planning Scheme:
Section 55 Referrals
Authority

List Planning
clause
triggering
referral

Determining or
Recommending

Advice/Response/Conditions

GBCMA

44.04-7

Recommending

No objections and no conditions

VicRoads

52.29-4

Determining

No objections subject to standard
conditions

DELWP

66.02-2

Recommending

No objections subject to standard
conditions

GVW

66.01

Determining

No objections subject to standard
conditions

GMW

66.01

Determining

No objections subject to standard
conditions

AusNet

66.01

Determining

No objections subject to standard
conditions

APA

66.01

Determining

No objections and no conditions
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Internal Notices/Referrals
Internal Council
Notices
Asset Engineers

Advice/Response/Conditions
No objections subject to standard conditions

Assessment
The zoning of the land and any relevant overlay provisions
32.08 GENERAL RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Purpose
• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy
Framework.
• To encourage development that respects the neighbourhood character of the
area.
• To encourage a diversity of housing types and housing growth particularly in
locations offering good access to services and transport.
• To allow educational, recreational, religious, community and a limited range of
other non-residential uses to serve local community needs in appropriate
locations.
32.08-3 Subdivision
Permit requirement
• A permit is required to subdivide land.
An application to subdivide land that would create a vacant lot less than 400 square
metres capable of development for a dwelling or residential building, must ensure that
each vacant lot created less than 400 square metres contains at least 25 percent as
garden area. This does not apply to a lot created by an application to subdivide land
where that lot is created in accordance with:
• An approved precinct structure plan or an equivalent strategic plan;
• An incorporated plan or approved development plan; or
• A permit for development.
• An application to subdivide land, other than an application to subdivide land into
lots each
• containing an existing dwelling or car parking space, must meet the requirements
of Clause 56 and:
Must meet all of the objectives included in the clauses specified in the following table.
Should meet all of the standards included in the clauses specified in the following table.
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32.08-13 Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the
responsible authority must consider, as appropriate:
General
• The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
• The purpose of this zone.
• The objectives set out in a schedule to this zone.
• Any other decision guidelines specified in a schedule to this zone.
• The impact of overshadowing on existing rooftop solar energy facilities on
dwellings on adjoining lots in a General Residential Zone, Mixed Use Zone,
Neighbourhood Residential Zone, Residential Growth Zone or Township Zone.
Subdivision
• The pattern of subdivision and its effect on the spacing of buildings.
For subdivision of land for residential development, the objectives and standards
of Clause 56.
Officers Response:
A response to the relevant policy considerations is provided in PPF & LPPF sections of
this report.
The proposed subdivision accords with the relevant purposes of the zone as the proposed
lot sizes match the character and pattern of existing subdivisions within the surrounding
General Residential Zone. The proposal will preserve the landscape character of the area
by retaining native vegetation on site and by enhancing the existing native vegetation
corridor along Boundary Road South. It should also be noted that there are no
neighbourhood character objectives specified in the schedule to the GRZ.
Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
Purpose
• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy
Framework.
• To identify land in a flood storage or flood fringe area affected by the 1 in 100
year flood or any other area determined by the floodplain management authority.
• To ensure that development maintains the free passage and temporary storage of
floodwaters, minimises flood damage, is compatible with the flood hazard and
local drainage conditions and will not cause any significant rise in flood level or
flow velocity.
• To reflect any declaration under Division 4 of Part 10 of the Water Act, 1989
where a declaration has been made.
• To protect water quality in accordance with the provisions of relevant State
Environment Protection Policies, particularly in accordance with Clauses 33 and
35 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria).
• To ensure that development maintains or improves river and wetland health,
waterway protection and flood plain health.

44.04-3 Subdivision
Planning permit permission is required to subdivide land in the LSIO.
Relevant Decision Guidelines
•

Any comments of the relevant floodplain management authority.
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The existing use and development of the land.
Whether the proposed use or development could be located on flood-free land or
land with a lesser flood hazard outside this overlay.
The susceptibility of the development to flooding and flood damage.
The potential flood risk to life, health and safety associated with the development.
Flood risk
The effect of the development on redirecting or obstructing floodwater,
stormwater or drainage water and the effect of the development on reducing flood
storage and increasing flood levels and flow velocities.
The effect of the development on river health values including wetlands, natural
habitat, stream stability, erosion, environmental flows, water quality and sites of
scientific significance.

Officers Response:
The majority of subject land is currently affected by the LSIO. The application was
considered by the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority (the relevant
floodplain manager) who had no objections. The GBCMA referred to Euroa Water
Management scheme of the council which established that the subject site is protected
from a repeat of a 100 year – ARI (1% AEP) type flood. This was confirmed with the
Euroa Post Flood Mapping and Intelligence Study (Cardno, 2015).
Council in association with the Goulburn Broken CMA, is preparing to amend the flood
overlay controls based on the findings of the Euroa Post Flood Mapping and Intelligence
Project. This amendment is known as the Strathbogie Planning Scheme Amendment
C052. The above-mentioned property will not be subject to flood overlay controls once if
the Strathbogie Planning Scheme C052 is adopted.
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF)
11.01-1S Settlement
Objective
• To promote the sustainable growth and development of Victoria and deliver
choice and opportunity for all Victorians through a network of settlements.

11.02-1S Supply of urban land
Objective
• To ensure a sufficient supply of land is available for residential, commercial, retail,
industrial, recreational, institutional and other community uses.
Strategies
• Ensure the ongoing provision of land and supporting infrastructure to support
sustainable urban development.
• Ensure that sufficient land is available to meet forecast demand.
• Plan to accommodate projected population growth over at least a 15 year period
and provide clear direction on locations where growth should occur. Residential
land supply will be considered on a municipal basis, rather than a town-by-town
basis.
• Planning for urban growth should consider:
• Opportunities for the consolidation, redevelopment and intensification of existing
urban areas.
• Neighbourhood character and landscape considerations.
• The limits of land capability and natural hazards and environmental quality.
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Service limitations and the costs of providing infrastructure.
Monitor development trends and land supply and demand for housing and
industry.
Maintain access to productive natural resources and an adequate supply of welllocated land for energy generation, infrastructure and industry.
Restrict rural residential development that would compromise future development
at higher densities.

Officers Response:
The application provides for infill development within the existing established township
boundary of Euroa. The proposed lot sizes are representative of the character of existing
lot sizes within the GRZ. The proposal will assist in preserving the sense of place within
the Euroa township by retaining existing native vegetation on site and within the road
reserves fronting the land. The land is able to be connect to the required infrastructure
services such as water sewerage and power.

13.02-1S Bushfire Planning
Objective
To strengthen the resilience of settlements and communities to bushfire through riskbased planning that prioritises the protection of human life.
Use and development control in a Bushfire Prone Area
When assessing a planning permit application for the above uses and development:
Consider the risk of bushfire to people, property and community infrastructure. Require
the implementation of appropriate bushfire protection measures to address the identified
bushfire risk. Ensure new development can implement bushfire protection measures
without unacceptable biodiversity impacts.
Officers Response:
The land is not located within the BMO, however it is located within a designated
Bushfire Prone Area due to its proximity to rural grazing grassland directly across
Boundary South Road. In this case Officers consider the bushfire risk to be low given the
majority of the land is surround by existing residential development. The Council’s
Infrastructure Design Manual requires new development to provide for fire hydrant’s and
road widths that allow for emergency vehicle access. These bushfire protection
measures will help prove for a safe development without impacting on biodiversity.

13.03-1S Floodplain management
Objective
To assist the protection of:
• Life, property and community infrastructure from flood hazard.
• The natural flood carrying capacity of rivers, streams and floodways.
• The flood storage function of floodplains and waterways.
• Floodplain areas of environmental significance or of importance to river health.
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Strategies
• Identify land affected by flooding, including land inundated by the 1 in 100 year
flood event or as determined by the floodplain management authority in planning
schemes.
• Avoid intensifying the impact of flooding through inappropriately located use and
development.
• Locate emergency and community facilities (including hospitals, ambulance
stations, police stations, fire stations, residential aged care facilities,
communication facilities, transport facilities, community shelters and schools)
outside the 1 in 100 year floodplain and, where possible, at levels above the
height of the probable maximum flood.
• Locate use and development that involve the storage or disposal of
environmentally hazardous industrial and agricultural chemicals or wastes and
other dangerous goods (including intensive animal industries and sewage
treatment plants) outside floodplains unless site design and management is such
that potential contact between such substances and floodwaters is prevented,
without affecting the flood carrying and flood storage functions of the floodplain.

Officers Response:
The application was referred to the relevant floodplain manger, the GBCMA, who had no
objections to the proposal. The GBCMA are satisfied that the proposal will not have
flooding impacts on surrounding land and that the land is adequately protected for any
flood impacts during a 1 in 100 year flood event.

15.01-3S Subdivision design
Objective
• To ensure the design of subdivisions achieves attractive, safe, accessible,
diverse and sustainable neighbourhoods.
Strategies
In the development of new residential areas and in the redevelopment of existing areas,
subdivision should be designed to create liveable and sustainable communities by:
• Creating compact neighbourhoods that have walkable distances between
activities.
• Developing activity centres in appropriate locations with a mix of uses and
services and access to public transport.
• Creating neighbourhood centres that include services to meet day to day needs.
• Creating urban places with a strong sense of place that are functional, safe and
attractive.
• Providing a range of lot sizes to suit a variety of dwelling and household types to
meet the needs and aspirations of different groups of people.
• Creating landscaped streets and a network of open spaces to meet a variety of
needs with links to regional parks where possible.
• Protecting and enhancing native habitat.
• Facilitating an urban structure where neighbourhoods are clustered to support
larger activity centres served by high quality public transport.
• Reduce car dependency by allowing for:
o Convenient and safe public transport.
o Safe and attractive spaces and networks for walking and cycling.
o Subdivision layouts that allow easy movement within and between
neighbourhoods.
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A convenient and safe road network.
Being accessible to people with disabilities.
Creating an urban structure and providing utilities and services that enable
energy efficiency, resource conservation, integrated water management and
minimisation of waste and air pollution.

Officers Response:
The development has been designed to accord with the relevant design requirements of
Clause 56 (Residential Subdivision) of the Planning Scheme. The Council’s IDM will
ensure that streets are designed to be safe, functional and landscaped. This is reflected
through the proposed planning permit conditions.
The development will be connected to the towns existing pedestrian network via Mernda
Avenue. This will direct pedestrian activity away from the busy Mansfield Road. The
developer will also work with the local environment group to improve the existing native
vegetation corridor along Boundary Road South. Part of this project will also include a
gravel pedestrian path to assist in removing pedestrians from the road pavement.
The proposed lot sizes range from 503sqm’s to 1200sqm’s providing a variety of lot sizes
in keeping with the character of rural township.
15.01-5S – Neighbourhood character
Objective:
To recognise, support and protect neighbourhood character, cultural identity, and sense
of place.
Strategies:
•

Support development that respects the existing neighbourhood character or
contributes to a preferred neighbourhood character.
• Ensure the preferred neighbourhood character is consistent with medium and
higher density housing outcomes in areas identified for increased housing.
• Ensure development responds to its context and reinforces a sense of place and
the valued features and characteristics of the local environment and place by
respecting the:
▪ Pattern of local urban structure and subdivision.
▪ Underlying natural landscape character and significant vegetation.
▪ Neighbourhood character values and built form that reflect
community identity.
Officers Response:
The Euroa Neighbourhood Character Study 2008 (ENCS,2008) identifies the land as being
within a rural interface/ future residential precinct (ENCS,2008, p.29). It is considered that
the subdivision will address the character of this precinct by:
•
•

Retaining existing native vegetation on the land.
Retaining the existing native vegetation corridor along Boundary Road South.

•

Enhancing the existing native vegetation corridor along Boundary Road South by
providing additional plantings.
Providing for lot sizes similar size to surrounding residential development.

•
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A condition will be included on any planning permit that issues to ensure that the fencing
treatment along Boundary Road South will not result in a mass of Colourbond fencing that
will detract from the abutting rural landscape. Officers gave consideration to requiring the
development to front Boundary Road South, however on balance believe this design
should be avoided as it would potentially lead to the removal of existing native vegetation
within the Boundary Road South road reserve. This existing vegetation adds to the rural
interface character of the area and should be preserved.
16.01-1S – Housing Supply
Objective:
To facilitate well-located, integrated and diverse housing that meets community need
Strategies:
•

•
•
•

Increase the proportion of housing in designated locations in established urban
areas (including under-utilised urban land) and reduce the share of new dwellings
in greenfield, fringe and dispersed development areas.
Encourage higher density housing development on sites that are well located in
relation to jobs, services and public transport.
Identify opportunities for increased residential densities to help consolidate urban
areas.
Plan for growth areas to provide for a mix of housing types through a variety of lot
sizes, including higher housing densities in and around activity centres.

Officers Response:
The subject site is located along the fringe of the established residential area within the
Euroa Township. The proposed development will assist in providing urban consolidation in
accordance with the existing zoning control and local planning policy direction.
19.03-3S – Integrated water management.
Objective:
To sustainably manage water supply, water resources, wastewater, drainage and
stormwater through an integrated water management approach.
Strategies:
•
•

•

Integrate water into the landscape to facilitate cooling, local habitat improvements
and provision of attractive and enjoyable spaces for community use
Manage stormwater quality and quantity through a mix of on-site measures and
developer contributions at a scale that will provide greatest net community
benefit.
Provide for sewerage at the time of subdivision or ensure lots created by the
subdivision are capable of adequately treating and retaining all domestic
wastewater within the boundaries of each lot
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Officers Response:
The proposed subdivision will adequately provide for services such a sewerage, water and
on-site storm water treatment and retention. It is acknowledged that additional 50
residential lots will impact on existing infrastructure, therefore, the applicant has proposed
a stormwater retardation basin within the site to ensure stormwater runoff from the land
will be restricted to pre-development flows. This will not only ensure the management of
stormwater, but also create an attractive landscaped area to improve the visual amenity of
the subdivision.
The Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) - including the Municipal Strategic
Statement (MSS) and local planning policies
21.03-2 – Local area plans – Euroa
Objective:
•

•

To maintain and enhance the Euroa “Village” character through strengthening its
compact central area, the strong presence of services and the attractive historic
buildings and streetscapes.
To strengthen Euroa’s relationship with its rural hinterland through showcasing
activities, events and local products that portray the way the town’s well
vegetated streets and open spaces forge links with its landscape context.

Officers Response:
Planning within Euroa township must have consideration to both the Euroa Structure Plan
2010, which identifies the subject land for infill residential development, and the Euroa
Neighbourhood Character Study 2008, which identifies the site as a rural interface/future
residential precinct. The purpose of these strategic documents was for infill residential
development to be designed to enhance the ‘village’ character of Euroa and for new
subdivisions to provide a well-designed urban edge development responding to the
existing character.
In addition, the Euroa Township Strategy was completed in 2020 as an update to the Euroa
Structure Plan. The Township Strategy is yet to be incorporated into the Planning Scheme
but provides strong guidance about future development within the Township. The strategy
shows the land within the township boundary. A key objective of the strategy is to
encourage the development of unconstrained existing vacant residential zoned land, such
as the subject site.
21.08 Reference documents
•
•

Euroa Neighbourhood Character Study, Planisphere, March 2008
Euroa Structure Plan, Planisphere, September 2010

Assessment against the key objectives for Euroa outlined Euroa Structure Plan 2010;
•

•

Streetscape and Public Open space:
▪ Improve the amenity of streetscapes throughout Euroa.
▪ Retain Euroa’s unique identity, beauty and rural ‘village’ character.
▪ Enhance the leafy landscape setting and sustainable image of
Euroa.
Land-use:
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Consolidate and strengthen the role of key focus areas within Euroa
Provide for more housing choice and diversity
Make better use of existing underutilised/ vacant buildings and land

Officers Response:
The proposed subdivision will create access to lots directly via Mansfield Road which will
help activate this frontage and help to retain the village character of the area. The sites
direct interface with Boundary Road South, abutting the subject site along its southern
boundary, needs careful consideration.
It is important that this interface is not fenced with solid Colourbond which would not only
disconnect any future residential development to the south but also, create an undesirable
urban impact due to lack of passive surveillance along this boundary. Furthermore, the site
is along the fringe of the Euroa township, thus acting as a gateway to the township. A solid
continuous fence would create a poor visual entrance for the southern entrance to the
town, affecting the Euroa’s identity.
To address the above, conditions should be included on any planning permit issued that
requires a fencing plan to be submitted and approved prior to the commencement of any
works. The fencing plan will need to show boundary fencing heights and materials and
provide for a mix of fencing types, including transparent fencing allowing views into the
proposed residential estate. Conditions should also require the provision of additional
landscaping within the Boundary South Road reserve and a gravel pedestrian path to
further active this town entry.
The provision of an entrance into the proposed residential estate from Boundary Road
South will also provide for a future vehicle and pedestrian linkage for the land to the south
which is identified as future long term residential land.
The subject site located on the fringe of the Euroa township and is identified for future
residential development. The proposed 50 lot subdivision will provide for diversity of
housing choices within the municipality thus, making the optimum use of the land within
the zone.
21.04-2 – Climate Change
Overview
Climate change scenarios indicate that the Shire of Strathbogie is likely to be affected in
the future, with rainfall becoming less reliable and more extreme increased rainfall
variability and higher average and extreme temperatures. This may result in an increase
in drought severity and possibly increased drought frequency for the Strathbogie Shire and
conversely more flood events and storm damage from extreme weather events.
Strategies
•

Encourage drainage infrastructure in new urban subdivisions that
accommodate extreme rainfall events.

will

Officers Response:
The proposal will provide for a stormwater drainage solution that will be designed in
accordance with IDM standards in order to accommodate extreme rainfall events.
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21.04-2 – Renewable Energy
Strategies
•

Encourage new residential developments which minimise energy and water
consumption through efficient subdivision and building design.

Officers Response:
The applicant has provided an assessment against the Sustainable Subdivisions
Framework which identified the following:
•
•
•
•

All lots will have good solar orientation allowing future dwellings to make good use
of solar panel systems.
The retention of native vegetation will assist in reducing any urban heat effects.
The size of the lots allows for the provision of grey water tanks to allow for
stormwater re-use for gardens and toilets etc.
The developer will look to use recycled materials in road construction and trench
back filling wherever possible.

21.04-6 – Flooding
Overview
Sound floodplain management in the Municipality is the critical means by which the
economic, social and environmental risks associated with floodplain use and
development can be minimised. This level of management is to be provided by two
“Local Floodplain Development Plans” which have been prepared to provide a
performance-based approach for decision making, reflecting local issues and best
practice in floodplain management.
Strategies
•

Ensure all new development maintains the free passage and temporary storage of
floodwater, minimises flood damage, is compatible with flood hazard and local
drainage conditions, and minimises soil erosion, sedimentation and silting.

•

Ensure the Local Floodplain Development Plans are current and development
proposals are consistent with these plans.

Officers Response:
As previously discussed in this report the application has been referred to the relevant
Floodplain Manager the GBCMA. The GBCMA is satisfied that the proposal:
•

Will allow for the free passage and temporary storage of floodwater, minimises
flood damage, is compatible with flood hazard and local drainage conditions, and
minimises soil erosion, sedimentation and silting.

•

Is consistent with the Local Floodplain Development Plan.
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Relevant Particular Provisions
53.01 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE CONTRIBUTION

A person who proposes to subdivide land must make a contribution to the Council for
public open space in an amount specified in the schedule to this clause (being a
percentage of the land intended to be used for residential, industrial or commercial
purposes, or a percentage of the site value of such land, or a combination of both). If no
amount is specified, a contribution for public open space may still be required under
section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988.
Officers Response:
The applicant should be required to make a public open space payment in accordance
with Clause 52.01 and section 18 of the Subdivision Act. While the application proposes
some open space as part of its development the primary function of the largest reserve is
for the capture, retention and treatment of stormwater. While landscaping this area will
provide a pleasing aesthetic environment, it’s main function will not be for recreational
purposes. Other smaller areas of open space within the subdivision provide for retention
of existing native vegetation and not for recreational open space.
Council’s Public Open Space Contributions Policy requires a public open space
contribution to be made when a planning permit is issued for a subdivision of three or
more lots.
This aligns with section 18 of the subdivision act that identifies public open space
contributions should be made where the following is applicable:
• The development will lead to existing open space within the town being used
more intensively.
• There will be an increase in population in the area that will utilise nearby existing
open space more regularly.
It is recommended that a public open space contribution condition be included on any
planning permit that issues.
52.17 – Native Vegetation
Purpose:
•

To ensure that there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal,
destruction or lopping of native vegetation. This is achieved by applying the
following three step approach in accordance with the Guidelines for the removal,
destruction or lopping of native vegetation (Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, 2017) (the Guidelines):
▪
▪

•

Avoid the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.
Minimise impacts from the removal, destruction or lopping of native
vegetation that cannot be avoided.
▪ Provide an offset to compensate for the biodiversity impact if a
permit is granted to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation.
To manage the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation to minimise
land and water degradation.
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Officers Response:
The original layout for the proposed subdivision sought the removal of four of the existing
grey box trees on the land. The subdivision layout has now been revised so that all existing
native trees on the land will be retained. This will ensure the protection of 8 large grey box
trees.
While the trees are to be retained, they will be located in an urban environment, either
within the proposed road reserves, open space or residential allotments less than
4000sqms and will therefore be deemed lost under the ‘Guidelines for the removal,
destruction or lopping of native vegetation 2017’. Given this, an offset for trees will still
need to be provided. Conditions should be included on any planning permit that issues to
ensure the protection of the trees to be retained during the construction phase. It should
be noted that there are a number of examples of where trees have been able to be retained
within the road reserves, where new residential development has occurred.
The applicant has also shifted to proposed vehicle access point to the estate from
Mansfield Road to avoid the removal of two river redgum trees within the road reserve.
Additionally, the applicant has designed the proposed subdivision to avoid the removal of
existing established native trees within the Boundary Road South road reserve fronting the
land. The protection of these established vegetation corridors will help minimise any
biodiversity impacts from the development.

52.29 Land adjacent to the Principal Road Networks
Purpose
• To ensure appropriate access to identified roads.
• To ensure appropriate subdivision of land adjacent to identified roads.
Decision guidelines:
•
•

The views of the relevant road authority.
The effect of the proposal on the operation of the road and on public safety.

Officers Response:
The application was referred to the Department of Transport for Victoria (DOT) under
Section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. The application has been assessed
by DOT who have no objections subject to standard access conditions.
CLAUSE 56 RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION ASSESSMENT
56.01 Site and Context Description and Design Response
✓ Complies

The description of the neighbourhood
provided with the application is
consistent with that of the surrounding
land
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56.01-1 Subdivision site and context
description
56.01-2 Subdivision design Response
The design response must explain how the
proposed design:
• Derives from and responds to the site and
context description.
• Responds to any site and context features
for the area identified in a local planning
policy or a Neighbourhood Character
Overlay.
• Responds to any relevant objective, policy,
strategy or plan set out for the area in this
scheme.
• Meets the relevant objectives of Clause 56
•

15/03/22

The proposal is consistent with the
relevant provisions regarding residential
infill and development. The proposal is
sympathetic to the existing surrounding
residential development whilst providing
for growth and integration.
While the subdivision will back on to
Boundary Road, this is to ensure that the
valuable native vegetation corridor within
the road reserve is maintained.

56.02 Policy Implementation
56.02-1 Strategic implementation objective
To ensure that the layout and design of a
subdivision is consistent with and implements
any objective, policy, strategy or plan for the
area set out in this scheme.
Standard C1
An application must be accompanied by a
written statement that describes how the
subdivision is consistent with and implements
any relevant growth area, activity centre,
housing, access and mobility, community
facilities, open space and recreation, landscape
(including any native vegetation precinct plan)
and urban design objective, policy, strategy or
plan for the area set out in this scheme.

✓ Complies
The application was submitted with an
appropriate response which describes
how the subdivision is consistent with
and implements the relevant State and
Local Planning Policy.
The proposed subdivision is to occur
within the existing township of Euroa on
a site which has been identified for
further development through the town’s
relevant growth management strategies.

56.03. Liveable and Sustainable communities
56.03-4

- Built environment objective

To create urban places with identity and
character.

✓ Complies
The subject site is an undeveloped site
surrounded by land which has been
developed for residential purposes.

Standard C5
The built environment should:

The applicant has worked hard to retain
significant native vegetation on site and
within the road reserves fronting the land
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Implement any relevant urban design
strategy, plan or policy for the area set
out in this scheme.
Provide living and working
environments that are functional, safe
and attractive.
Provide an integrated layout, built form
and urban landscape.
Contribute to a sense of place and
cultural identity.

15/03/22

to help maintain the rural landscape
character of the area.
The proposed subdivision is designed to
integrate the existing urban development
with the proposed lots via a pedestrian
connection to Mernda Avenue and a
future road connection to the vacant land
to the east.

An application should describe the identity and
character to be achieved and the elements that
contribute to that identity and character.
56.04 Lot Design
56.04-1 Lot diversity and distribution
objectives
• To achieve housing densities that
support compact and walkable
neighbourhoods and the efficient
provision of public transport services.
• To provide higher housing densities
within walking distance of activity
centres.
• To achieve increased housing densities
in designated growth areas.
• To provide a range of lot sizes to suit a
variety of dwelling and household types.
Standard C7
• A subdivision should implement any relevant
housing strategy, plan or policy for the area
set out in this scheme.
• Lot sizes and mix should achieve the
average net residential density specified in
any zone or overlay that applies to the land
or in any relevant policy for the area set out
in this scheme.
• A range and mix of lot sizes should be
provided including lots suitable for the
development of:
• Single dwellings.
• Two dwellings or more.
• Higher density housing.
• Residential buildings and Retirement
villages.
Unless the site is constrained by topography or
other site conditions, lot distribution should
provide for 95 per cent of dwellings to be
located no more than 400 metre street walking
distance from the nearest existing or proposed
bus stop, 600 metres street walking distance
from the nearest existing or proposed tram stop

✓ Yes
Lots range from 500sqm to 1200sqm in
size.
The density of the proposed subdivision
is consistent with the existing
surrounding property sizes.
✓ Complies
- 56.04-2
No lots as part of the proposed
subdivision will have an area of less than
300sqm.
As identified the lots are conventional
residential lots.

Due to the lot sizes and orientation of the
lots good solar access to the properties
will be provided. Therefore it is expected
that adequate energy ratings for the
future dwelling would apply. No building
envelopes are proposed within the
application due to the larger lot sizes.
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and 800 metres street walking distance from
the nearest existing or proposed railway
station.
Lots of 300 square metres or less in area, lots
suitable for the development of two dwellings or
more, lots suitable for higher density housing
and lots suitable for Residential buildings and
Retirement villages should be located in and
within 400 metres street walking distance of an
activity centre.
56.04-2 Lot area and building objective
To provide lots with areas and dimensions that
enable the appropriate siting and construction
of a dwelling, solar access, private open space,
vehicle access and parking, water
management, easements and the retention of
significant vegetation and site features.
Standard C8 (As relevant to the proposal)
Lots greater than 500 metres should be able to
contain a rectangle measuring 10 metres by 15
metres, and may contain a building envelope.
Any building envelope may specify or
incorporate any relevant siting and design
requirement. Any requirement should meet the
relevant standards of Clause 54, unless:
• The objectives of the relevant standards are
met, and
• The building envelope is shown as a
restriction on a plan of subdivision registered
under the Subdivision Act 1988, or is
specified as a covenant in an agreement
under Section 173 of the Act.
Where a lot with a building envelope adjoins a
lot that is not on the same plan of subdivision
or is not subject to the same agreement
relating to the relevant building envelope:
• The building envelope must meet Standards
A10 and A11 of Clause 54 in relation to the
adjoining lot, and
• The building envelope must not regulate
siting matters covered by Standards A12 to
A15 (inclusive) of Clause 54 in relation to
the adjoining lot. This should be specified in
the relevant plan of subdivision or
agreement.
Lot dimensions and building envelopes should
protect:

15/03/22
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• Solar access for future dwellings and
support the siting and design of dwellings
that achieve the energy rating requirements
of the Building Regulations.
• Existing or proposed easements on lots.
• Significant vegetation and site features.
✓ Complies
56.04-3 Solar orientation of lots objective
To provide good solar orientation of lots and
solar access for future dwellings.
Standard C9
Unless the site is constrained by topography or
other site conditions, at least 70 percent of lots
should have appropriate solar orientation.
Lots have appropriate solar orientation when:
• The long axis of lots are within the
range north 20 degrees west to north 30
degrees east, or east 20 degrees north
to east 30 degrees south.
•

Lots between 300 square metres and
500 square metres are proposed to
contain dwellings that are built to the
boundary, the long axis of the lots
should be within 30 degrees east and
20 degrees west of north.

•

Dimensions of lots are adequate to
protect solar access to the lot, taking
into account likely dwelling size and the
relationship of each lot to the street.

56.04-4 - Street orientation objective
To provide a lot layout that contributes to
community social interaction, personal safety
and property security.

All the proposed lots are oriented northsouth or east-west.
The proposed lots are proposed to be an
adequate size to allow for solar
accessibility to all lots.

✓ Complies
All proposed lots within the subdivision
are designed to front onto internal
streets and pedestrian footpaths.

Standard C10
Subdivision should increase visibility and
surveillance by:
•

•

•

Ensuring lots front all roads and streets
and avoid the side or rear of lots being
oriented to connector streets and
arterial roads.
Providing lots of 300 square metres or
less in area and lots for 2 or more
dwellings around activity centres and
public open space.
Ensuring streets and houses look onto
public open space and avoiding sides

This allows for social and community
interaction within the locality as well as
passive security and surveillance.
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and rears of lots along public open
space boundaries.
Providing roads and streets along public open
space boundaries.
56.04-5 Common area objectives
To identify common areas and the purpose for
which the area is commonly held.
To ensure the provision of common area is
appropriate and that necessary management
arrangements are in place.
To maintain direct public access throughout the
neighbourhood street network.
Standard C11
An application to subdivide land that creates
common land must be accompanied by a plan
and a report identifying:
• The common area to be owned by the
body corporate, including any streets
and open space.
•

Not Applicable – no common property is
proposed.

The reasons why the area should be
commonly held.

• Lots participating in the body corporate.
The proposed management arrangements
including maintenance standards for streets
and open spaces to be commonly held.
56.05 Urban landscape
56.05 -1 Integrated urban landscape
objectives
• To provide attractive and continuous
landscaping in streets and public open
spaces that contribute to the character and
identity of new neighbourhoods and urban
places or to existing or preferred
neighbourhood character in existing urban
areas.
• To incorporate natural and cultural features
in the design of streets and public open
space where appropriate.
• To protect and enhance native habitat and
discourage the planting and spread of
noxious weeds.
• To provide for integrated water management
systems and contribute to drinking water
conservation.
Standard C12

✓ Complies
To be a condition on the permit for a 5%
contribution.
Street trees will be planted in the street
to the satisfaction of the responsible
authority.
A landscaping plan will be required as
part of the conditions on the endorsed
permit.

56.06 Access & Mobility Management
56.06-2- Walking and cycling network
objectives

✓ Complies
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To contribute to community health and well
being by encouraging walking and cycling
as part of the daily lives of residents,
employees and visitors.
To provide safe and direct movement
through and between neighbourhoods by
pedestrians and cyclists.
To reduce car use, greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution.

Standard C15
• Have natural surveillance along streets and
from abutting dwellings and be designed for
personal safety and security particularly at
night
56.06 -4 Neighbourhood street network
objective
• To provide for direct, safe and easy
movement through and between
neighbourhoods for pedestrians, cyclists,
public transport and other motor vehicles
using the neighbourhood street network.
Standard C17

15/03/22

Walking and cycling objective within the
proposed development can be met –
provided open type fencing is
conditioned to be implement along lots
adjacent to public open space and the
retention basin.

✓ Complies
The proposed subdivision will provide for
direct access to Boundary Road South,
Mansfield Road and to the vacant
residential land to the east. This is
considered acceptable given the
constraints of the site.
Pedestrian access will be provided to
Mernda Avenue.
This access will provide for movement
within the locality and allow for
convenient access to adjoining existing
residential developments.
The subdivision provides for one
temporary court bowl which is
considered acceptable. This court bowl
will be removed when the land to the
east develops for residential purposes.

56.06-5 - Walking and cycling network detail
objectives
To design and construct footpaths, shared path
and cycle path networks that are safe,
comfortable, well constructed and accessible
for people with disabilities.
To design footpaths to accommodate
wheelchairs, prams, scooters and other
footpath bound vehicles.
Standard C18
56.06-6 Public transport network detail
objectives
• To provide for the safe, efficient operation
of public transport and the comfort and
convenience of public transport users.
• To provide public transport stops that are
accessible to people with disabilities.

✓ Complies
Footpaths will be required to be
constructed along all roads in
accordance with IDM requirements

✓ Complies
Capable of providing a bus stop within
400m walking catchment from the
proposed subdivision.
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Standard C19
56.06-7 Neighbourhood street network
detail objective
• To design and construct street
carriageways and verges so that the street
geometry and traffic speed provide an
accessible and safe neighbourhood street
system for all users.
Standard C20
56.06-8 Lots access objectives
To provide for safe vehicle access between
roads and lots.
Standard C21
Vehicle access to lots abutting arterial roads
should be provided from service roads, side or
rear access lanes, access places or access
streets where appropriate and in accordance
with the access management requirements of
the relevant roads authority.

15/03/22

✓ Complies
The proposed street widths are in
accordance with the Infrastructure
Design Manual.
Permit conditions will require the
submission of road cross sections of the
roads within the development.
✓ Complies
All lots will have vehicular access from
existing or proposed roads. The new
roads are to be designed in accordance
with the Infrastructure Design Manual.
All lots will have access from the front of
the lot.

Vehicle access to lots of 300 square metres or
less in area and lots with a frontage of 7.5
metres or less should be provided via rear or
side access lanes, places or streets.
The design and construction of a crossover
should meet the requirements of the relevant
road authority.
56.07 Integrated Water Management
56.07-1 Drinking water supply objectives
To reduce the use of drinking water.
To provide an adequate, cost effective supply
of drinking water.
Standard C22
The supply of drinking water must be:
• Designed and constructed in
accordance with the requirements and
to the satisfaction of the relevant water
authority.
•

✓ Complies
All proposed lots will have independent
connections to reticulated town water to
the Satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley
Regional Water Authority.

Provided to the boundary of all lots in
the subdivision to the satisfaction of the
relevant water authority.

56.07-2 Reused and recycled water
objective
To provide for the substitution of drinking water
for non-drinking purposes with reused and
recycled water.
Standard C23

✓ Complies
Reticulated re-used water is not
available to this subdivision, future
owners should consider incorporating
water harvesting features into house
design.
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Reused and recycled water supply systems
must be:
•

Designed, constructed and managed in
accordance with the requirements and
to the satisfaction of the relevant water
authority, Environment Protection
Authority and Department of Human
Services.

•

Provided to the boundary of all lots in
the subdivision where required by the
relevant water authority.

56.07-3 Waste water management objective
To provide a waste water system that is
adequate for the maintenance of public health
and the management of effluent in an
environmentally friendly manner.

✓ Complies
Connections to the reticulated Sewerage
system will be provided to each
proposed lot to the satisfaction of the
Goulburn Valley Regional Water
Authority.

Standard C24
Waste water systems must be:
•

Designed, constructed and managed in
accordance with the requirements and
to the satisfaction of the relevant water
authority and the Environment
Protection Authority.

•

Consistent with any relevant approved
domestic waste water management
plan.
Reticulated waste water systems must be
provided to the boundary of all lots in the
subdivision where required by the relevant
water authority.
56.07-4 Urban run-off management
objectives
To minimise damage to properties and
inconvenience to residents from urban run-off.
To ensure that the street operates adequately
during major storm events and provides for
public safety.
To minimise increases in stormwater run-off
and protect the environmental values and
physical characteristics of receiving waters
from degradation of urban run-off.
Standard C25
The urban stormwater management system
must be:
•

Designed and managed in accordance
with the requirements and to the

✓ Complies
Council’s asset engineers have required
a drainage plan as part of the permit
conditions for the subdivision. The
subdivision will connect to the Council’s
Storm water drainage system.
The retention basin will be required to
include landscaping a point of interest as
part of the WSUD measures.
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satisfaction of the relevant drainage
authority.
•

Designed and managed in accordance
with the requirements and to the
satisfaction of the water authority where
reuse of urban run-off is proposed.

•

Designed to meet the current best
practice performance objectives for
stormwater quality as contained in the
Urban Stormwater – Best Practice
Environmental Management Guidelines
(Victorian Stormwater Committee 1999)
as amended.

•

Designed to ensure that flows
downstream of the subdivision site are
restricted to pre-development levels
unless increased flows are approved by
the relevant drainage authority and
there are no detrimental downstream
impacts.

The stormwater management system should
be integrated with the overall development plan
including the street and public open space
networks and landscape design.
For all storm events up to and including the
20% Average Exceedence Probability (AEP)
standard:
•

Stormwater flows should be contained
within the drainage system to the
requirements of the relevant authority.

•

Ponding on roads should not occur for
longer than 1 hour after the cessation of
rainfall.

For storm events greater than 20% AEP and up
to 1% AEP standard:
•

Provision must be made for the safe
and effective passage of stormwater
flows.

•

All new lots should be free from
inundation or be to a lesser standard of
flood protection where agreed by the
relevant floodplain management
authority.

•

Ensure that streets, footpaths and cycle
paths that are subject to flooding meet
the safety criteria da Vave < 0.35 m2/s
(where da = average depth in metres
and Vave = average velocity in metres
per second).

15/03/22
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The design of the local drainage network
should:
•

Ensure run-off is retarded to a standard
required by the responsible drainage
authority.

•

Ensure every lot is with drainage to a
standard acceptable to the relevant
drainage authority. Wherever possible,
run-off should be directed to the front of
the lot and discharged into the street
drainage system or legal point of
discharge.

•

Ensure that inlet and outlet structure
take into account the effects of
obstructions and debris build up. Any
surcharge drainage pit should discharge
into an overland flow in a safe and
predetermined manner.

•

Include water sensitive urban design
features to manage run-off in streets
and public open space. Where such
features are provided, an application
must describe maintenance
responsibilities, requirements and costs.
Any flood mitigation works must be designed
and constructed in accordance with the
requirements of the relevant floodplain
management authority.
56.08 Site Management
56.08-1 Site management objectives
To protect drainage infrastructure and receiving
waters from sedimentation and contamination.
To protect the site and surrounding area from
environmental degradation or nuisance prior to
and during construction of subdivision works.
To encourage the re-use of materials from the
site and recycle materials in the construction of
subdivisions where practicable.
Standard C26
A subdivision application must describe how
the site will be managed prior to and during to
and during the construction period and may set
out requirements for managing:
•

Erosion and sediment.

•

Dust.

•

Run-off.

•

Litter, concrete, and other construction
wastes.

✓ Complies
Condition on planning permit for
Construction Management Plan
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Chemical contamination.

•

Vegetation and natural features planned
for retention.
Recycled material should be used for the
construction of streets, shared paths and other
infrastructure where practicable.
56.09 Utilities
56.09-1 Shared trenching objectives
To maximise the opportunities for shared
trenching.
To minimise constraints on landscaping within
street reserves.
Standard C27
Reticulated services for water, gas, electricity
and telecommunications should be provided in
shared trenching to minimise construction costs
and land allocation for underground services.
56.09-2 Electricity, telecommunications and
gas objectives
To provide public utilities to each lot in a timely,
efficient and cost-effective manner.
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
supporting generation and use of electricity
from renewable sources.
Standard C28
The electricity supply system must be designed
in accordance with the requirements of the
relevant electricity supply agency and be
provided to the boundary of all lots in the
subdivision to the satisfaction of the relevant
electricity authority.
Arrangements that support the generation or
use of renewable energy at a lot or
neighbourhood level are encourage.
The telecommunication system must be
designed in accordance with the requirements
of the relevant telecommunication servicing
agency and should be consistent with any
approved strategy, policy or plan for the
provision of advanced telecommunications
infrastructure, including fibre optic technology.
The telecommunications system must be
provided to the boundary of all lots in the
subdivision to the satisfaction of the relevant
telecommunications servicing authority.
Where available, the reticulated gas supply
system must be designed in accordance with
the requirements of the relevant gas supply

✓ Complies
Shared trenching for service connections
to the lots will be utilized where
appropriate and to the satisfaction of the
responsible authority.

✓ Complies
Appropriate connections to be provided
as per conditions and the service
authority requirements.
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agency and be provided to the boundary of all
lots in the subdivision to the satisfaction of the
relevant gas supply agency.
56.09-3 Fire hydrants objective
To provide fire hydrants and fire plugs in
positions that enable fire fighters to access
water safely, effectively and efficiently.
Standard C29
56.09- 4Public Lighting objective
• To provide public lighting to ensure the
safety of pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.
• To provide pedestrians with a sense of
personal safety at night.
• To contribute to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and to saving energy.
Standard C30

15/03/22

✓ Complies
Fire hydrants to be provided in
accordance with IDM & Country Fire
Authority Requirements.
✓ Complies
Street lighting to be provided as per
conditions.

The decision guidelines of Clause 65
Approval of an application to subdivide land, states that; before deciding on an application
or approval of a subdivision plan, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The suitability of the land for subdivision.
The existing use and possible future development of the land and nearby land.
The availability of subdivided land in the locality, and the need for the creation of
further lots.
The effect of development on the use or development of other land which has a
common means of drainage.
The subdivision pattern having regard to the physical characteristics of the land
including existing vegetation.
The density of the proposed development.
The area and dimensions of each lot in the subdivision.
The layout of roads having regard to their function and relationship to existing
roads.
The movement of pedestrians and vehicles throughout the subdivision and the
ease of access to all lots.
The provision and location of reserves for public open space and other
community facilities.
The design and siting of buildings having regard to safety and the risk of spread
of fire.
The provision and location of common property.
The functions of any body corporate.
The availability and provision of utility services, including water, sewerage,
drainage, electricity and gas.
If the land is not sewered and no provision has been made for the land to be
sewered, the capacity of the land to treat and retain all sewage and sullage within
the boundaries of each lot.
Whether, in relation to subdivision plans, native vegetation can be protected
through subdivision and siting of open space areas.

The proposal has been assessed in accordance with all relevant guidelines. The land
has been identified as suitable for future residential subdivision given its zoning and
identification for infill residential development in recent Euroa Growth Management
Strategies.
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The Euroa township will benefit from the proposed subdivision through the availability of
new residential allotments that will provide diversity to the housing market. Following
several discussions between officers and the applicant the proposed layout has been
revised to contribute positively to the site. The subdivision layout pattern responds to the
existing natural features of the site, by retaining established native vegetation wherever
possible.
Specifically, the subdivision layout gives consideration to the significant mature trees on
the site and within the existing road reserve.
The subdivision will see lots abutting the Boundary South Road along the southern edge
of the site. This has been done to avoid the removal of native vegetation within this
roadside corridor to help preserve the character of the area and to provide for a good
biodiversity outcome. A condition should be included on any planning permit that issues
to avoid the constructing a continuous solid fence along this boundary. Construction of a
solid fence along this boundary would detrimentally impact the passive surveillance along
Boundary Road South.
Other relevant adopted State policies/strategies – (e.g. Melbourne 2030.)
There are no relevant adopted State policies.
Relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents
Euroa Neighbourhood Character Study, Planisphere, March 2008
https://www.strathbogie.vic.gov.au/images/Planning_strategies_and_reports/Euro
a_Neighbourhood_Character_Study_Report.pdf
Euroa Structure Plan, Planisphere, September 2010
https://www.strathbogie.vic.gov.au/images/Planning_strategies_and_reports/euro
a%20structure%20plan%20-%20final%20report.pdf
Relevant Planning Scheme amendments
Proposed Strathbogie Planning Scheme Amendment C052. This amendment is yet to be
authorised to go on public exhibition. This amendment will update the flood mapping for
Euroa. The proposed new mapping shows that the LSIO will be removed from the land
based on up-to-date flood modelling.
VC205. This amendment was recently gazetted and changed the Road Zone to a
Transport Zone.
Risk Management
The author of this report considers that there are no significant Risk Management factors
relating to the report and recommendation.
Strategic Links – policy implications and relevance to Council Plan
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies, key
strategic documents and the Council Plan.
Summary of Key Issues and Assessment
Permission is sought to subdivide the land for residential purposes. The proposed
residential subdivision is generally in accordance with the strategic direction for the land
which sees it identified for infill residential development.
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The relevant referral authorities have consented to the subdivision subject to conditions
which are included on the permit.
The application was placed on public notice and several objections have been received.
Officers believe that the draft set of planning permit conditions included in the officer
recommendation can address most of the objectors’ concerns.
Officers have worked with the applicant and the objectors in attempting to provide the
best possible subdivision layout given the restrictions of the site.
The applicant had worked to ensure that existing native vegetation is to be retained on
site and within the road reserves fronting the land. This has meant that the subdivision
will back onto Boundary South Road. An entry point has been provided to Boundary
South Road to provide a point of interest and a fencing condition is recommended to
ensure that solid rear fencing is not erected along this boundary.
While the native vegetation on site will be deemed lost, being located in an urban
environment, all efforts will be made to protect this vegetation during the construction
phase and to see it retained into the future.
A detailed assessment has found that the application complies with Clause 56.
Conclusion
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered the proposal will achieve
an acceptable planning outcome. It is recommended that a planning permit be granted
subject to appropriate conditions.
_______________________________________________________________________
Declaration:
In making this decision as a delegated Officer, I declare that I have had regard to the
decision-making requirements of the Strathbogie Shire Council's Governance Rules 2020
outlined by Rule 6 and have:
Made a fair, balanced, ethical and impartial decision - Sub Rule 6(c)(i)

☒

Made a decision based on merits, free from favouritism or self-interest
and without regard to irrelevant or unauthorised considerations· Sub Rule 6 (c)(ii) ☒
Applied the principles of natural justice to my decision, ensuring any person whose
rights will be directly affected by the decision has been entitled to communicate their
views and have their interests considered - Sub Rule 6(d)
N/A
Identified the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected
Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
Given notice of the decision Council must make under Sub Rule G(e)(i)

☒
N/A

Ensured that such person(s) have had an opportunity to communicate their views and
have their interests considered before I made the decision - Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
N/A
Included information about how I've met these Sub Rules in my delegate reportSub Rule 6(e)(iv)
☒
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC
3669
Author: Town Planner
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The proposal is to remove native vegetation at the junction of Harrys Creek
Road and Bonnie Doon Road to enable the upgrade of the road at the junction.
The total number of trees proposed to be removed has been minimised through
the three-step approach as required by the Guidelines for the Removal,
Destruction or Lopping of Native Vegetation (DELWP 2017) and results in a
required removal of 15 trees and understorey. This will be offset with the offset
located within the catchment area or within the municipality itself. There was no
planning permit required for the actual road works.
• The application was notified to those adjacent and nearby owners and
occupiers. Two objections have been received to council and after a
comprehensive response from Council’s Asset Planning Department, one
objection has been withdrawn.
• The application has not been assessed within the sixty-day timeframe due to
consultation with the objectors and bringing the proposal to Council.
• The proposal meets the objectives of the Planning Policy Framework, Local
Planning Policy Framework, the Zone, Overlay.
• It is recommended that Council resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit in accordance with the Officer’s recommendation.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-126 to be
given under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
or the planning scheme and having considered all the matters
required under Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit under the
provisions of Clause 52.17 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in
respect of the land known as The Junction at Harrys Creek Road and
Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669, for Native Vegetation
Removal, in accordance with endorsed plans, subject to the following
conditions:
Conditions:
Endorsed Report/Plans:
1. The removal of vegetation must be carried out as shown in the
endorsed plans/s / report and must not be altered without the prior
written consent of the Responsible Authority.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

No additional native vegetation removal:
2. The removal of native vegetation must only occur to the extent
permitted as shown on the endorsed plan/s / report (whether or not to
comply with any statute, statutory rule or regulations or for any other
reason), except with the formal written consent of the Responsible
Authority.
3. The removal must not cause damage to other native vegetation to be
retained and to drainage lines, waterways and/or watercourses.
Retention and use of coarse woody debris:
4. Large limbs and trunks over 250mm diameter and stumps of trees
approved for removal must be retained as logs to create habitat and
dispersed throughout the offset area or at another location by written
agreement with and to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning:
Notification of permit conditions
5. Before works start, the permit holder must advise all persons
undertaking the vegetation removal works on site of all permit
conditions pertaining to native vegetation protection.
Protection of native vegetation to be retained
6. Before works start, a plan to the satisfaction of the Strathbogie Shire
Council, identifying all native vegetation to be retained and describing
the measures to be used to protect the identified vegetation during
construction, must be prepared and submitted to an approved by the
Responsible Authority. When approved, the plan will be endorsed and
will form part of this permit. All works constructed or carried out must
be in accordance with this plan.
Except with the written consent of the Strathbogie Shire Council,
within the are of native vegetation to be retained and any tree or
vegetation protection zone associated with the permitted use and/or
development, the following is prohibited –
a)vehicular or pedestrian access
b)trenching or soil excavation
c)storage or dumping of any soils, materials, equipment, vehicles,
machinery or waste products
d)entry and exit pits for the provision of underground services
e)any other actions or activities that may result in adverse impacts to
retained native vegetation.
Native vegetation permitted to be removed, destroyed or lopped
7. The total area of native vegetation permitted to be removed is 0.102
hectares comprised of
a) Two large trees.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

Native vegetation offsets
8. To offset the removal of 0.102 hectares of native vegetation, the
permit holder must secure a native vegetation offset(s) in
accordance with the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017):
a) A general offset of 0.067 general habitat units;
i.
located within the Goulburn Broken Catchment
Management Authority boundary or Strathbogie Shire
Council municipal district;
ii.
with a Strategic Biodiversity Value score of at least
0.560; and
iii.
provide protection for at least two large trees.
9. Before any native vegetation is removed, evidence that the required
offset for the project has been secured must be provided to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority. This evidence must be an
established first party offset site. This must include:
a) An established first party offset including a security agreement
signed by both parties, and a management plan detailing the 10
year management actions and ongoing management of the
site; and / or
b) Credit extracts allocated to the permit from the Native
Vegetation Credit Register.
10. A copy of the offset evidence must be endorsed by the responsible
authority and form part of this permit. Within 30 days of endorsement
of the offset evidence by the responsible authority, the permit holder
must provide a copy of the endorsed offset evidence to the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning at
p&a.north@delwp.vic.gov.au.
11. Where the offset includes a first party offset the permit holder must
provide an annual offset site report to the responsible authority by the
anniversary date of the execution of the offset security agreement, for
a period of 10 consecutive years. After the tenth year the landowner
must provide a report at the reasonable request of the statutory
authority.
Expiry:
12. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
a) The removal of the native vegetation is not started within two years
of the issue date of this permit.
b) The removal of the native vegetation is not completed within four
years of the issue date of this permit.
In accordance with Section 69 of the Planning and Environment Act
1987 an application may be submitted to the Responsible Authority
for an extension of the periods referred to in this condition.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

Planning Notes
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Notes
• The department advises that works or other activities on public land,
which may affect protected native plants, will require a Protected Flora
Licence or Permit under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee (FFG) Act 1988.
All native vegetation likely to be affected should be checked against the
Protected Flora List (DELWP 2017) to determine whether FFG approvals
are required. Protected Flora Permits can be obtained from the regional
DELWP office (p&a.north@delwp.vic.gov.au).
•

Offset requirements are determined in accordance with DELWP (2017)
Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.
Proposed offset sites must meet eligibility requirements including land
use, bushfire risk, quality of vegetation and size of revegetation site.
Please visit https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/nativevegetation/native-vegetation for further information.

•

As the application may seek to remove several hollow bearing trees, it is
recommended that care is taken to ensure the minimum amount of
disturbance to local native fauna species as possible.

•

DELWP supports advice presented in the Flora and Fauna Assessment
Report from the applicant specifically 5.2.1 Vegetation Clearing Protocol
and 5.2.2 Hollow bearing Tree Management.

•

The following steps should be taken if any fauna is observed within the
construction area –
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

Cease all works in the vicinity of the fauna
Allow fauna to leave the area without intervention
If the fauna does not leave the area then it should be
captured by a qualified and licensed ecologist (Wildlife
Act 1975 Authorisation) and relocated offsite within
suitable habitat
Relocated FFG-listed fauna is to be reported to DELWP
Identified fauna are to be safely relocated using
approved methodologies prior to the removal of habitat.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The junction of Harrys Creek and Bonnie Doon Roads requires upgrading to ensure
safety for road users. The proposal is to remove an extent of 0.102 hectares of
native vegetation which includes two large trees. Overall, 15 trees and understorey
are proposed to be removed. This is to facilitate a widening and rounding out of the
junction at Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road. This work is being carried
out by Council.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

An assessment of the required removal of vegetation was undertaken using the
three-step approach as required by the Guidelines for the Removal, Destruction or
Lopping of Native Vegetation (DELWP 2017). What could be avoided for removal
was, and therefore what is left has been minimised for removal. Department of
Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) have given consent and
conditions for this to proceed.

ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
•
•

Has the site been assessed to avoid and minimise the amount of native
vegetation in respect of the proposed development?
The objections.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

Officer Response:
The policy directs planning to protect the health of ecological systems and Victoria’s
biodiversity, these systems support. Planning must ensure that decision making
takes into account the impacts of land use and development, considering
cumulative impacts and any fragmentation of habitat.
In response to these
policies, it is considered that the safety aspects of maintaining and upgrading
council roads and in this application, the junction at Harrys Creek and Bonnie Doon
Roads, and the need to remove the minimal amount of vegetation possible, has
been worked through and the outcome is that minimal number of trees are to be
removed. There are no cumulative impacts that have been informed from prior
vegetation removal and this area is already fragmented (as informed by the
Biodiversity Report) but is being revegetated by community groups to create wildlife
corridors connectivity and enhance the biodiversity generally.
The policy directs planning to ensure that there is no net loss as a result of removal,
destruction or lopping and this is achieved through the three-step process in
accordance with the Guidelines. The applicant provided a Biodiversity Report that
covered all the requirements under the Guidelines and this was referred to DELWP
who were satisfied that the process had been carried out in accordance with the
Guidelines. An offset is being provided and this will be located within the catchment
area or the shire itself.
It is concluded that the requirement for the upgrade of the road is of net community
benefit and that the assessment minimising removal of native vegetation to allow
this development, supports the objectives of planning, relevant policy and Clause
52.17.
The objections are relevant and pertinent to the policy directives to planning and
they have been considered. The Officer Responses are based on the statutory
processes and regulatory policy. The Engineering based objections such as
speed, design, alternative routes allowed for review from them, which is included
in the Officer Responses.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The proposal was notified to adjacent and nearby land owners and occupiers as
well as being on Council’s website. Two objections have been received. Council
corresponded with the objectors and explained the need for the road upgrade and
therefore the vegetation removal. One objection was withdrawn. A meeting at that
time was suggested however due to Covid-19 restrictions the objector was unable
to make it out of Melbourne and a meeting was never undertaken. This objection
stands.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
There are no implications on the Council Plan or any Council Policies as a result of
this decision.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision making.
The State policies are considered in the Officer Report attached.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
This proposal is being considered under Section 61 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers and contractors involved in the preparation of this report have signed a
written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is to be
ensured.
This application is being heard by Council due to the receipt of objections to the
proposal. The report will be publicly available on Council’s website. Hearing the
application in a public Council Meeting will allow all parties the opportunity to be
heard by the Council prior to a decision being made.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal district
including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be promoted.
Economic
There are no economic implications from the proposal or as a result of this
application.
Social
It is concluded that the requirement for the upgrade of the road is of net community
benefit and that the assessment minimising removal of native vegetation to allow
this development, supports the objectives of planning, relevant policy and Clause
52.17.
Environmental
The application has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 and has been assessed through the three-step
approach which has looked at avoiding and then minimising. Offsets are required
to ensure net loss overall to Victoria’s biodiversity.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-126 - Native Vegetation Removal ~
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road, Marraweeny VIC 3669
(cont.)

Climate change
The policy directs planning to ensure that there is no net loss as a result of removal,
destruction or lopping and this is achieved through the three step process in
accordance with the Guidelines. The applicant provided a Biodiversity Report that
covered all the requirements under the Guidelines and this was referred to DELWP
who were satisfied that the process had been carried out in accordance with the
Guidelines. An offset is being provided and this will be located within the catchment
area or the shire itself.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
There are no human rights implications with this proposal. The application is being
assessed in accordance with relevant legislation, and all parties will be afforded all
relevant rights of appeal at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
CONCLUSION
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to issue
a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit, subject to conditions, in accordance with
the Officer recommendation.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Officer Planning Report
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Officer Planning Report
Application Details:
Application is for:

Native Vegetation Removal

Applicant’s/Owner’s Name:

Michael Kolapo on behalf of Council

Date Received:

12 July 2021

Statutory Days:

More than 60 days

Application Number:

P2021-126

Planner: Name, title & department

Gillian Williamson Principal Planner
Planning and Investment Department
Junction of Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie Doon Road
Marraweeny VIC 3666

Land/Address:
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Zoning:

Farming Zone

Overlays:

Bushfire Management Overlay

Is a CHMP required?

No – the area of the works is taking place outside the
Area of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

Is it within an Open Potable
No
Catchment Area?
Pursuant to Clause 52.17 a permit is required to remove
Under what clause(s) is a permit native vegetation.
required? (include description)
Restrictive covenants on the title?

There is no title for this road reserve

Current use and development:

Road

Adjacent
Network

No

to

Principal

Road

Status of Road on Road Register

Council road

Adjacent to Public Land

The road is Crown land
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Road

Title enclosed
☐
Plans of Proposal
☒
Effluent Disposal
☐

Fee paid
☒
Planning Report
☒
Other
☐

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest in relation to advice provided in this report
After reading the definitions of a general or material conflict of interest as defined by the
Local Government Act 2020, do you have a conflict of interest?
Yes
☐
(if YES, please complete a Conflict of Interest and Declaration Making Declaration form)
No

☒

Recommendation
That Council:
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-126 to be given under
Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and or the planning scheme;
and having considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit under the provisions of Clause 52.17 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
in respect of the land known as The Junction at Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie
Doon Road, Marraweeney VIC 3669, for Native Vegetation Removal, in
accordance with endorsed plans, subject to the following conditions:
Conditions:
Endorsed Report/Plans:
1. The removal of vegetation must be carried out as shown in the endorsed plans/s /
report and must not be altered without the prior written consent of the Responsible
Authority.
No additional native vegetation removal:
2. The removal of native vegetation must only occur to the extent permitted as shown
on the endorsed plan/s / report (whether or not to comply with any statute, statutory
rule or regulations or for any other reason), except with the formal written consent
of the Responsible Authority.
3. The removal must not cause damage to other native vegetation to be retained and
to drainage lines, waterways and/or watercourses.
Retention and use of coarse woody debris:
4. Large limbs and trunks over 250mm diameter and stumps of trees approved for
removal must be retained as logs to create habitat and dispersed throughout the
offset area or at another location by written agreement with and to the satisfaction
of the Responsible Authority.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning:
Notification of permit conditions
5. Before works start, the permit holder must advise all persons undertaking the
vegetation removal works on site of all permit conditions pertaining to native
vegetation protection.
Protection of native vegetation to be retained
6. Before works start, a plan to the satisfaction of the Strathbogie Shire Council,
identifying all native vegetation to be retained and describing the measures to be
used to protect the identified vegetation during construction, must be prepared
and submitted to an approved by the Responsible Authority. When approved, the
plan will be endorsed and will form part of this permit. All works constructed or
carried out must be in accordance with this plan.
Except with the written consent of the Strathbogie Shire Council, within the are of
native vegetation to be retained and any tree or vegetation protection zone
associated with the permitted use and/or development, the following is prohibited
–
a)vehicular or pedestrian access
b)trenching or soil excavation
c)storage or dumping of any soils, materials, equipment, vehicles, machinery or
waste products
d)entry and exit pits for the provision of underground services
e)any other actions or activities that may result in adverse impacts to retained
native vegetation.
Native vegetation permitted to be removed, destroyed or lopped
7. The total area of native vegetation permitted to be removed is 0.102 hectares
comprised of
a. Two large trees.
Native vegetation offsets
8. To offset the removal of 0.102 hectares of native vegetation, the permit holder
must secure a native vegetation offset(s) in accordance with the Guidelines for
the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017):
a. A general offset of 0.067 general habitat units;
iv.
located within the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority boundary or Strathbogie Shire Council municipal district;
v.
with a Strategic Biodiversity Value score of at least 0.560; and
vi.
provide protection for at least two large trees.
9. Before any native vegetation is removed, evidence that the required offset for the
project has been secured must be provided to the satisfaction of the responsible
authority. This evidence must be an established first party offset site. This must
include:
a. An established first party offset including a security agreement signed by
both parties, and a management plan detailing the 10 year management
actions and ongoing management of the site; and / or
b. Credit extracts allocated to the permit from the Native Vegetation Credit
Register.
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10. A copy of the offset evidence must be endorsed by the responsible authority and
form part of this permit. Within 30 days of endorsement of the offset evidence by
the responsible authority, the permit holder must provide a copy of the endorsed
offset evidence to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning at
p&a.north@delwp.vic.gov.au.
11. Where the offset includes a first party offset the permit holder must provide an
annual offset site report to the responsible authority by the anniversary date of the
execution of the offset security agreement, for a period of 10 consecutive years.
After the tenth year the landowner must provide a report at the reasonable request
of the statutory authority.

Expiry:
12. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
c) The removal of the native vegetation is not started within two years of the issue
date of this permit.
d) The removal of the native vegetation is not completed within four years of the
issue date of this permit.
In accordance with Section 69 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 an
application may be submitted to the Responsible Authority for an extension of the
periods referred to in this condition.
Planning Notes
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Notes
• The department advises that works or other activities on public land, which may affect
protected native plants, will require a Protected Flora Licence or Permit under the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee (FFG) Act 1988. All native vegetation likely to be affected
should be checked against the Protected Flora List (DELWP 2017) to determine
whether FFG approvals are required. Protected Flora Permits can be obtained from
the regional DELWP office (p&a.north@delwp.vic.gov.au).
•

Offset requirements are determined in accordance with DELWP (2017) Guidelines for
the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation. Proposed offset sites must
meet eligibility requirements including land use, bushfire risk, quality of vegetation
and size of revegetation site. Please visit https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/nativevegetation/native-vegetation for further information.

•

As the application may seek to remove several hollow bearing trees, it is recommended
that care is taken to ensure the minimum amount of disturbance to local native fauna
species as possible.

•

DELWP supports advice presented in the Flora and Fauna Assessment Report from
the applicant specifically 5.2.1 Vegetation Clearing Protocol and 5.2.2 Hollow bearing
Tree Management.

•

The following steps should be taken if any fauna is observed within the construction
area –
i.
ii.

Cease all works in the vicinity of the fauna
Allow fauna to leave the area without intervention
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If the fauna does not leave the area then it should be captured by a
qualified and licensed ecologist (Wildlife Act 1975 Authorisation)
and relocated offsite within suitable habitat
Relocated FFG-listed fauna is to be reported to DELWP
Identified fauna are to be safely relocated using approved
methodologies prior to the removal of habitat.

Proposal
The proposal is to remove an extent of 0.102 hectares of native vegetation which includes
two large trees. Overall 15 trees and understorey are proposed to be removed. This is to
facilitate a widening and rounding out of the junction at Harrys Creek Road and Bonnie
Doon Road. This work is being carried out by Council. The exemption at Clause 52.31
does not apply due to the number of trees with a trunk diameter of less than 40cm at a
heigh of 1.3m above ground level.
To ensure that there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction
or lopping the three step approach has to be applied in accordance with the Guidelines
for the Removal, Destruction or Lopping of Native Vegetation (DELWP 2017) otherwise
known as the Guidelines. Offsets are required to be purchased.
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Subject site & locality
Inspection date/s: Numerous
occasions

Officer: Gill Williamson
Principal Planner

Comments: Junction that
needs tidying up

Permit/Site History
Nil

Further Information
☐ Yes

Further Information Required:
What was requested?

FI Requested:

☒ No

FI Received:

Advertising/Public Notification
Is notification/advertisement required under section 52? ☒Yes ☐ No
Please provide comment
Advertised by:
☒Council
☐Applicant
Site plan selected:
☒ Plan/Report
☒ Advertising list
Add Instructions on
☐ Yes
☒ No
Spear
Letters: Yes

Signs: No

Paper: No

Sent: Yes

☐ Exempt

Stat Dec Rec NA
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On council
website

Objections received?

☒ Yes

☐ No

Number: 2 with one
withdrawing totalling 1
remaining

The proposal was advertised by sending letters to adjoining and nearby properties to the
location of the junction where the vegetation is proposed to be removed. The proposal
was also put up on Council’s website.
Two objections have been received to council –
Objection
Officer Response
Objection 1
Acknowledge high conservation value of
The engineers provided a comprehensive
vegetation/biodiversity within Strathbogie
response which explained why the trees
Tableland and the roadsides are
needed to be removed to ensure that
particularly important. Any removal
safety of the road for users.
should be considered seriously and
This objection was withdrawn.
should proceed only if a compelling
necessity due to public safety. Currently
the supporting documentation does not
explain that need.
Objection 2
Identifies some misidentifications of flora
Engineers provided a comprehensive
in the report and incomplete. Lack of
response which explained why the trees
understanding why there is need to
needed to be removed to ensure that
remove. Offered to meet on site to
safety of the road for users.
discuss. However that was not taken up
and this was likely due to Covid
restrictions at that time.
Consultation
Consultation was undertaken to enable a better understanding of why the removal was
required. The objector did not wish to meet on site but did not wish to withdraw the
objection and also stated that they would not appeal. There was a lot of discussion
between the objectors, initially two with one withdrawing, and engineering and the planning
officer. This is all collected in the file. The remaining objector has requested that they are
informed and draft conditions have been relayed to them to show that their concerns to
some extent have been addressed by conditions.
Referrals
External Referrals/Notices required by the Planning Scheme:
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REFERRALS
Add instructions on SPEAR:

☐Yes

☒No

Referrals

Date sent Date received including
Type of Referral
Additional
Referral Clause and Instructions
Authority
Advice/Response/Condition
Description

Section
55

Clause
66.02-2

5/11/2021 RFI and resent 12/1/2022
Conditional consent

DELWP

To remove,
destroy or
lop
vegetation
on Crown
land which
is occupied
or managed
by
the
responsible
authority

Assessment
The zoning of the land and any relevant overlay provisions
Farming Zone
The zone does not trigger the need for a planning permit.
Bushfire Management Overlay
There is no trigger.
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and The Local Planning Policy Framework
(LPPF) - including the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and local planning
policies
Clause 12 Environmental and Landscape Values – planning should help to protect the
health of ecological systems and the biodiversity they support and conserve areas with
identified environmental and landscape values.
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Clause 12.01 Biodiversity – the objective is to assist the protection of Victoria’s
biodiversity and ensure that decision making takes into account the impacts of land use
and development, considering cumulative impacts, fragmentation of habitat. Planning is
to assist in the protection and management of important areas of biodiversity, the
establishment of links through native vegetation corridor projects.
Planning is to ensure that there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal,
destruction or lopping of native vegetation and this is to be achieved by ensuring
decisions apply the three step approach in accordance with the Guidelines for the
removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017).
Clause 12.01 Municipal Profile – recognises that the Shire is located amidst picturesque
environs and two relevant key influences are sustainability and environment, citing the
picturesque nature of the shire and the increasing pressures from development on the
environment and the need to protect water, native vegetation and fauna.
Clause 21.04 Sustainable Environment – this policy recognises the significance of native
flora and fauna, the health of soil and waterways and understand that these resources
need to be protected and enhanced into the future, providing a stronger future for all.
Within the Shire are endangered ecosystems, wetlands and significant remnant
vegetation with threatened species. It identifies that remaining native vegetation outside
large state management public areas occurs mainly on roadsides and also on some
private land. It is recognised that past clearing and ongoing incremental losses have
meant many species are threatened with extinction. The objective is to protect and
enhance the natural environment.
Relevant Particular Provisions
Clause 52.17 Native Vegetation
The purpose is to ensure there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal,
destruction or lopping of native vegetation. This is to be achieved by apply a three step
approach in accordance with the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of
native vegetation (DELWP 2017) 1. Avoid the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.
2. Minimise impacts from the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation
that cannot be avoided.
3. Provide an offset to compensate for the biodiversity impact if a permit is granted
to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation.
And to manage the removal, destruction or lopping to minimise land and water
degradation.
Pursuant to Clause 52.17-1 a permit is required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation,
including dead native vegetation, unless exempted.
An application must comply with the requirements specified in the Guidelines.
Before deciding on an application, in addition to Clause 65, the responsible authority must
consider the Guidelines.
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The biodiversity impacts must be offset and a condition placed on any permit to issue must
specify the offset and timing to secure the offset.
An application must be accompanied by an NVR report, a report that addresses
topographic and land information, a site assessment, rare or threatened species, includes
recent photographs, any informs of past removal of native vegetation, the assessment
against avoid, minimise, and an offset statement.
Given the native vegetation removal was in Crown road reserve it was required to be
referred to DELWP who gave conditional consent.
The decision guidelines of Clause 65
The matters set out in section 60 of the Act.
Any significant effects the environment,
including the contamination of land, may
have on the use or development.
The Municipal Planning Strategy and the
Planning Policy Framework.
The purpose of the zone, overlay or other
provision.
Any matter required to be considered in the
zone, overlay or other provision.
The orderly planning of the area.

These have been considered in the
report.
Unknown.

These have been considered in the
report.
Considered in the report.
As above.
It is considered that the proposal
can be considered, is not prohibited
and is a requirement to allow for
works to be undertaken for net
community benefit.

The effect on the environment, human
health and amenity of the area.

The fact that the three step
approach has been undertaken as
required and DELWP are satisfied
that it has, with the amount of
vegetation to be removed minimised
and offsets to be provided, that the
effect on the environment, human
health and amenity of the area is
minimised.

The proximity of the land to any public land.

This is a public road.

Factors likely to cause or contribute to land
Unknown however the removal of
degradation, salinity or reduce water quality. any vegetation always has potential
to impact on these matters.
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Whether the proposed development is
designed to maintain or improve the quality
of stormwater within and exiting the site.

The development is for a road and
drainage provisions will be
implemented.

The extent and character of native
vegetation and the likelihood of its
destruction.

The extent has been assessed in a
satisfactory manner and referred to
DELWP who have given conditional
consent.

Whether native vegetation is to be or can be A large extent of native vegetation
protected, planted or allowed to regenerate. has been protected so that it is not
required to be removed.

The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard
associated with the location of the land and
the use, development or management of
the land so as to minimise any such hazard.
The adequacy of loading and unloading
facilities and any associated amenity, traffic
flow and road safety impacts.

There are no overlays to suggest
there is a heightened risk from flood,
erosion or fire.
Not applicable.

Other relevant adopted State policies/strategies – (e.g. Melbourne 2030.)
Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017)
Relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents
There are no relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents.
Relevant Planning Scheme amendments
There are no relevant planning scheme amendments.
Risk Management
The author of this report considers that there are no significant Risk Management factors
relating to the report and recommendation.
Strategic Links – policy implications and relevance to Council Plan
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies, key
strategic documents and the Council Plan.
Summary of Key Issues and Assessment
•
•

Has the site been assessed to avoid and minimise the amount of native vegetation
in respect of the proposed development?
The objections.

Officer Response:
The policy directs planning to protect the health of ecological systems and Victoria’s
biodiversity, these systems support. Planning must ensure that decision making takes into
account the impacts of land use and development, considering cumulative impacts and
any fragmentation of habitat. In response to these policies, it is considered that the safety
aspects of maintaining and upgrading council roads and in this application, the junction at
Harrys Creek and Bonnie Doon Roads, and the need to remove the minimal amount of
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vegetation possible, has been worked through and the outcome is that minimal number of
trees are to be removed. There are no cumulative impacts that have been informed from
prior vegetation removal and this area is already fragmented (as informed by the
Biodiversity Report) but is being revegetated by community groups to create wildlife
corridors connectivity and enhance the biodiversity generally.
The policy directs planning to ensure that there is no net loss as a result of removal,
destruction or lopping and this is achieved through the three-step process in accordance
with the Guidelines. The applicant provided a Biodiversity Report that covered all the
requirements under the Guidelines and this was referred to DELWP who were satisfied
that the process had been carried out in accordance with the Guidelines. An offset is being
provided and this will be located within the catchment area or the shire itself.
It is concluded that the requirement for the upgrade of the road is of net community benefit
and that the assessment minimising removal of native vegetation to allow this
development, supports the objectives of planning, relevant policy and Clause 52.17.
The objections are relevant and pertinent to the policy directives to planning and they have
been considered. The Officer Responses are based on the statutory processes and
regulatory policy. The Engineering based objections such as speed, design, alternative
routes allowed for review from them, which is included in the Officer Responses.

Conclusion
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to grant a
planning permit, subject to conditions.
Decision:
Delegate Report
Determination:


Choose an item.

Committee Report



Determination Date:

Endorsed Plans:
Date:
Plan Numbers:

_______________________________________________________________________
___
Declaration:
In making this decision as a delegated Officer, I declare that I have had regard to the
decision-making requirements of the Strathbogie Shire Council's Governance Rules 2020
outlined by Rule 6 and have:
Made a fair, balanced, ethical and impartial decision - Sub Rule 6(c)(i)

☒

Made a decision based on merits, free from favouritism or self-interest
and without regard to irrelevant or unauthorised considerations· Sub Rule 6 (c)(ii) ☒
Applied the principles of natural justice to my decision, ensuring any person whose
rights will be directly affected by the decision has been entitled to communicate their
views and have their interests considered - Sub Rule 6(d)
N/A
Identified the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected Sub Rule 6(e)(i) ☒
Given notice of the decision Council must make under Sub Rule G(e)(i)
N/A
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Ensured that such person(s) have had an opportunity to communicate their views and
have their interests considered before I made the decision - Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
N/A
Included information about how I've met these Sub Rules in my delegate reportSub Rule 6(e)(iv)
☒
Attachments
Plans for endorsement

Assessing
Officer:

Gillian Williamson
Principal Planner

Reviewing Officer:

Signature:

G Williamson

Signature:

Date:

16/02/2022

Date:

Copy of permit to:
DELWP
Date sent:................................. Initials: .............................

17/2/2022
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282
High Street, Nagambie VIC 3608
Author: Town Planner
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The proposal is to subdivide this commercial zoned land into six lots each having
access from Goulburn Street. This site is located within the main commercial
area of Nagambie and faces Lake Nagambie. This site is located at the
intersection of Goulburn and High Streets and also interfaces with residential
development on the other side of Goulburn Street in a residential zone.
• The application was advertised, and one objection was received. A key concern
was the potential impact of vehicle traffic entering and exiting the site from
Goulburn Street on dwellings located directly across Goulburn Street.
• Council officers met with the objector outside the site to discuss concerns. The
provision of vehicle access through the site from Goulburn to High Street was
discussed with the Department of Transport (DoT) to try and minimise any
commercial activity impact on residents in Goulburn Street. DoT was not
supportive of this proposal requiring all vehicles to enter and exit the land from
Goulburn Street. Further detail is contained within the attached Officer Report.
• The application has not been assessed within the statutory timeframe to give
consideration to the matters raised by the objector and the timing of the Council
Meeting.
• The proposal meets the objectives of the Planning Policy Framework, Local
Planning Policy Framework and the Purpose and Decision Guidelines of the
Zone.
• It is recommended that Council resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit in accordance with the Officer’s recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-165 to be
given under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
or the planning scheme and having considered all the matters
required under Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit under the
provisions of Clause 34.01 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in
respect of the land known as (L1 TP123345 V9939 F713 Parish of
Tabilk), 280-282 High Street, Nagambie VIC 3608, for the Six Lot
Subdivision, in accordance with endorsed plans, subject to the
following conditions:
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

Conditions:
Endorsed Plan Subdivision:
1. The subdivision must be carried out in accordance with the
endorsed plans and permit. The endorsed plans or permit can only
be altered or modified with the prior written consent of the
Responsible Authority.
General Amenity:
2. The subdivision must be managed so that the amenity of the area or
locality, in the opinion of the Responsible Authority, is not
detrimentally affected, through the:
a) transport of materials, goods or commodities to or from the land;
b) appearance of any building, works or materials;
c) emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke,
vapour, steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products, grit
or oil;
d) presence of vermin; and
e) others as appropriate.
Telecommunications:
3. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
• a telecommunications network or service provider for the
provision of telecommunication services to each lot shown on the
endorsed plan in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
• a suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready
telecommunication facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed
plan in accordance with any industry specifications or any
standards set by the Australian Communications and Media
Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be
provided by optical fibre.
4. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the
subdivision under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land
must provide written confirmation from:
• a telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are
connected to or are ready for connection to telecommunications
services in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
• a suitably qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication
facilities have been provided in accordance with any industry
specifications or any standards set by the Australian
Communications and Media Authority, unless the applicant can
demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

Public Open Space Contribution:
5. Before the statement of compliance is issued under the Subdivision
Act 1988, the owner must pay to the responsible authority a sum
equivalent to five per cent of the site value of all the land in the
subdivision.
The owners must advise Council, in writing, to undertake the property
valuation and must pay the Council’s reasonable costs and expenses
to provide such a valuation for payment in lieu of the public open
space contribution.
Street Numbering:
6. Prior to certification of the plan of subdivision, the owner must
complete and duly sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the
allocation of street numbers.
Engineering Conditions:
Drainage Discharge Plan
7. Prior to certification a properly prepared drainage discharge plan with
computations to the satisfaction of the responsible authority must be
submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority. When
approved, the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of the
permit. The information submitted must show the details listed in the
council’s Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) and be designed in
accordance with the requirements of that manual.
The information and plans must include:
a. details of how the works on the land are to be drained and/or
retarded.
b. computations including total energy line and hydraulic grade
line for the existing and proposed drainage as directed by
Responsible Authority.
8. Prior to issue of a Statement of Compliance all works constructed or
carried out must be in accordance with those plans. to the satisfaction
of the Responsible Authority.
Urban Vehicle Crossing Requirements
9. Prior to issue of Statement of Compliance, vehicular crossings shall
be constructed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, and
shall comply with the following:
a. standard vehicular crossings shall be constructed at right
angles to the road to suit the proposed driveways, and any
existing redundant crossing shall be removed and replaced
with concrete (kerb and channel);
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)
b. any proposed vehicular crossing shall have satisfactory
clearance to any side-entry pit, power or Telecommunications
pole, manhole cover or marker, or street tree. Any relocation,
alteration or replacement required shall be in accordance with
the requirements of the relevant Authority and shall be at the
applicant’s expense;
c. crossings shall be at least 9 metres apart.
Council Assets
10. Before the subdivision works commence, the owner or developer
must submit to the Responsible Authority a written report and photos
of any prior damage to public infrastructure. Listed in the report must
be the condition of kerb & channel, footpath, seal, street lights, signs
and other public infrastructure fronting the property and abutting at
least two properties either side of the development. Unless identified
with the written report, any damage to infrastructure post construction
will be attributed to the development. The owner or developer of the
subject land must pay for any damage caused to the Councils
assets/Public infrastructure caused as a result of the development or
use permitted by this permit.
11. Appropriate steps must be taken to retain all silt and sediment on site
during the construction phase (including existing dwelling and shed
removal) to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and must be
carried out in accordance with the following EPA guidelines and
policies: a. Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction Sites (EPA
publication No. 480, December 19985); and
b. Construction Techniques for Sedimentation Pollution Control
(EPA publication No. 275, May 1991)
AusNet Services Conditions:
12. The applicant must –
• Enter into an agreement with AusNet Electricity Services Pty Ltd
for supply of electricity to each lot on the endorsed plan.
• Enter into an agreement with AusNet Electricity Services Pty Ltd
for the rearrangement of the existing electricity supply system.
• Rearrange, to the satisfaction of AusNet Electricity Services Pty
Ltd, any existing private electric lines that cross boundaries of
the proposed lots to supply existing installations. Such lines
shall be constructed with underground cables.
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation Conditions:
13. Payment of new customer contribution charges for water supply to
the development, such amount being determined by the Corporation
at the time of payment.
14. Provision of reticulated sewerage and associated construction works
to each allotment within the development, at the developer’s expense,
in accordance with standards of construction adopted by and to the
satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

15. Any existing water service that crosses any of the proposed allotment
boundaries within the proposed development must be disconnected
and re-located at the developer's expense, to be wholly within one
allotment only, including notification of the proposed lot to be
serviced by the existing water metre, to the satisfaction of the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation.
16. Payment of new customer contributions charges for sewerage
services to the development, such amount being determined by the
Corporation at the time of payment.
17. Provision of combined sewer drains with an inspection opening to
each allotment within the development, at the developer’s expense, in
accordance with the standards of construction adopted by and to the
satisfaction of Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation. In the case
of a multi-tenement development the works required are to be carried
out in accordance with AS3500.2 – Sanitary plumbing and drainage –
and include disconnection of any existing house connection drain to
the satisfaction of the Corporation’s Property Services Section.
18. Provision of easements in favour of the Goulburn Valley Region Water
Corporation over all existing and proposed sewer mains located
within private property.
19. A notation is to be placed on the plan of subdivision to note that
pursuant to Section 12(2) of the Subdivision Act 1988, there exists
"implied easements" over all of the allotments and the common
property within the development.
20. Alternatively, the developer is to provide a two metre wide sewerage
easement over the common portion of the house connection drain, in
favour of the benefiting land, to the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation.
21. The operator under this permit shall be obliged to enter into an
agreement with Goulburn Valley Water Corporation relating to the
design and construction of any sewerage or water works required.
The form of such agreement shall be to the satisfaction of Goulburn
Valley Water. A copy of the format of the agreement will be provided
on request.
22. The plan of subdivision lodged for certification is to be referred to the
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation pursuant to Section 8(1) of
the Subdivision Act, 1988.
Department of Transport Conditions:
23. No access will be permitted from the subject land to High Street.
Access will only be permitted via Goulburn Street.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)
'
24. Prior to the release of statement of compliance, the existing access to
High Street must be removed and the area must be reinstated to the
satisfaction of and at no cost to Head, Transport for Victoria.
Expiry of a permit – subdivision:
25. This permit will expire if:
a) The plan of subdivision is not certified within two years from the
date of this permit; or
b) The subdivision is not completed within five years from the date of
certification of the plan of subdivision.
The Responsible Authority may extend the time at part (a) if a request
is made in writing before the permit expires or within six months
afterwards.

Planning Notes
• This proposal has not been assessed against Clause 56.
•

This Permit does not authorise the creation of a new access
way/crossover. Before any such development may commence, the
Applicant must apply for and obtain appropriate approval from
Council.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The proposal is to subdivide the vacant land into six lots with access from Goulburn
Street to all lots. This site is located within the main commercial area of Nagambie
and faces Lake Nagambie.

Subject site: Aerial view of site
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

Subject site: Proposed site subdivision layout

ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
Council is a Responsible Authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
(the Act). In this role, Council administers the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
(Planning Scheme) and, among other things, determines planning permit
applications made for the use and development of land within the municipality.
Under delegated authority of Council, Council Officers determine some matters.
Any application that receives objections is required to be heard at Council.
SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES
• The interface on Goulburn Street between commercial and residential.
• Land adjacent to the Principal Road Network and vehicle access.
A response to these key issues are within the attached Officer Report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

Individual applications consider these requirements through assessment phase of
each application as per the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the provisions
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme. The application was advertised to adjacent
and nearby owners and occupiers. The proposal was accessible on Council’s
website. The notice was carried out in accordance with the legislation, with one
objection received. Council officers met with the objector near the site to discuss
the concerns. Council Officers and the applicant tried to negotiate an alternative
outcome with the Department of Transport to enable access in via Goulburn Street
and egress through to High Street however DoT were not supportive. The objector
was informed.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
There are no implications on the Council Plan or any Council Policies as a result of
this decision.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision making.
The State policies are considered in the Officer Report attached.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
This proposal is being considered under Section 61 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers and contractors involved in the preparation of this report have signed a
written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is to be
ensured.
This application is being heard by Council due to the receipt of an objection to the
proposal. The report will be publicly available on Council’s website. Hearing the
application in a public Council Meeting will allow all parties the opportunity to be
heard by the Council prior to a decision being made.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal district
including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be promoted.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-165 - Six Lot Subdivision ~ 280-282 High
Street, Nagambie VIC 3608 (cont.)

Economic
This proposal is appropriate for the zone and location along High Street Nagambie.
It will allow for further input into the economy should development occur.
Social
The planning scheme directs planning to identify and zone appropriate locations
for a range of residents and visitors needs. This site aligns with the zone and
policies.
Environmental
There will be no negative environmental outcomes from this proposal given it is in
an appropriately zoned location. The site has no vegetation on it.
Climate change
The Strathbogie Planning Scheme has incorporated broader considerations on
Climate Change and potential development could result in an outcome that utilises
Environmentally Sustainable Design elements.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
There are no human rights implications with this proposal. The application is being
assessed in accordance with relevant legislation, and all parties will be afforded all
relevant rights of appeal at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
CONCLUSION
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to issue
a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Officer Planning Report
Attachment 2: Plans for Endorsement
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Officer Planning Report
Application Details:
Application is for:

Six Lot Subdivision

Applicant’s/Owner’s Name:

Andrew Smith

Date Received:

02 September 2021

Statutory Days:

More than 60 days

Application Number:

P2021-165

Planner: Name, title & department

Gillian Williamson Principal Planner
Planning and Investment Department

Land/Address:

L1 TP123345 V9939 F713 Parish of Tabilk
280-282 High Street, Nagambie VIC 3608

Zoning:

Commercial 1 Zone

Overlays:

No Overlay

Is a CHMP required?

No
There is no ACHS

Is it within an Open Potable
No
Catchment Area?
Commercial 1 Zone
Pursuant to Clause 32.01-3 a permit is required to
subdivide land.
Land Adjacent to the Principal Road Network
Pursuant to Clause 52.29-2 a permit is required to
subdivide land adjacent to a road in a TZ2.
An application must be referred under S55 to Head
Transport for Victoria.
Under what clause(s) is a permit
The subject site has existing access from High Street to
required? (include description)
the whole site.
Clause 52.02 Easements, Restrictions and Reserves
A permit is usually required to create an easement
however if it is being proposed as part of a subdivision or
consolidation then a planning permit is not required. This
proposal creates an easement of way under S23 which
is included in a plan of subdivision.
Restrictive covenants on the title?

Nil

Current use and development:

Vacant

Adjacent
Network

Yes TZ2

to

Principal

Road

Status of Road on Road Register

TZ2
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Adjacent to Public Land

No

Current use and development:

Vacant commercial land

Application Checklist:
Application form
☒
Site Plan
☒
Supporting Information
☒

Title enclosed
☒
Plans of Proposal
☒
Effluent Disposal
☐

15/03/22

Fee paid
☒
Planning Report
☒
Other
☐

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest in relation to advice provided in this report
After reading the definitions of a general or material conflict of interest as defined by the
Local Government Act 2020, do you have a conflict of interest?
Yes
☐
(if YES, please complete a Conflict of Interest and Declaration Making Declaration form)
No

☒

Recommendation
That Council
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-165 to be given under
Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and or the planning scheme;
and having considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit under the provisions of Clause 34.01 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
in respect of the land known as (L1 TP123345 V9939 F713 Parish of Tabilk), 280282 High Street, Nagambie VIC 3608, for the Six Lot Subdivision, in accordance
with endorsed plans, subject to the following conditions:
Conditions:
Endorsed Plan Subdivision:
1. The subdivision must be carried out in accordance with the endorsed plans and
permit. The endorsed plans or permit can only be altered or modified with the
prior written consent of the Responsible Authority.
General Amenity:
2. The subdivision must be managed so that the amenity of the area or locality, in the
opinion of the Responsible Authority, is not detrimentally affected, through the:
f) transport of materials, goods or commodities to or from the land;
g) appearance of any building, works or materials;
h) emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam,
soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil;
i) presence of vermin; and
j) others as appropriate.
Telecommunications:
3. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
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a telecommunications network or service provider for the provision of
telecommunication services to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in
accordance with the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the
time; and
a suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready telecommunication
facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in accordance with any
industry specifications or any standards set by the Australian Communications
and Media Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be provided by optical
fibre.

4. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the subdivision
under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land must provide written
confirmation from:
• a telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are connected
to or are ready for connection to telecommunications services in accordance
with the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the time; and
• a suitably qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication facilities have
been provided in accordance with any industry specifications or any standards
set by the Australian Communications and Media Authority, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
Public Open Space Contribution:
5. Before the statement of compliance is issued under the Subdivision Act 1988, the
owner must pay to the responsible authority a sum equivalent to five per cent of the
site value of all the land in the subdivision.
The owners must advise Council, in writing, to undertake the property valuation and
must pay the Council’s reasonable costs and expenses to provide such a valuation
for payment in lieu of the public open space contribution.
Street Numbering:
6. Prior to certification of the plan of subdivision, the owner must complete and duly
sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the allocation of street numbers.
Engineering Conditions:
Drainage Discharge Plan
7. Prior to certification a properly prepared drainage discharge plan with
computations to the satisfaction of the responsible authority must be submitted to
and approved by the Responsible Authority. When approved, the plans will be
endorsed and will then form part of the permit. The information submitted must
show the details listed in the council’s Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) and be
designed in accordance with the requirements of that manual.
The information and plans must include:
a. details of how the works on the land are to be drained and/or retarded.
b. computations including total energy line and hydraulic grade line for the
existing and proposed drainage as directed by Responsible Authority.
8. Prior to issue of a Statement of Compliance all works constructed or carried out
must be in accordance with those plans. to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority.
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Urban Vehicle Crossing Requirements
9. Prior to issue of Statement of Compliance, vehicular crossings shall be
constructed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, and shall comply with
the following:
d. standard vehicular crossings shall be constructed at right angles to the
road to suit the proposed driveways, and any existing redundant crossing
shall be removed and replaced with concrete (kerb and channel);
e. any proposed vehicular crossing shall have satisfactory clearance to any
side-entry pit, power or Telecommunications pole, manhole cover or
marker, or street tree. Any relocation, alteration or replacement required
shall be in accordance with the requirements of the relevant Authority and
shall be at the applicant’s expense;
f.

crossings shall be at least 9 metres apart.

Council Assets
10. Before the subdivision works commence, the owner or developer must submit to
the Responsible Authority a written report and photos of any prior damage to
public infrastructure. Listed in the report must be the condition of kerb & channel,
footpath, seal, street lights, signs and other public infrastructure fronting the
property and abutting at least two properties either side of the development.
Unless identified with the written report, any damage to infrastructure post
construction will be attributed to the development. The owner or developer of the
subject land must pay for any damage caused to the Councils assets/Public
infrastructure caused as a result of the development or use permitted by this
permit.
11. Appropriate steps must be taken to retain all silt and sediment on site during the
construction phase (including existing dwelling and shed removal) to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and must be carried out in accordance
with the following EPA guidelines and policies: a. Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction Sites (EPA publication
No. 480, December 19985); and
b. Construction Techniques for Sedimentation Pollution Control (EPA
publication No. 275, May 1991)
AusNet Services Conditions:
12. The applicant must –
• Enter into an agreement with AusNet Electricity Services Pty Ltd for supply of
electricity to each lot on the endorsed plan.
• Enter into an agreement with AusNet Electricity Services Pty Ltd for the
rearrangement of the existing electricity supply system.
• Rearrange, to the satisfaction of AusNet Electricity Services Pty Ltd, any
existing private electric lines that cross boundaries of the proposed lots to
supply existing installations. Such lines shall be constructed with
underground cables.
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation Conditions:
13. Payment of new customer contribution charges for water supply to the
development, such amount being determined by the Corporation at the time of
payment.
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14. Provision of reticulated sewerage and associated construction works to each
allotment within the development, at the developer’s expense, in accordance with
standards of construction adopted by and to the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation.
15. Any existing water service that crosses any of the proposed allotment boundaries
within the proposed development must be disconnected and re-located at the
developer's expense, to be wholly within one allotment only, including notification
of the proposed lot to be serviced by the existing water metre, to the satisfaction of
the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation.
16. Payment of new customer contributions charges for sewerage services to the
development, such amount being determined by the Corporation at the time of
payment.
17. Provision of combined sewer drains with an inspection opening to each allotment
within the development, at the developer’s expense, in accordance with the
standards of construction adopted by and to the satisfaction of Goulburn Valley
Region Water Corporation. In the case of a multi-tenement development the works
required are to be carried out in accordance with AS3500.2 – Sanitary plumbing
and drainage – and include disconnection of any existing house connection drain
to the satisfaction of the Corporation’s Property Services Section.
18. Provision of easements in favour of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation
over all existing and proposed sewer mains located within private property.
19. A notation is to be placed on the plan of subdivision to note that pursuant to Section
12(2) of the Subdivision Act 1988, there exists "implied easements" over all of the
allotments and the common property within the development.
20. Alternatively, the developer is to provide a two metre wide sewerage easement
over the common portion of the house connection drain, in favour of the benefiting
land, to the satisfaction of the Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation.
21. The operator under this permit shall be obliged to enter into an agreement with
Goulburn Valley Water Corporation relating to the design and construction of any
sewerage or water works required. The form of such agreement shall be to the
satisfaction of Goulburn Valley Water. A copy of the format of the agreement will
be provided on request.
22. The plan of subdivision lodged for certification is to be referred to the Goulburn
Valley Region Water Corporation pursuant to Section 8(1) of the Subdivision Act,
1988.
Department of Transport Conditions:
23. No access will be permitted from the subject land to High Street. Access will only
be permitted via Goulburn Street.
24. Prior to the release of statement of compliance, the existing access to High Street
must be removed and the area must be reinstated to the satisfaction of and at no
cost to Head, Transport for Victoria.
Expiry of a permit – subdivision:
25. This permit will expire if:
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c) The plan of subdivision is not certified within two years from the date of this
permit; or
d) The subdivision is not completed within five years from the date of certification
of the plan of subdivision.
The Responsible Authority may extend the time at part (a) if a request is made in
writing before the permit expires or within six months afterwards.

Planning Notes
• This proposal has not been assessed against Clause 56.
•

This Permit does not authorise the creation of a new access way/crossover.
Before any such development may commence, the Applicant must apply for and
obtain appropriate approval from Council.

Proposal
The proposal is for a six lot subdivision in commercially zoned land –

Lot 6 exists currently as an easement of way. A new easement of way from Goulburn is
also being created to allow for access to all lots.

Subject site & locality
Inspection date/s: 25 Jan 2022

Officer: Gill Williamson and
Trish Hall

Notes: Met with objector /
site in an appropriate zone
and location for future
commercial uses – talked
with DoT about allowing use
of existing crossover to Lot
4 and High St to ease
objector concerns (one way
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flow of traffic from Goulburn
thru High)
The site was visited on 25/1/2022. It is located within the main commercial strip along
Nagambie High Street and is opposite the lake. It is on the corner of High and Goulburn
Sts adjacent to a roundabout and on a busy road along both boundaries. The site is flat,
has access to all utilities and will provide for commercial development.

Permit/Site History
P2007-021 Development, Subdivision – granted
Further Information
Further Information Required:
What was requested?

☐ Yes

☒ No
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FI Requested:
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FI Received:

Advertising/Public Notification
Is notification/advertisement required under section 52? ☒Yes ☐ No
Please provide comment
Advertised by:
☒Council
☒Applicant
Site plan selected:
Yes
☒ Plan and Report
☒ Advertising list
Add Instructions on
☐ Yes
☒ No
Spear
Letters:Yes

Signs: Yes

Objections received?

Paper: No
☒ Yes

Sent: «Date»
☐ No

☐ Exempt

Stat Dec Rec: «Date»
Number:1

Council officers met with the objector near the site to talk over the concerns which are –
Objection
Officer Response
Objection 1
It was explained that council is only able
• Unclear as to the proposed uses
and feel disadvantaged due to this to consider the proposal before them
which is for subdivision and until such
as to what impacts may be.
time as an application is received for
• Adverse effect on privacy, lifestyle use/development, it is considered that the
most likely uses are going to be
and amenity regards the current
commercial and maybe accommodation.
design.
The main concern arises from the
• Easement 1 location being
easement E-1 which is two way and if
opposite – particularly to a
there is traffic at night using lights then
they will be directed into the dwellings
bedroom.
opposite which have habitable rooms
• Increase in noise, dust, exhaust
fronting Goulburn which will be impacted.
emissions.
Noise, dust and exhaust emissions
should be an expectation in this location
• Car headlights will shine into
of Nagambie which is extremely busy
home.
being two main interconnecting roads and
• Car parking accommodated.
a roundabout. There is an industrial area
• Easement creates two way access further down Goulburn and trucks use this
road to access High Street regularly. This
– potential for one way through
is a commercial area that interfaces
from Goulburn to High Street via
directly with General Residential Zone.
proposed Lot 4.
What was discussed was –
One way easement through from
Goulburn to High – DoT to respond –
Resident to talk to councillors about
potential for truck bypass route from
industrial estate now town growing and
High Street from Goulburn very busy with
ordinary traffic particularly during peak
seasons for tourists.
Car parking will be accommodated on site
for each lot and dependent on what
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development and use is proposed, car
parking will be assessed as a pivotal point
of whether or not that use can be
accommodated on that lot and that will be
assessed at time of any permit.
Unfortunately DoT have not allowed any
access from High Street and only allowed
from Goulburn Street.

Consultation
The objectors requested to meet the planners and this was arranged.
Referrals
REFERRALS
Add instructions on SPEAR:

☒Yes ☐No

Please refer to Spear and file for
referral responses and all referral
authority responses have been
translated into the conditions

NB was referred to GBCMA as a
S52 because under C052 the LSIO
is applied
Referrals
Authority

Type of Referral
Additional
Date
Referral Clause and Instructions sent
Description

Date received including
Advice/Response/Condition

External Referrals/Notices required by the Planning Scheme:
Assessment
The zoning of the land and any relevant overlay provisions
Commercial 1 Zone
The purpose is to create vibrant mixed commercial uses including for retail, office,
business, entertainment and community uses, and accommodation at complementary
densities.
Pursuant to Clause 34.01-3 a permit is required to subdivide land.
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The subject site is located within 30m from General Residential Zone and therefore
requires notification to address amenity impacts.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•
•
•

The interface with adjoining zones, especially the relationship with residential
areas.
Provision for vehicles providing for supplies, waste removal and emergency
services and public transport.
The effect the subdivision will have on the potential of the area to accommodate
the uses which will maintain or enhance its competitive strengths.

Officer Response
This subject site is adjacent to General Residential Zone and there are dwellings within
30m that front Goulburn Street with habitable rooms and this has stimulated one objection,
which has been taken on board and a revision for one way access from Goulburn thru to
High was suggested, however DoT were not supportive. The proposal remains as
originally proposed.
An easement E-1 provides 4m access to each lot and this is to accommodate in the advent
of development, car parking on site for workers, residents, visitors, deliveries and storage
of waste bins. It is likely that emergency vehicles would park on High or Goulburn if
required.
The constraints of the lots regarding size, accessibility, capability for car parking and any
requirements, will guide uses and development. This is a well located site on the main
stretch of Nagambie High Street with access to shops, services and the lake and it is highly
likely that they will be popular and form ongoing enhancement of this commercial and
tourist precinct.
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and The Local Planning Policy Framework
(LPPF) - including the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and local planning
policies
Clause 11 Settlement – planning is to anticipate and respond to the needs of existing and
future communities through the provision of commercial and other uses in appropriate
locations.
Clause 15.01-3S Subdivision Design – to ensure the design of subdivision achieves
attractive, safe, accessible, diverse and sustainable neighbourhoods.
Clause 17.02 Commercial – planning is to encourage development that meets the
community need for retail, entertainment, office and other commercial services. Planning
is directed to plan for an adequate supply of commercial land in appropriate locations.
Clause 21.03 – Local Areas – Nagambie – the population is growing significantly and the
objective is to grow Nagambie as an agricultural service centre as well as a visitor,
lifestyle and retirement centre, with the retention of High Street as the retail and
community focus of Nagambie. The Structure Plan encourages the utilisation and
intensification of the CBD on High Street.
Clause 21.06 Sustainable Economic Growth – planning is directed to support retail and
commercial development within the Shire, encouraging retention of existing businesses,
a variety of new businesses and new development within town centres.
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Relevant Particular Provisions
Clause 52.29 Land Adjacent to the Principal Road Network
The purpose is to ensure appropriate access to the PRN and to ensure appropriate
subdivision of land adjacent to.
Pursuant to Clause 52.29-2 a permit is required to subdivide land adjacent to a road in
TZ2.
An application must be referred to DoT.
An application is exempted from notice and review rights under this clause.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•

The views of the relevant road authority.

DoT initially responded that no access would be permitted from High Street, only from
Goulburn Street. However due to the objection and existing access from High Street, a
request was sent back to DoT for their reconsideration. Their final response is that no
access is allowed from High Street, only from Goulburn Street. The objector has been
notified.
Clause 53.10 Public Open Space Contribution and Subdivision
A person who proposes to subdivide land must make a contribution to the council for public
open space in an amount specified in a schedule or under Section 18 of the Subdivision
Act 1988.
Council has no schedule so a requirement of five per cent is required.
The decision guidelines of Clause 65.02
The suitability of the land for subdivision.

The land is suitable for subdivision.
It is ideally located along High Street
and ideally zoned for commercial
uses and development.

The existing use and possible future
development of the land and nearby land.

On the other side of Goulburn Street
is GRZ1, however this is a busy
intersection and residents would be
aware of that. Industrial land is
further down Goulburn Street. This
site is on the corner on High and
Goulburn where there is a
roundabout, lakeside and hotel
opposite. This site is highly likely to
be developed for commercial
activities.

The availability of subdivided land in the
locality, and the need for the creation of
further lots.

Commercial land along Nagambie
High Street is in demand and older
buildings and vacant sites are being
developed as the population grows.
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The effect of development on the use or
development of other land which has a
common means of drainage.
The subdivision pattern having regard to the
physical characteristics of the land including
existing vegetation.

Drainage will be addressed by
Engineering conditions.

The density of the proposed development.

There are a range of lot sizes along
the High Street but currently the
density is medium.
Between 400 and 500 sqm

The area and dimensions of each lot in the
subdivision.
The layout of roads having regard to their
function and relationship to existing roads.

The subdivision pattern is not
completely tidy but access is
available to all lots created.

Goulburn Street runs along the
southern boundary and High Street
along the western boundary.

The movement of pedestrians and vehicles
throughout the subdivision and the ease of
access to all lots.

An easement of way allows for
vehicles to access each lot along
with pedestrians. However
patronage is likely from the front of
each lot.

The provision and location of reserves for
public open space and other community
facilities.
The staging of the subdivision.
The design and siting of buildings having
regard to safety and the risk of spread of
fire.
The provision of off-street parking.

Not applicable

The provision and location of common
property.
The functions of any body corporate.
The availability and provision of utility
services, including water, sewerage,
drainage, electricity and gas.
If the land is not sewered and no provision
has been made for the land to be sewered,
the capacity of the land to treat and retain
all sewage and sullage within the
boundaries of each lot.
Whether, in relation to subdivision plans,
native vegetation can be protected through
subdivision and siting of open space areas.
The impact the development will have on
the current and future development and
operation of the transport system.

Not applicable
Not applicable as development is
not proposed at this stage.
This is provided for given the
easement of way.
Not applicable.
By law it is required to manage
common property.
All utilities are available to the lots.

Reticulated is available.

There is no vegetation on site.

DoT have provided a response in
relation to this matter.
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Other relevant adopted State policies/strategies – (e.g. Melbourne 2030.)
Hume Regional Growth Plan 2014 – Page 4 Part A Introduction - ..provides direction for
accommodation growth and change including residential, employment, industrial,
commercial, agricultural and other rural activities.
Nagambie is identified as a location that will grow.
Relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents
Nagambie Growth Management Strategy 2008 – identify this site as a key entrance site
and therefore future development will be considered against this.
Nagambie Main Street Plan 2008 – identifies this site as being within the existing
business area.
Relevant Planning Scheme amendments
Once C052 is gazetted this subject site will be affected by the LSIO. The proposal was
referred as a Section 52 to GBCMA given it will be affected. They did not object.
Risk Management
The author of this report considers that there are no significant Risk Management factors
relating to the report and recommendation.
Strategic Links – policy implications and relevance to Council Plan
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies, key
strategic documents and the Council Plan.
Summary
The proposal is for a six lot subdivision that provides for commercially zoned lots with no
overlay controls, availability of utilities, and located along High Street, overlooking the lake,
to be created. The supporting advice from strategic documents is that this site is at what
is identified as the entrance to the main commercial drag coming in from the west but does
not say whether strategically this should remain a large lot or be subdivided down, rather
there is reference to built form for High Street.
This site proposes an easement from Goulburn Street to access the back of the lots
obviously to allow for car parking and deliveries primarily. DoT have not allowed access
through to High Street, which would have allowed at least some dissipation of vehicular
movements along the residential and commercial interface on Goulburn Street.
The objection was mainly focused on the easement and impact on residential amenity from
traffic, noise etc, however the objector lives in a fairly new home, on a very busy
intersection, and this vacant lot was always going to be developed given the growth in
Nagambie. Negotiations were undertaken on behalf of the objector to try to eliminate
matters raised but to no avail.
The proposal is weighted in favour of support when assessed against the relevant policies
and decision guidelines in the Planning Scheme and therefore a recommendation for
support is made.

Conclusion
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to grant a
planning permit, subject to conditions.
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Decision:
Delegate Report
Determination:

Yes
Notice of Decision

15/03/22

Council Report Yes for March 15th 2022
Determination Date:

Endorsed Plans:
Date:
Plan Numbers:

_______________________________________________________________________
Declaration:
In making this decision as a delegated Officer, I declare that I have had regard to the
decision-making requirements of the Strathbogie Shire Council's Governance Rules 2020
outlined by Rule 6 and have:
Made a fair, balanced, ethical and impartial decision - Sub Rule 6(c)(i)

☒

Made a decision based on merits, free from favouritism or self-interest
and without regard to irrelevant or unauthorised considerations· Sub Rule 6 (c)(ii) ☒
Applied the principles of natural justice to my decision, ensuring any person whose
rights will be directly affected by the decision has been entitled to communicate their
views and have their interests considered - Sub Rule 6(d)
N/A
Identified the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected Sub Rule 6(e)(i) ☒
Given notice of the decision Council must make under Sub Rule G(e)(i)
N/A
Ensured that such person(s) have had an opportunity to communicate their views and
have their interests considered before I made the decision - Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
N/A
Included information about how I've met these Sub Rules in my delegate reportSub Rule 6(e)(iv)
☒
Attachments
Plans for endorsement

Assessing
Officer:

Gillian Williamson

Reviewing Officer:

Signature:

G Williamson

Signature:

Date:

10 February 2022

Date:

Copy of permit to:
DoT
Date sent:................................. Initials: .............................
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and Development for a
Dwelling and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666

Author: Town Planner
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The proposal is to use and develop the land for a dwelling with associated
outbuilding. The dwelling is proposed on a small lot measuring approximately
29 hectares, in a farming area of minimum lot size 40 hectares. This site is not
identified within the Rural Residential Strategy 2004. The applicant has
provided a Farm Plan that proposes grazing of animals for meat production for
human consumption. The proposed farming activity is considered to not require
a dwelling given that there is stock grazed on similar lot sizes without a dwelling,
as can be common practice in farming areas. The site is located to the south of
the shire in the Strathbogie Ranges, along Polly McQuinns Road. This area is
known as being very attractive to visitors and there is demand for rural lifestyle
development in this location due to the attractive features and accessibility. The
subject site is located amongst seven large, productive farms, ranging in size
from 41 hectares to 173 hectares, which support the economy and employment
in the Shire. There are three smaller sites close to the subject site. The proposal
also assessed the erosion risk associated with the site.
• This proposal was notified to surrounding owners and occupiers and three
objections have been received. The objections were passed to the applicant and
no response has been received which addresses matters raised. The objectors
have been corresponded with.
• The application was referred to Agriculture Victoria who consider that this type
of grazing operation can be carried out without the need for a dwelling.
• The application has not been assessed within the sixty-day timeframe due to
the need for the item to be heard before Council.
• The proposal, having been assessed against the planning scheme, is not
weighted in favour of support, failing to meet the Purpose and Decision
Guidelines of the Farming Zone and gain support from the planning policy.
• It is recommended that Council resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Refuse
to Grant a Permit in accordance with the Officer’s recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-080 to be
given under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
having considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of
Decision to Refuse to Grant a Permit under the provisions of the
Strathbogie Planning Scheme in respect of the land known as (L1
TP402189 V6480 F876) 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC
3666, for the Use and Development for a Dwelling and Shed for the
following reasons:
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and Development for a Dwelling
and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666 (cont.)

a. The proposal does not support the Purpose of the Farming
Zone and does not weight in favour of support when assessed
against the appropriate decision guidelines of the Farming
Zone.
b. The proposal, when assessed against the policy throughout
the Strathbogie Planning Scheme, is not weighted in favour of
support. The relevant policy that provides direction, and which
does not weight in favour of support are –
Clause 11 Settlement
Clause 11.01 Victoria
Clause 11.02 Managing Growth
Clause 14 Natural Resource Management
Clause 14.01-1S Protection of Agricultural Land
Clause 21.01 Municipal Profile
Clause 21.01 Sustainable Settlement
Clause 21.02-3 Rural Residential
Clause 21.02-4 Rural Zones
Clause 21.06-2 Adapting and Diversifying Agriculture
Clause 22.01 Housing and House Lot Excision in the Farming
Zone.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The proposal is to use and develop land for a dwelling with an associated
outbuilding on a site that is 29 hectares in size, in a 40 hectares minimum lot size
area.
This site is located in the Strathbogie Ranges, along Polly McQuinns Road, and
although not identified as being farmland of state strategic significance, the area
does however currently comprise a number of large farms that are productive, as
evidenced by the ongoing importance of the agricultural industry to the shire by
way of economic input and employment.
A Farm Plan has been provided to support the requirement of the dwelling for the
endeavours of grazing and growing beef for human consumption.
A Land Capability Assessment has been provided to ensure that wastewater
management can be accommodated on site.
A Geotechnical Report has been provided to ensure that the risk from erosion and
landslide is low.
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and Development for a Dwelling
and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666 (cont.)

Council is a Responsible Authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
(the Act). In this role, Council administers the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
(Planning Scheme) and, among other things, determines planning permit
applications made for the use and development of land within the municipality.
Under delegated authority of Council, Council Officers determine some matters.
Any application that is recommended for Refusal is heard before Council.
SUMMEARY OF KEY ISSUES
•
•
•
•

A proposed farming activity not considered to require a dwelling given
grazing on lots of 29ha is common practice without a dwelling;
A proposal that could potentially introduce plant and animal pests
including pets, and garden plants that are weeds;
A proposal which could potentially lead to incremental loss of farming
land; and
A proposal that could lead to the eventual loss of productive farming to the
economy.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Individual applications consider these requirements through assessment phase of
each application as per the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the provisions
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme. The application was advertised to adjacent
and nearby owners and occupiers. The proposal was accessible on Council’s
website. The notice was carried out in accordance with the legislation. Three
objections have been received.
The applicant has been informed that the proposal is being recommended for
refusal.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
There are no implications on the Council Plan or any Council Policies as a result of
this decision.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision making.
More information is provided in the Officer Report attached.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and Development for a Dwelling
and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666 (cont.)

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
This proposal is being considered under Section 61 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers and contractors involved in the preparation of this report have signed a
written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is to be
ensured.
This application is being heard by Council due to the officer’s recommendation for
refusal and that one or more objection has been received. The applicant has been
notified of this and directed to the Agenda for the Report, advised they will be
contacted with the resolution following the Council Meeting and reminded of their
avenue to VCAT should they wish to appeal any decision by Council.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal district
including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be promoted.
Economic
This proposal is not supported as it will impact detrimentally on the local, state and
national economy should productive farming land be incrementally eroded due to
unmanaged demand for rural lifestyle development.
Social
There could be a detrimental impact on the farming community’s social cohesion,
health and wellbeing, and support of each other, due to the encroachment of rural
lifestyle development.
Environmental
The application has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987. No vegetation is proposed to be removed. The Farm
Plan indicates that there will be further plantings particularly along the river
environs, which will be fenced, to enhance the area and protect it from stock
invasion.
Climate change
The Strathbogie Planning Scheme has incorporated broader considerations on
Climate Change and as highlighted above the Farm Plan identifies that further
plantings would be undertaken, this in turn is an effective way of tackling climate
change caused by greenhouse gas.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-080 - Use and Development for a Dwelling
and Shed ~ 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666 (cont.)

HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The application is being assessed in accordance with relevant legislation, and all
parties will be afforded all relevant rights of appeal at the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal.
CONCLUSION
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to issue
a Notice of Decision to Refuse to Grant a Permit.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Officer Planning Report
Attachment 2: Plans
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Officer Planning Report
Application Details:
Application is for:

Use and Development for a Dwelling and Shed

Applicant’s/Owner’s Name:

Troy Spencer

Date Received:

24 May 2021

Statutory Days:

More than 60 days

Application Number:

P2021-080

Planner: Name, title & department

Gillian Williamson Principal Planner
Planning and Investment

Land/Address:

Lot 1 Title Plan 402189X
340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666

Zoning:

Farming Zone

Overlays:

Bushfire Management Overlay
Erosion Management Overlay

Is a CHMP required?

No there is no Area of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

Is it within an Open Potable
Yes – referral to GMW required Section 55
Catchment Area?
Farming Zone
Pursuant to Clause 35.07-1 & 35.07-4 a permit is
required to use land, construct a building and carry out
works and construct a building within 100m of a
waterway.
Under what clause(s) is a permit Erosion Management Overlay
required? (include description)
Pursuant to Clause 44.01-2 a permit is required to
construct a building and carry out works.
Bushfire Management Overlay
The buildings and works are not within the BMO
therefore no planning permit is triggered.
Restrictive covenants on the title?

Nil

Current use and development:

Agriculture

Adjacent to the Principal Road
No
Network
Status of Road on Road Register

Local Council

Adjacent to Public Land

Yes

Current use and development:

Agriculture

Application Checklist:
Application form
☒

Title enclosed
☒

Fee paid
☒
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Site Plan
☒
Supporting Information
☐
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Plans of Proposal
☒
Effluent Disposal
☒
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Planning Report
☒
Other
☐

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest in relation to advice provided in this report
After reading the definitions of a general or material conflict of interest as defined by the
Local Government Act 2020, do you have a conflict of interest?
Yes
☐
(if YES, please complete a Conflict of Interest and Declaration Making Declaration form)
No

☒

Recommendation
That Council:
2. having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-080 to be given under
Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987; and having considered all
the matters required under Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
decides to Issue a Notice of Decision to Refuse to Grant a Permit under the
provisions of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in respect of the land known as L1
TP402189 V6480 F876, 340 Polly McQuinns Road, Strathbogie VIC 3666, for the
Use and Development for a Dwelling and Shed due to the following reasons –
a. The proposal does not support the Purpose of the Farming Zone and does
not weight in favour of support when assessed against the appropriate
decision guidelines of the Farming Zone.
b. The proposal, when assessed against the policy throughout the Strathbogie
Planning Scheme, is not weighted in favour of support. The relevant policy
that provides direction, and which does not weight in favour of support are
–
Clause 11 Settlement
Clause 11.01 Victoria
Clause 11.02 Managing Growth
Clause 14 Natural Resource Management
Clause 14.01-1S Protection of Agricultural Land
Clause 21.01 Municipal Profile
Clause 21.01 Sustainable Settlement
Clause 21.02-3 Rural Residential
Clause 21.02-4 Rural Zones
Clause 21.06-2 Adapting and Diversifying Agriculture
Clause 22.01 Housing and House Lot Excision in the Farming Zone

Proposal
The proposal is to use and develop the land for a dwelling and outbuilding on a farming lot
that is less than the minimum lot size for this area. The site measures 29ha and the
minimum lot size is 40ha.
A farm plan has been provided that informs of breeding high quality meat for human
consumption, and protecting, enhancing and managing the waterways, soil and flora.
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A Geotechnical Report has been provided to address the erosion, landslip risk on the site.
A Land Capability Assessment has been provided to assess if the land can accommodate
the proposal in its intended location on the proposed on the site.

Subject site & locality
Inspection date/s: September
2021

Officer: Gill Williamson
Principal Planner

Comments: mainly large
farm lots in a beautiful area,
not of state strategic
significance as farming land
but still productive
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The site is located to the south of the shire, in the hills, with water features and lookouts,
and is attracting a lot of rural lifestyle interest although most of this area is not identified
within the Rural Residential Strategy 2004. The lot measures approximately 28ha in a
minimum 40ha lot size area. It is surrounded by the following farms –

In summary there are seven farms currently that are greater than 40ha in size and three
which are not all located in close proximity to each other.
Permit/Site History
There is no previous planning permit history associated with this subject site, on council’s
current systems.
Further Information
Further Information Required:
What was requested?
• Land Capability Assessment
• Geotechnical Report
FI Requested: 22 June 2021

☒ Yes

☐ No

FI Received: 5 August 2021

Advertising/Public Notification
Is notification/advertisement required under section 52? ☒Yes ☐ No
Please provide comment
Advertised by:
☒Council
☒Applicant

☐ Exempt
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☒ Plans
☒ Advertising list
☐ Yes
Paper: No
☒ Yes
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Yes
Yes
☒ No
Sent: 27/8 till 17/9

☐ No

Stat Dec Rec: NA

Number: 3

Three objections have been received to Council –
Objection
Officer Response
Objection 1 (40ha lot)
There is always potential for weed
• Potential for weed infestation of
infestation from landholders who do not
surrounding properties.
attend and manage the land properly
• Biosecurity issues.
however all land owners are responsible
• Poorly located dams that could be
for managing land under the ‘Catchment
and Land Protection Act 1994’ which
easily contaminated and degrade
requires all land owners and occupiers to
surrounding waterway quality.
manage land so as not to degrade it
• Protection of riparian environs.
including weed management.
Biosecurity matters are considered by Ag
Vic and not planning.
It could be that the dams are poorly
located and the waterways have been
degraded by previous ownership,
however the current land owner intends
to protect and enhance the water
sources.
Objection 2 (112ha)
The same response as above.
• Biosecurity.
•
•
•
•

Ongoing degradation of
waterways.
Degradation of waterways.
Potential for stray bulls.
Weed infestation.

Objection 3 (29ha)
• Put forward an independent report
from a consultant who looked over
the application.
•

Size of property not appropriate for
proposed agricultural activity.

•
•

Weed infestation.
Waterways contamination.

•

No previous farming ability proven.

AgVic are the referral body for planning
and they were consulted.

The number of stock proposed is 20 Poll
Hereford and it is presumed that their
health will be important and therefore
they will be managed accordingly by the
land owner.
Weed infestation is addressed previously.
Waterway management is addressed
previously.
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•

No visible evidence of good land
management to date since
ownership (over last 12 years).

•

Shooting, baiting controls a
concern for their property
management.

•

The age of the owner is at
question for longevity and farm
management over the next ten
years.
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Ag Vic and RSPCA are involved when
there is a lack of care to animals and
land.
Ag Vic, DELWP and VicPol are involved
where shooting and baiting are
concerned.

Consultation
The objections were provided to the applicant. No response has been received. No
meeting has been undertaken by any party.
Referrals
External Referrals/Notices required by the Planning Scheme:
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REFERRALS
Add instructions on SPEAR:

☐Yes

Referrals

Date sent Date received including

Type
of Referral
Additional
Referral
Clause and Instructions
Authority
Description

Section 52
DELWP

GMW

Section 55 Clause
Determining 66.02-5
Special
Water
Supply
Catchment
Section 52

GVW

☐No

Advice/Response/Condit
ion

The subject 27/8/2021 Conditional consent
site
is
adjacent to
Crown land
27/8/2021 Conditional consent

The subject 27/8/2021 No objection
site
is
adjacent to a
GVW
managed
waterway
under
the
Urban Water
Strategies to
ensure safe,
reliable,
secure water
and
sewerage
management.
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Internal

27/8/2021 Conditions

ENGINEER Internal

27/8/2021 Conditions

Section
52

Ag Vic

Feedback
and
guidance on
the
submitted
Farm Plan
from
applicant

27/8/2921
and again
on
1/2/2022

Considers that the proposal
does
not
meet
the
objectives
of
the
Strathbogie PS and that the
agricultural activity can be
carried out without on site
supervision.

Assessment
The zoning of the land and any relevant overlay provisions
Farming Zone
Purpose:
• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
• To provide for the use of land for agriculture.
• To encourage the retention of productive agricultural land.
• To ensure that non agricultural uses, including dwellings, do not adversely affect
the use of land for agriculture.
• To encourage the retention of employment and population to support rural
communities.
• To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive and
sustainable land management practices and infrastructure.
• To provide for the use and development of land for the specific purposes identified
in a schedule to this zone.
Pursuant to Clause 35.07-1 a permit is required to use the land for a dwelling on a lot
smaller than the area specified in a schedule or 40-hectares. In this area the minimum lot
size is 40- hectares and the site measures approximately 29ha.
Pursuant to Clause 35.07-4 a permit is required to construct a building and carry out works
for a use associated with a Section 2 use and construct a building within 100m of a
waterway.
The use of the land for a dwelling must meet the following requirements –
• Access to the dwelling must be provided via an all weather road with dimensions
adequate to accommodate emergency vehicles.
• Each dwelling must be connected to reticulated sewerage, if available. If reticulated
sewerage is not available all wastewater from each dwelling must be treated and
retained within the lot in accordance with the requirements of the Environment
Protection Regulations under the Environment Protection Act 2017 for an on-site
wastewater management system.
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The dwelling must be connected to a reticulated potable water supply or have an
alternative potable water supply with adequate storage for domestic use as well as
for fire fighting purposes.
The dwelling must be connected to a reticulated electricity supply or have an
alternative energy source.

An application to use a lot for a dwelling must be accompanied by a written statement
which explains how the proposed dwelling responds to the decision guidelines for
dwellings in the zone. A Farm Plan is also required.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
General issues
• The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
• Whether the site is suitable for the use or development and whether the proposal
is compatible with adjoining and nearby land uses.
• How the use and development makes use of existing infrastructure and services.
Agricultural issues and the impacts from non-agricultural uses
• Whether the use or development will support and enhance agricultural
production.
• Whether the use or development will adversely affect soil quality or permanently
remove land from agricultural production.
• The potential for the use or development to limit the operation and expansion of
adjoining and nearby agricultural uses.
• The capacity of the site to sustain the agricultural use.
• The agricultural qualities of the land, such as soil quality, access to water and
access to rural infrastructure.
• Any integrated land management plan prepared for the site.
Dwelling issues
• Whether the dwelling will result in the loss or fragmentation of productive
agricultural land.
• Whether the dwelling will be adversely affected by agricultural activities on
adjacent and nearby land due to dust, noise, odour, use of chemicals and farm
machinery, traffic and hours of operation.
• Whether the dwelling will adversely affect the operation and expansion of
adjoining and nearby agricultural uses.
• The potential for the proposal to lead to a concentration or proliferation of
dwellings in the area and the impact of this on the use of the land for agriculture.
Environmental issues
• The impact of the proposal on the natural physical features and resources of the
area, in particular on soil and water quality.
• The impact of the use or development on the flora and fauna on the site and its
surrounds.
• The need to protect and enhance the biodiversity of the area, including the
retention of vegetation and faunal habitat and the need to revegetate land
including riparian buffers along waterways, gullies, ridgelines, property
boundaries and saline discharge and recharge area.
• The location of on-site effluent disposal areas to minimise the impact of nutrient
loads on waterways and native vegetation.
Design and siting issues
• The need to locate buildings in one area to avoid any adverse impacts on
surrounding agricultural uses and to minimise the loss of productive agricultural
land.
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The impact of the siting, design, height, bulk, colours and materials to be used, on
the natural environment, major roads, vistas and water features and the
measures to be undertaken to minimise any adverse impacts.
The impact on the character and appearance of the area or features of
architectural, historic or scientific significance or of natural scenic beauty or
importance.
The location and design of existing and proposed infrastructure including roads,
gas, water, drainage, telecommunications and sewerage facilities.
Whether the use and development will require traffic management measures.

Officer Response:
The application has provided a supporting farm plan that sets out intentions to stock and
raise cattle for meat for human consumption. It also provides information on the intentions
to protect and enhance the waterways and land.
The owners intend to construct a dwelling to enable them to live on site. The property is
accessible by Polly McQuinns Road which would be considered all weather given it is
single width tarmac.
An LCA has informed that wastewater management can be provided on the site. It is
presumed that potable water can be provided by a tank and that water can be provided for
fire fighting use. Reticulated electricity is available and also other means of providing
electric power such as solar and wind could be utilised as agreed by the electricity provider.
It is assessed that agriculture is not the primary use, rather the dwelling is. The proposed
stock raising is considered to be associated with what can be called a hobby farm, given
this is a smaller lot that the minimum lot size in this area. It is assessed that this is primarily
a rural residential development and the farming proposed does not require a dwelling.
Every landowner and occupier is required to manage their land under the ‘Catchment and
Land Protection Act 1994’ to mitigate degradation. The owner has proposed to establish
native vegetation planting areas along the river area and this will be fenced to protect it
from livestock. They also intend to use rotational grazing to mitigate compaction and
ensure the ongoing health of paddocks for grazing with supplementary feeding.
The dwelling is proposed to be located into the site approximately 125m from the front
boundary along Polly McQuinns Road, and approximately 258m from the eastern
boundary. This places it within 100m of a waterway and GMW have provided response to
that requiring the effluent field to be located more than 100m from waterways and dams.
The effluent field is to be kept free of all stock, buildings, and driveways. The dwelling and
outbuilding are to be located together and the materials and colours proposed are timber
and muted. The outbuilding has a floorplan layout that resembles a potential for another
dwelling which would need to be addressed in any conditions for any permit issued.
The planning scheme and supporting strategic documents identify that introducing rural
residencies to farming areas impacts on farming, with urban expectations to noise, odours,
dust, operating hours, road infrastructure, waste services. They also highlight the rise in
farming land value which becomes associated with rural residency rather than farming.
The issue of introduction of weeds and pest animals is documented. All this leads to stress
on existing farming businesses exposed to increased pressure to develop for lifestyle lots,
inability to expand, and in turn potentially leading to the loss of farmland, employment and
rural communities.
In concluding the response to the Purpose and appropriate decision guidelines of the
Farming Zone, it is considered that given the lot size, the proposed primary use of the land
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is rural residential and the proposed farm plan does not present a farming activity that is
supportive of the need for a dwelling.
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and The Local Planning Policy Framework
(LPPF) - including the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and local planning
policies
Clause 11 – Settlement – directs planning to focus development in locations with access
to infrastructure and services, to contribute to economic viability, to protect natural
resources and not site incompatible uses close together.
Clause 11.01- Victoria – directs planning to provide for growth in accordance with relevant
regional growth plans, directing growth to identified settlements, preserving and protecting
features of rural land and natural resources and features to enhance their contribution to
settlements and landscapes, providing for appropriately located supplies of residential land
limiting urban sprawl.
Clause 11.02 – Managing Growth – talks to managing growth into identified areas of
residential land in accordance with relevant plans.
Clause 13 – Environmental Risks and Amenity – Planning is directed to identify, prevent
and minimise the risk of harm to the environment, human health and amenity through
assessing land use and development compatibility and effective controls to prevent or
mitigate impacts.
Clause 13.01-1S – Natural Hazards and Climate Change – The objective is to minimise
the impacts of natural hazards and adapt to the impacts of climate change through risk
based planning. Planning is directed to direct population growth and development to low
risk locations, siting and designing development to minimise risk to life, property, the
natural environment and community infrastructure from natural hazards.
Clause 13.02 – Bushfire – This policy applies to all applications relating to land that is
within the Bushfire Management Overlay, Bushfire Prone Area and to any proposal that
may create a bushfire hazard. This policy prioritises the protection of human life over all
other policy decisions and planning is to direct population growth and development to low
risk locations where human life can be better protected from the effects of bushfire.
Clause 13.04-2-2S Erosion and Landslip – the objective is to protect areas prone to
erosion, landslip and other land degradation processes.
Clause 14 – Natural Resource Management – Planning should ensure agricultural land is
managed sustainably, while acknowledging the economic importance of agricultural
production.
Clause 14.01-1S – Protection of Agricultural Land – The objective is to protect the states
agricultural base by preserving productive farmland and planning is directed to avoid
permanent removal, protect productive farmland, prevent inappropriately dispersed urban
activities in rural areas and protect agriculture and primary production from incompatible
uses. Planning is also directed to limit new housing in rural areas by directing housing
growth into existing settlements and discouraging small, isolated lots with dwellings.
Planning is directed to consider the impacts of removing productive land, the compatibility
of the rural lifestyle lot on the existing surrounding farming uses and to potential impacts
on the surrounding farming land from the spread of plant and animal pests.
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Clause 21.01 – Municipal Profile – This policy identifies that due to the picturesque
nature of much of the shire, it is often faced with many land use conflicts, commonly
between lifestyle properties and rural industry. There are many opportunities for growth
in the food, wine and equine industries and adding to existing primary production.
Clause 21.01 – Sustainable Settlement – This policy identifies the pressure to develop
farming land for rural residential use and requires planning to retain areas of high-quality
rural land for farming and agricultural purposes.
Clause 21.02-3 – Rural Residential – This policy recognises the pressure for rural
lifestyle development in the shire and allocates development in appropriate locations,
protecting agricultural land from loss.
Clause 21.02-4 – Rural Zones – This policy identifies approximately 230,000 hectares of
land is farmed in the shire supporting around 700 farming enterprises, predominantly
grazing and broadacre, intensive, horticulture and equine. Planning is directed to limit
inappropriate uses within farming areas, including dwellings not supporting agricultural
uses.
Clause 21.06-2 – Adapting and Diversifying Agriculture – This clause sets the objective
to support and encourage retention and diversification of agriculture and directs planning
to promote agricultural practices and minimising conflicts at urban fringe and agricultural
land interfaces.
Clause 22.01 – Housing and House Lot Excision in the Farming Zone - applies to all land
in the Farming Zone and any small lot is a lot less than the specified minimum lot size.
Inappropriate development of dwellings in the Farming Zone can lead to residential
dwellings in isolation, inappropriate rural residential and potential conflicts with farming
practices. The objectives are to protect and maintain productive farming areas, promote
sustainable use of privately owned land, protect growth of rural industry against potential
land use conflict and to ensure rural production is not compromised by housing
encroachment.
Officer Response
This subject site is not considered to be in an area suitable or identified for rural lifestyle
development given it is in the Farming Zone, requires a minimum lot size of 40ha for an
as of right use for a dwelling, and is surrounded by large farming enterprises. It also
does not present a farming proposal that requires a dwelling. Agriculture Victoria
consider that this type of grazing can be carried out without the need for a dwelling.
The Sustainable Land Use Strategy does identify that these hilly areas of the Shire may
lend themselves into the future for other pursuits rather than stock and crop, envisaging
tourism and agribusiness that are suitable but until such time as a rezone has applied, it
has to be assessed under the current zone and has to acknowledge the current farming
enterprises.
Council recognises the pressure to develop farming land for rural residential lifestyle and
has made available, and continues to make available, land for rural lifestyles in
appropriate locations, away from farming areas, but also allows for managed
development on farming land if identified in the Rural Residential Strategy 2004.
This proposal has the potential to introduce a new rural lifestyle dwelling, in an area that
is not appropriate, and that has the potential to create conflict between the rural lifestyle
use and the existing, surrounding farming activities. This can lead to complaints and
unrealistic expectations, all of which cost council money in energy and resources and
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stresses the existing farming community. These types of dwellings can create urban
encroachment into active farming areas. Proposals such as this also give rise to
potential for impacting the right to farm on Farming Zoned land.
In weighing up of the planning policy this proposal is considered to be • a proposed farming activity not considered to require a dwelling given grazing on
lots of 29ha is common practice without a dwelling;
• a proposal for potentially incompatible uses located together;
• a proposal that could introduce plant and animal pests including pets, and garden
plants that are weeds;
• a proposal which potentially lead to incremental loss of farming land; and
• a proposal that could lead to the eventual loss of productive farming to the
economy.
The proposal was referred to AgVic who believe the land use can be conducted without
the need for a dwelling.
Therefore it is concluded that the proposal cannot be supported as assessed by the
officer at this time.
Relevant Particular Provisions
Nil
The decision guidelines of Clause 65
Before deciding on an application or approval of a plan, the responsible authority must
consider, as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The matters set out in section 60 of the Act.
Any significant effects the environment, including the contamination of land, may
have on the use or development.
The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
The purpose of the zone, overlay or other provision.
Any matter required to be considered in the zone, overlay or other provision.
The orderly planning of the area.
The effect on the environment, human health and amenity of the area.
The proximity of the land to any public land.
Factors likely to cause or contribute to land degradation, salinity or reduce water
quality.
Whether the proposed development is designed to maintain or improve the
quality of stormwater within and exiting the site.
The extent and character of native vegetation and the likelihood of its destruction.
Whether native vegetation is to be or can be protected, planted or allowed to
regenerate.
The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard associated with the location of the land
and the use, development or management of the land so as to minimise any such
hazard.
The adequacy of loading and unloading facilities and any associated amenity,
traffic flow and road safety impacts.

Officer’s Response
The application does address management of the land by further plantings and fencing to
protect waterways, along with rotational grazing, so going by the report, it must be
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presumed that the intention is to manage the land so there is minimal detriment to the
environment and limited contamination of soil.
The assessing officer has concluded that the proposal does not weight in favour of
support up against the majority of relevant policy in the planning scheme and therefore
would not result in orderly planning at this time.
Other relevant adopted State policies/strategies – (e.g. Melbourne 2030.)
Hume Regional Growth Plan 2014 – identifies agriculture as an important industry sector
and goes on to explain that the Hume Region relies heavily on agriculture. To protect
farming the Plan direct that rural residential uses will be provided for in defined areas
close to existing settlements to ensure this form of development does not impact
adversely on productive agriculture or other broad scale rural uses.
Relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents
Sustainable Land Use Strategy – provides an overview for future farming and identifies
this locality as having potential to be rezoned to conserve the environment and beauty
but also recognises and allows for other uses such as tourist ventures and agribusiness
that need a rural setting.
Relevant Planning Scheme amendments
There are no relevant planning scheme amendments.
Risk Management
The author of this report considers that there are no significant Risk Management factors
relating to the report and recommendation.
Strategic Links – policy implications and relevance to Council Plan
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies, key
strategic documents and the Council Plan.
Summary of Key Issues and Assessment
•
•

Protection of farming land and farming activities.
Impact of rural residential development that proposes a rural activity that is not
considered to warrant a dwelling.

Officer Response:
As documented throughout the report, the proposal does not weight in favour of support.

Decision:
Delegate Report

Yes

Determination:

Council Report Yes for March Council
Meeting
Determination Date:

Endorsed Plans:
Date:
Plan Numbers:

_______________________________________________________________________
___
Declaration:
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In making this decision as a delegated Officer, I declare that I have had regard to the
decision-making requirements of the Strathbogie Shire Council's Governance Rules 2020
outlined by Rule 6 and have:
Made a fair, balanced, ethical and impartial decision - Sub Rule 6(c)(i)

☒

Made a decision based on merits, free from favouritism or self-interest
and without regard to irrelevant or unauthorised considerations· Sub Rule 6 (c)(ii) ☒
Applied the principles of natural justice to my decision, ensuring any person whose
rights will be directly affected by the decision has been entitled to communicate their
views and have their interests considered - Sub Rule 6(d)
N/A
Identified the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected
Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
Given notice of the decision Council must make under Sub Rule G(e)(i)

☒
N/A

Ensured that such person(s) have had an opportunity to communicate their views and
have their interests considered before I made the decision - Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
N/A
Included information about how I've met these Sub Rules in my delegate reportSub Rule 6(e)(iv)
☒
Attachments
Plans for endorsement

Assessing
Officer:

Gillian Williamson
Principal Planner

Reviewing Officer:

Signature:

G Williamson

Signature:

Date:

14 February 2022

Date:

Copy of permit to:
GMW
Ag Vic
Date sent:................................. Initials: .............................

14 February 2022
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent
to a road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666

Author: Town Planner
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The proposal is for the subdivision of the land into two lots. This site contains
the historic building that was once the Euroa Inn and this will be retained on Lot
1, with vehicle access from Gobur Street. Lot 2 will be a vacant lot and will
retain the existing access from Tarcombe Street. Any future development on
this lot will be controlled by the Heritage Overlay and will be assessed
accordingly at that stage.
• The application was advertised by way of notice to adjoining and nearby owners
and occupiers, placed on Council’s website, and a sign placed on the land. One
objection has been received. Conversation was had with the objector about the
concerns raised and, as appropriate and relevant, are addressed in the
conditions below.
• The application has not been assessed within the statutory timeframe given the
objection and the timing of the Council Meeting.
• The proposal meets the objectives of the Planning Policy Framework, Local
Planning Policy Framework, the Zone and Overlay.
• It is recommended that Council resolve to issue Notice of Decision to Grant a
Permit in accordance with the Officer’s recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-153 to be
given under Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
having considered all the matters required under Section 60 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 decides to issue a Notice of
Decision to Grant a Permit under the provisions of Clause 32.08 GRZ,
Clause 43.01 HO, Clause 44.03 FO, Clause 44.04 LSIO and Clause 52.29
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in respect of the land known as
(V10600 F246 CA 9 SEC 1 Parish of Euroa), 43-45 Tarcombe Street,
Euroa VIC 3666, for a Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a road in a
Transport Zone 2, in accordance with endorsed plans, subject to the
following conditions:
Conditions:
Endorsed Plans
1. The subdivision must be in accordance with the endorsed plans and
permit. These endorsed plans or permit can only be altered or
modified with the prior written approval of the Responsible Authority,
or to comply with statutory requirements.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)
Subdivision Conditions
2. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
a) a telecommunications network or service provider for the
provision of telecommunication services to each lot shown on the
endorsed plan in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
b) a suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready
telecommunication facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed
plan in accordance with any industry specifications or any
standards set by the Australian Communications and Media
Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be
provided by optical fibre.
3. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the
subdivision under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land
must provide written confirmation from:
a) a telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are
connected to or are ready for connection to telecommunications
services in accordance with the provider’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time; and
b) a suitably qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication
facilities have been provided in accordance with any industry
specifications or any standards set by the Australian
Communications and Media Authority, unless the applicant can
demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
4. The owner of the land must enter into agreements with the relevant
authorities for the provision of water supply, drainage, sewerage
facilities, electricity and gas services to each lot shown on the
endorsed plan in accordance with the authority’s requirements and
relevant legislation at the time.
5. All existing and proposed easements and sites for existing or required
utility services and roads on the land must be set aside in the plan of
subdivision submitted for certification in favour of the relevant
authority for which the easement or site is to be created.
6. The plan of subdivision submitted for certification under
the Subdivision Act 1988 must be referred to the relevant authority in
accordance with Section 8 of that Act.
General amenity provision
7. The use and development must be managed so that the amenity of the
area or locality, in the opinion of the Responsible Authority, is not
detrimentally affected, through the:
a) transport of materials, goods or commodities to or from the
land;
b) appearance of any building, works or materials;
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

c) emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes,
smoke, vapour, steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste
products, grit or oil; and
d) presence of vermin.
Removal of Infrastructure
8. Prior to issue of Statement of Compliance all the remaining
infrastructure on Lot 2 must be removed to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.
Street numbering
9. Prior to the Certification of the plan of subdivision, the owner must
complete and duly sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the
Allocation of Street numbers.
Engineering Conditions
Stormwater
10. Prior to the issue of Statement of Compliance the owner must enter
into an agreement with the Responsible Authority pursuant to Section
173 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority. The Agreement requires:
a) The on-site detention for stormwater for future dwellings will each
be designed by a qualified drainage engineer and must be
approved by the Council prior to construction. A copy of each of
the approved plans will be held by Council for future reference.
b) The stormwater system must incorporate principles of Water
Sensitive Urban design and be designed so that the rate of storm
water runoff from the development must not be more than the rate
of runoff from the site prior to the development, all to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
c) The drainage system must be designed in accordance with the
requirements of Clause 19 of the IDM “On-site Detention Systems”.
The on-site storage size for the development must be in
accordance with Table 13. The allowable discharge rate to Council
drains shall be the lesser of; a) that which is outlined in Table 13
and b) the remaining capacity of the existing pipe (clause 19.3.1 of
the IDM).
d) A default allowable discharge rate of 25 l/s/ha may be used in lieu
of calculations to determine the remaining capacity of the existing
drainage network. www.designmanual.com.au
e) Each on-site detention stormwater system must be constructed
either prior to, or currently with, the construction of any dwelling
on the specified lots. Each on-site detention stormwater system on
the specified lots must be completed prior to connection to
Council's drainage system and be constructed in accordance with
the approved design plans.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)
f) The owner will maintain, and not modify without prior Council
written approval, each on-site detention system and will allow each
on-site stormwater detention system to be inspected by a duly
appointed officer of the Council at mutually agreed times.
The Owner will pay for all the costs associated with the construction
and maintenance of each on-site detention system.
Asset Protection
11. Prior to any works commencing on site the applicant / owner or
developer must submit to the Responsible Authority a written report
and photos of any prior damage to public infrastructure. This includes
50 metres on both sides of the property. Listed in the report must be
the condition of kerb & channel, footpath, seal, street lights, signs and
other public infrastructure fronting the property and abutting at least
two properties either side of the development. Unless identified with
the written report, any damage to infrastructure post construction will
be attributed to the development. Any damage to the Responsible
Authority’s assets (i.e. sealed roads, kerb& channel, trees, nature strip
etc), and boundary fences, must be repaired at the cost of the
applicant all to the satisfaction of Responsible Authority.
Urban Vehicle Crossing Location
12. Prior to the issue of statement of compliance for the subdivision the
applicant/ owner or developer must obtain a vehicle crossing permit
from the responsible authority for each lot and construct the vehicle
crossing in accordance with the requirements. The crossing/s must
be constructed in accordance with the following requirements:
13. Standard vehicular crossings shall be constructed at right angles to
the road to suit the proposed driveways, and any existing redundant
crossing shall be removed.
14. The vehicular crossing shall have satisfactory clearance to any sideentry pit, power or Telecommunications pole, manhole cover or
marker, or street tree.
15. Any new, relocation, alteration or replacement required shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant Authority and shall
be at the applicant's expense. Final location of vehicle crossing must
be approved by Responsible Authority via vehicle crossing permit.
Refer to Clause 12.9.1 “Urban Vehicle Crossings” of the Infrastructure
Design Manual. Where there is no existing kerb and channel in the
street refer to standard drawing SD255.
Urban Drainage – Works
16. All stormwater and surface water discharging from the site, buildings
and works must be conveyed to the legal point of discharge drains to
the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority/ Goulburn Murray Water.
No effluent or polluted water of any type may be allowed to enter the
stormwater drainage system or Lake Nagambie.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)
Department of Transport Conditions
17. Only one access will be permitted from Lot 2 to Tarcombe Street
located at the southern boundary of the subject land as shown on the
plan appended to the application.
18. Prior to release of a statement of compliance, the access must be
constructed and sealed to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority and at no cost to the Head, Transport for Victoria.
Expiry
Subdivision
19. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
a) The subdivision is not Certified within two years of the date of this
permit;
b) The subdivision is not completed within five years of the date of
Certification under the Subdivision Act 1988.
The Responsible Authority may extend the period referred to in (a) if a
request is made in writing before the permit expires; or within six
months afterwards.
Planning Notes
• Separate consent for works within the road reserve and the
specifications of these works may be required under the Road
Management Act.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The purpose of the proposal is to subdivide a lot into two, with one lot retaining an
existing historical building and the other being a vacant residential lot. The
historical building will have access from Gobur Street and the vacant lot will retain
existing access form Tarcombe Street.
Existing buildings on Lot 2 will be required to be removed to align with the planning
scheme.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

Subject site: Aerial view of the site
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

Subject site: Proposed subdivision layout of the site
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
Council is a Responsible Authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
(the Act). In this role, Council administers the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
(Planning Scheme) and, among other things, determines planning permit
applications made for the use and development of land within the municipality.
Under delegated authority of Council, Council Officers determine some matters.
Any application that has received objections is heard before Council.
SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES
•
•
•
•

Does the proposal meet the objectives of Clause 56
Is the Heritage significance impacted
Has the flood risk been satisfactorily assessed
Has the objection been considered.

An assessment of these key issues is provided in the attached Delegate Report.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Individual applications consider these requirements through assessment phase of
each application as per the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the provisions
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme. The application was advertised to adjacent
and nearby owners and occupiers. The proposal was accessible on Council’s
website. The notice was carried out in accordance with the legislation and one
objection was received.
The objector was informed of the applicant and council’s response and some
concerns could be met by permit conditions, others only considered if a
development proposal is lodged.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
There are no implications on the Council Plan or any Council Policies as a result of
this decision.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision making.
More information is provided in the Officer Report.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
This proposal is being considered under Section 61 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers and contractors involved in the preparation of this report have signed a
written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is to be
ensured.
This application is being heard by Council due to the receipt of an objection to the
proposal. Hearing the application in the public meeting will allow all parties the
opportunity to be heard by the council prior to a decision being made.
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Planning Permit Application No. P2021-153 - Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a
road in a Transport Zone 2 ~ 43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666 (cont.)

SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles of the Local Government Act 2020
is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal district
including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be promoted.
Economic
This proposal is supported by the planning scheme and will provide for infill
residential land available for housing.
Social
The availability of residential land, in an established settlement, with access to a
range of services supports social needs.
Environmental
The application has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 and as no native vegetation is being proposed to be
removed or impacted then it is considered there is no known environmental impact.
Climate change
The Strathbogie Planning Scheme has incorporated broader considerations on
Climate Change, with the assessment that the proposal will not have an impact on
climate change within the municipality, as all works will be required to comply with
relevant legislation.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The application is being assessed in accordance with relevant legislation, and all
parties will be afforded all relevant rights of appeal at the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal.
CONCLUSION
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to issue
a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Officer Planning Report
Attachment 2: Plans for endorsement
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Officer Planning Report
Application Details:
Application is for:

Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a road in a Transport
Zone 2

Applicant’s/Owner’s Name:

Planography Pty Ltd

Date Received:

23 August 2021

Statutory Days:

More than 60 statutory days

Application Number:

P2021-153

Planner: Name, title & department

Gillian Williamson Principal Planner
Planning and Investment Department

Land/Address:

V10600 F246 CA 9 SEC 1 Parish of Euroa
43-45 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666

Zoning:

General Residential Zone

Overlays:

Floodway Overlay
Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
Heritage Overlay

Is a CHMP required?

No

Is it within an Open Potable
No
Catchment Area?
General Residential Zone 1
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-3 a permit is required to
subdivide land.
An application must meet the
requirements of Clause 56. No lots are smaller than
400sqm.
Heritage Overlay Schedule 51
Pursuant to Clause 43.01-1 a permit is required to
subdivide land. ‘Fermoy’ was constructed in the mid
1800’s and was formally the Euroa Inn. It is of local
historical significance due to it being one of the oldest
Under what clause(s) is a permit buildings in Euroa.
required? (include description)
Floodway Overlay
Pursuant to Clause 44.03-3 a permit is required to
subdivide land. No new lots should be entirely within the
overlay.
Under the proposed planning scheme
amendment C052 the FO does not apply to the site.
Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
Pursuant to Clause 44.04-3 a permit is required to
subdivide land.
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Land Adjacent to the Principal Road Network
Pursuant to Clause 52.29 a permit is required to
subdivide land adjacent to a TZ2
Restrictive covenants on the title?

Nil

Current use and development:

Residential/accommodation

Adjacent to Road Zone Cat 1 or 2

Yes

Status of Road on Road Register

As above

Adjacent to Public Land

No

Current use and development:

Historic building used as a dwelling

Application Checklist:
Application form
☒
Site Plan
☒
Supporting Information
☒

Title enclosed
☒
Plans of Proposal
☒
Effluent Disposal
☐

Fee paid
☒
Planning Report
☒
Other
☐

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest in relation to advice provided in this report
After reading the definitions of a general or material conflict of interest as defined by the
Local Government Act 2020, do you have a conflict of interest?
Yes
☐
(if YES, please complete a Conflict of Interest and Declaration Making Declaration form)
No

☒

Recommendation
That Council
1. Having caused notice of Planning Application No. P2021-153 to be given under
Section 52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and having considered
all the matters required under Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act
1987 decides to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit under the
provisions of Clause 32.08 GRZ, Clause 43.01 HO, Clause 44.03 FO, Clause
44.04 LSIO and Clause 52.29 of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme in respect
of the land known as (V10600 F246 CA 9 SEC 1 Parish of Euroa), 43-45
Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666, for a Two Lot Subdivision adjacent to a road
in a Transport Zone 2, in accordance with endorsed plans, subject to the
following conditions:
Conditions:
Endorsed Plans
1. The subdivision must be in accordance with the endorsed plans and permit.
These endorsed plans or permit can only be altered or modified with the prior
written approval of the Responsible Authority, or to comply with statutory
requirements.
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Subdivision Conditions
2. The owner of the land must enter into an agreement with:
c) a telecommunications network or service provider for the provision of
telecommunication services to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in
accordance with the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the
time; and
d) a suitably qualified person for the provision of fibre ready telecommunication
facilities to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in accordance with any
industry specifications or any standards set by the Australian Communications
and Media Authority, unless the applicant can demonstrate that the land is in
an area where the National Broadband Network will not be provided by optical
fibre.
3. Before the issue of a Statement of Compliance for any stage of the subdivision
under the Subdivision Act 1988, the owner of the land must provide written
confirmation from:
c) a telecommunications network or service provider that all lots are connected to
or are ready for connection to telecommunications services in accordance with
the provider’s requirements and relevant legislation at the time; and
d) a suitably qualified person that fibre ready telecommunication facilities have
been provided in accordance with any industry specifications or any standards
set by the Australian Communications and Media Authority, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that the land is in an area where the National
Broadband Network will not be provided by optical fibre.
4. The owner of the land must enter into agreements with the relevant authorities for
the provision of water supply, drainage, sewerage facilities, electricity and gas
services to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in accordance with the
authority’s requirements and relevant legislation at the time.
5. All existing and proposed easements and sites for existing or required utility
services and roads on the land must be set aside in the plan of subdivision
submitted for certification in favour of the relevant authority for which the
easement or site is to be created.
6. The plan of subdivision submitted for certification under the Subdivision Act
1988 must be referred to the relevant authority in accordance with Section 8 of
that Act.
General amenity provision
7. The use and development must be managed so that the amenity of the area or
locality, in the opinion of the Responsible Authority, is not detrimentally affected,
through the:
e) transport of materials, goods or commodities to or from the land;
f) appearance of any building, works or materials;
g) emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour,
steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil; and
h) presence of vermin.
Removal of Infrastructure
8. Prior to issue of Statement of Compliance all the remaining infrastructure on Lot 2
must be removed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
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Street numbering
9. Prior to the Certification of the plan of subdivision, the owner must complete and
duly sign a Statutory Declaration agreeing to the Allocation of Street numbers.
Engineering Conditions
Stormwater
10. Prior to the issue of Statement of Compliance the owner must enter into an
agreement with the Responsible Authority pursuant to Section 173 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The
Agreement requires:
g) The on-site detention for stormwater for future dwellings will each be designed
by a qualified drainage engineer and must be approved by the Council prior to
construction. A copy of each of the approved plans will be held by Council for
future reference.
h) The stormwater system must incorporate principles of Water Sensitive Urban
design and be designed so that the rate of storm water runoff from the
development must not be more than the rate of runoff from the site prior to the
development, all to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
i)

The drainage system must be designed in accordance with the requirements of
Clause 19 of the IDM “On-site Detention Systems”. The on-site storage size for
the development must be in accordance with Table 13. The allowable discharge
rate to Council drains shall be the lesser of; a) that which is outlined in Table
13 and b) the remaining capacity of the existing pipe (clause 19.3.1 of the IDM).

j)

A default allowable discharge rate of 25 l/s/ha may be used in lieu of
calculations to determine the remaining capacity of the existing drainage
network. www.designmanual.com.au

k) Each on-site detention stormwater system must be constructed either prior to,
or currently with, the construction of any dwelling on the specified lots. Each
on-site detention stormwater system on the specified lots must be completed
prior to connection to Council's drainage system and be constructed in
accordance with the approved design plans.
l)

The owner will maintain, and not modify without prior Council written approval,
each on-site detention system and will allow each on-site stormwater detention
system to be inspected by a duly appointed officer of the Council at mutually
agreed times.

The Owner will pay for all the costs associated with the construction and
maintenance of each on-site detention system.
Asset Protection
11. Prior to any works commencing on site the applicant / owner or developer must
submit to the Responsible Authority a written report and photos of any prior damage
to public infrastructure. This includes 50 metres on both sides of the property. Listed
in the report must be the condition of kerb & channel, footpath, seal, street lights,
signs and other public infrastructure fronting the property and abutting at least two
properties either side of the development. Unless identified with the written report,
any damage to infrastructure post construction will be attributed to the
development. Any damage to the Responsible Authority’s assets (i.e. sealed roads,
kerb& channel, trees, nature strip etc), and boundary fences, must be repaired at
the cost of the applicant all to the satisfaction of Responsible Authority.
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Urban Vehicle Crossing Location
12. Prior to the issue of statement of compliance for the subdivision the applicant/
owner or developer must obtain a vehicle crossing permit from the responsible
authority for each lot and construct the vehicle crossing in accordance with the
requirements. The crossing/s must be constructed in accordance with the following
requirements:
13. Standard vehicular crossings shall be constructed at right angles to the road to suit
the proposed driveways, and any existing redundant crossing shall be removed.
14. The vehicular crossing shall have satisfactory clearance to any side-entry pit,
power or Telecommunications pole, manhole cover or marker, or street tree.
15. Any new, relocation, alteration or replacement required shall be in accordance with
the requirements of the relevant Authority and shall be at the applicant's expense.
Final location of vehicle crossing must be approved by Responsible Authority via
vehicle crossing permit. Refer to Clause 12.9.1 “Urban Vehicle Crossings” of the
Infrastructure Design Manual. Where there is no existing kerb and channel in the
street refer to standard drawing SD255.
Urban Drainage – Works
16. All stormwater and surface water discharging from the site, buildings and works
must be conveyed to the legal point of discharge drains to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority/ Goulburn Murray Water. No effluent or polluted water of any
type may be allowed to enter the stormwater drainage system or Lake Nagambie.
Department of Transport Conditions
17. Only one access will be permitted from Lot 2 to Tarcombe Street located at the
southern boundary of the subject land as shown on the plan appended to the
application.
18. Prior to release of a statement of compliance, the access must be constructed
and sealed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and at no cost to the
Head, Transport for Victoria.

Expiry
Subdivision
19. This permit will expire if one of the following circumstances applies:
c) The subdivision is not Certified within two years of the date of this permit;
d) The subdivision is not completed within five years of the date of Certification
under the Subdivision Act 1988.
The Responsible Authority may extend the period referred to in (a) if a request is
made in writing before the permit expires; or within six months afterwards.
Planning Notes
• Separate consent for works within the road reserve and the specifications of these
works may be required under the Road Management Act.
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Proposal
The proposal is to subdivide the land into two lots adjacent to a road in the Principal Road
Network (TZ2).
Lot 1 will measure 1299 square metres and contain the existing historic building which is
being used as a dwelling. Access for this lot is required to be constructed from Gobur
Street due to the DoT requirements.
Lot 2 will measure 724 square metres and will be vacant. Existing infrastructure is required
to be removed. Access will remain from Tarcombe Street.

Subject site & locality
Inspection date/s: October
Officer: Gill Williamson
Comments: this site
2021
Principal Planner
contains an historic building
The subject site is located within the township of Euroa to the east of the main CBD. It
contains an historic building that is known as ‘Fermoy’ formerly the Euroa Inn.
The site is flat, measures in total area 2023 square metres and contains a building used
as a dwelling with associated outbuildings. Access is from Tarcombe Street.

Permit/Site History
A search of Council’s planning electronic records results in the following planning permits
being issued for the site:

Further Information
☐ Yes

Further Information Required:
What was requested?

FI Requested:

☒ No

FI Received:

Advertising/Public Notification
Is notification/advertisement required under section 52? ☒Yes ☐ No
☐ Exempt
Please provide comment
Advertised by:
☒Council
☒Applicant
Site plan selected:
Yes:
☒ Plans
Yes
☒ Advertising List
Add Instructions on
☐ Yes
☒ No
Spear
Stat Dec Rec: October
Letters:Yes
Signs: Yes
Paper: No
Sent: 17/9/2021
2021
Objections received?

☒ Yes

☐ No

Number:1
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The objection is discussed below –
Objection
Officer Response
Objection 1
Any dwelling on this site will trigger the need for a planning
permit given the Heritage Overlay in particular and
• Concern
construction of a dwelling is not exempted from notice
regarding any
requirements and review rights and therefore the proposal is
dwelling erected likely to be advertised to adjacent property owners and
on site
occupiers, the objector being included in this due to their
proximity.
• Adequate
Conditions on permit address drainage for future
drainage of
development and require a Section 173 for the title.
water (rain,
A condition on permit requires the developer to be aware of
floodwater)
amenity issues such as dust.
The objector site shows no shedding against the shared
• Impact to
boundary and where the new vacant lot is to be created
dwelling,
there is garden on the other side of a fence. The objector
fencing,
dwelling is at the shared boundary of the proposed lot 1
shedding
whereby the fence won’t be changed as the dwelling and
infrastructure remains along that boundary.
With regards to
requirements to raise
the height of dwelling
foundations concern is
floodwater will affect
property.

Consultation
The objector was provided with a response to the concerns, from the applicant. The
objection has not been withdrawn.
Referrals
External Referrals/Notices required by the Planning Scheme:
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REFERRALS
Add instructions on SPEAR:
Referrals
Authority

GBCMA

☐Yes ☒No

Type
of Referral
Additional
Date
Referral
Clause and Instructions sent
Description

Date received including

Section 55 - Clause
Determining 66.03
Other State
Standard
Provisions

Consent

HERITAGE Internal

Advice/Response/Condition

No conditions

Consent

Section 55 - Clause
Determining 66.03
VICROADS
Other State
Standard
Provisions

Conditional consent

ENGINEER Internal

Conditional consent

Assessment
The zoning of the land and any relevant overlay provisions
General Residential Zone 1
The purpose is for residential development that respects the neighbourhood character and
provides a diversity of housing choice. It also allows for other appropriate uses.
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-3 a permit is required to subdivide land. An application must
meet the requirements of Clause 56. No lots are smaller than 400sqm therefore garden
area does not need to be shown.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•
•

The pattern of subdivision and its effect on the spacing of buildings.
For subdivision of land for residential development, the objectives and standards
of Clause 56.
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Officer Response
The pattern of subdivision allows for the residence to remain with access quite distinctly
away from the new lot created which will be able to retain access from Tarcombe Street.
It is considered that this will allow for a separation of the historical place from the vacant
lot allowing space and garden around the existing building.
The proposal has been assessed against Clause 56 and it has satisfied all objectives.
Heritage Overlay Schedule 51 ‘Fermoy’ (previously Euroa Inn constructed mid 1800’s)
The purpose is to conserve and protect heritage places.
Pursuant to Clause 43.01-1 a permit is required to subdivide land.
The heritage place is listed in the schedule as being the Euroa Inn in previous history. It
has no conditions about subdivision.

Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•
•

Whether the proposed subdivision will adversely affect the significance of the
heritage place.
Whether the proposed subdivision may result in development which will adversely
affect the significance, character or appearance of the heritage place.

Officer Response
It is considered, and with input from Council’s Heritage Advisor, that the subdivision will
not adversely affect the significance of the heritage place. It will still front Tarcombe Street
but access will be from the side street. The dwelling and outbuildings are set in a
landscaped garden will still be visible.
The newly created lot will retain access from Tarcombe Street. The future development of
this lot will trigger the need for a planning permit under the HO particularly and any design
will be referred to the Heritage Advisor for their input and this will mitigate any adverse
impact on the significance, character or appearance of the heritage place.
Floodway Overlay
The purpose is to ensure that development maintains the free passage of floodwater and
the health of the water and waterways.
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Pursuant to Clause 44.03-3 a permit is required to subdivide land.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•

The local floodplain development plan or flood risk report.

Officer Response
The floodplain management authority has consented to the subdivision.
Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
The purpose is to ensure development maintains free passage of floodwater and the health
of the waterways. It is also to minimise the flood risk to life, health and safety, and the
development.
Pursuant to Clause 44.04-3 a permit is required to subdivide land.
Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•

Any comments from the relevant floodplain management authority.

Officer Response
The floodplain management authority has consented to the subdivision.
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and The Local Planning Policy Framework
(LPPF) - including the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and local planning
policies
Clause 11 Settlement
Clause 13.03 Floodplain Management
Clause 15 Heritage
Clause 21.02 Sustainable Settlement
Clause 21.03 Local Area Plans
Officer Response
The proposal provides for infill land for residential development within easy access of town
and a range of services. The impact on the heritage building has been assessed through
a Heritage Advisor and is considered to still retain the heritage value identified for this site.
Any future development on the vacant lot requires a planning permit and can further be
considered under the controls. The flooding impacts have been assessed by the Goulburn
Broken Catchment Management Authority who have not objected and given no conditions.
It is considered that the heritage significance and the flood risk have been assessed to a
satisfactory level. The fact that this subdivision is adjacent to the Principal Road Network
has been reviewed by the Department of Transport who have no objections subject to no
new access being created, which further retains the current circumstances and thus not
interrupting the historical aesthetics of the location.
Relevant Particular Provisions
Clause 52.29 Land Adjacent to the Principal Road Network
The purpose is to ensure there is appropriate access to identified roads and to ensure
appropriate subdivision of land adjacent to identified roads.
Pursuant to Clause 52.29-2 a permit is required subdivide land adjacent to a road adjacent
to the Principal Road Network (TZ2).
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Appropriate decision guidelines are considered to be –
•

The views of the relevant road authority.

Officer Response
The Department of Transport have not objected and have provided conditions for any
permit to issue.
Clause 56 Residential Subdivision
For a two lot subdivision in the General Residential Zone the following objective must be
met

The purpose is to create liveable and sustainable neighbourhoods, and urban places, with
character and identity.
The standards should normally be met however if the Responsible Authority is satisfied an
application for an alternative design solution meets the objective, then it may be
considered.
Clause 56.03-5
Standard C6 – Neighbourhood Character Objective – a subdivision should respect the
existing neighbourhood character or achieve a preferred. It should respond to and
integrate with the surrounding urban environment. It should protect significant vegetation
and site features.
This proposal provides for a vacant lot that is of a size that can accommodate a dwelling
in a garden setting. It also reflects the lot sizes opposite which are around the 600 square
metre area.
Clause 56.04-2
Standard C8 – Lot Area and Building Envelopes Objective – to provide lots with areas and
dimensions that enable the appropriate siting and construction of a dwelling, solar access,
private open space, vehicle access and parking, water management, easements and
retention of any significant vegetation and site features.
The lot can accommodate an area of 15m by 10m which allows for good orientation, solar
access, garden, vehicle parking and easements.
Clause 56.04-3
Standard C9 – Solar Orientation of Lots Objective - to provide good solar orientation and
solar access for dwellings.
A dwelling could be located on the lot to gain morning sun and afternoon sun into habitable
room windows.
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Clause 56.04-5
Standard C11 – Common Area Objectives – this is not relevant to this proposal as each
lot will be independent.
Clause 56.06-8
Standard C21 – Lot Access Objective – to provide for safe access between roads and lots.
Each lot will have its own access and Department of Transport have reviewed this
proposal, provided conditions and given consent.
Clause 56.09
Standards C27 – C30 – Utilities
The utility providers decided if they are sharing and they usually do.
Electricity is available.
Telecommunications is a requirement.
Fire hydrants and public lighting are not relevant to this proposal given it is a two lot
subdivision.
Officer Response
The proposal responds positively to all required objectives.
Clause 53.01 Public Open Space Contribution
Given the size of the vacant lot and the allowance of only one access from Tarcombe, and
the historic building well conserved on the other, it is considered that the lots will at this
time not be further subdivided and therefore no Public Open Space will be required as it is
considered it is exempted.
The decision guidelines of Clause 65.02
The proposal provides an infill lot within walking distance to town and a range of
services.
Other relevant adopted State policies/strategies – (e.g. Melbourne 2030.)
Hume Regional Growth Plan 2014 – supports infill in urban areas
Relevant incorporated, reference or adopted documents
Euroa Neighbourhood Character Study 2008
Euroa Township Strategy 2020
Strathbogie Heritage Study
All have been considered in this assessment and the proposal generally accords with the
strategic directions and guidance.
Relevant Planning Scheme amendments
Planning scheme amendment C052 revises the flood mapping that affects this site to a
lesser risk from flood than previously.
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Risk Management
The author of this report considers that there are no significant Risk Management factors
relating to the report and recommendation.
Strategic Links – policy implications and relevance to Council Plan
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies, key
strategic documents and the Council Plan.
Summary of Key Issues and Assessment
•
•

The impact of the subdivision on the heritage significance of the existing place.
The risk of flooding.

Officer Response:
The impact of the proposal on the heritage place has been assessed as being minimal,
particularly given that any future development will trigger the need for a planning permit
which will be reviewed by the Heritage Advisor.
The risk of flooding has been reviewed by the floodplain management authority to be low
and they have provided no conditions at this stage, given that the overlay that will be still
apply after C052 is gazetted, will trigger the need for a permit and referral, where at that
point the risk to the development can be assessed.
Conclusion
After due assessment of all the relevant factors, it is considered appropriate to grant a
planning permit, subject to conditions.
Decision:
Delegate Report
Determination:

Yes
Choose an item.

Council Report

Yes for March 2022

Determination Date:

Endorsed Plans:
Date:
Plan Numbers:

_______________________________________________________________________
Declaration:
In making this decision as a delegated Officer, I declare that I have had regard to the
decision-making requirements of the Strathbogie Shire Council's Governance Rules 2020
outlined by Rule 6 and have:
Made a fair, balanced, ethical and impartial decision - Sub Rule 6(c)(i)

☒

Made a decision based on merits, free from favouritism or self-interest
and without regard to irrelevant or unauthorised considerations· Sub Rule 6 (c)(ii) ☒
Applied the principles of natural justice to my decision, ensuring any person whose
rights will be directly affected by the decision has been entitled to communicate their
views and have their interests considered - Sub Rule 6(d)
N/A
Identified the person or persons whose rights will be directly affected Sub Rule 6(e)(i) ☒
Given notice of the decision Council must make under Sub Rule G(e)(i)
N/A
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Ensured that such person(s) have had an opportunity to communicate their views and
have their interests considered before I made the decision - Sub Rule 6(e)(i)
N/A
Included information about how I've met these Sub Rules in my delegate reportSub Rule 6(e)(iv)
☒
Attachments
Plans for endorsement

Assessing
Officer:

Gillian Williamson
Principal Planner

Reviewing Officer:

Signature:

G Williamson

Signature:

Date:

11 February 2022

Date:

Copy of permit to:
Department of Transport
GBCMA

Date sent:................................. Initials: .............................

17 February 2022
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Planning Applications Received and Planning Applications Determined
- 1 to 28 February 2022
Author: Manager Planning & Investment
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides listings of all Planning Applications Received (Attachment 1)
and Planning Applications Determined (Attachment 2) for the period of 1st to 28th
February 2022. The latest available Planning Permit Activity Performance Figures
are also attached (Attachment 3). The contents of this report are provided for
information purposes only.
It is noted that there were 13 new planning applications received and 20 planning
permit applications decided upon during the reporting period.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Note that there were 13 new planning applications received, and
20 planning permit applications decided on during the period of 1st
to 28th February 2022.

2.

Note the report.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
To report to Council on the current planning application activity and matters
considered under delegation.
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
Council is a Responsible Authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
(the Act). In this role, Council administers the Strathbogie Planning Scheme
(Planning Scheme) and, among other things, determines planning permit
applications made for the use and development of the land in the municipality.
Under delegated authority of Council, Council officers determine some matters.
Many types of use and development do not require a planning permit and may take
place without being recorded as part of the planning approvals data. The statistics
presented do not represent all development activity in the municipality. In addition,
some planning permits are not acted on, or there may be a delay between when
the approval is granted and when works take place.
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Planning Applications Received and Planning Applications Determined
- 1 to 28 February 2022 (cont.)

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Individual applications consider these requirements through assessment phase of
each application as per the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the provisions
of the Strathbogie Planning Scheme.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
This report continues to demonstrate that Council is being transparent in its position
in relation to all applications received and determined by the Council.
CONCLUSION
This report is provided for Council to note the current planning permit application
activity.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Planning Applications Received
Attachment 2: Planning Applications Determined
Attachment 3: Planning Permit Activity Performance Figures
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Tuesday, 1 February 2022
Site Address
95 Paynters Road, Earlston VIC 3669

Application Number
Display
P2022-009

Application Description
Use and development of land for a dwelling and alterations to an existing outbuilding

Cost Of
Works
$280,000.00

Wednesday, 2 February 2022
Site Address
2209 Creightons Creek Road,
Creightons Creek VIC 3666

Application Number
Display
P2022-010

Application Description
Two Lot Re-Subdivision (Dwelling Excision)

Cost Of
Works
$0.00

Wednesday, 9 February 2022
Site Address
Lily Street, Violet Town VIC 3669

Application Number
Display
P2022-012

Application Description
Two Lot Subdivision

Cost Of
Works
$0.00

Thursday, 10 February 2022
Site Address
1261 Harrys Creek Road, Marraweeney
VIC 3669

Application Number
Display
P2022-011

Application Description
Development of land for an extension to a dwelling

Cost Of
Works
$130,000.00
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Thursday, 17 February 2022
Site Address
306-308 High Street, Nagambie VIC
3608

Application Number
Display
P2022-013

Application Description
Development of land for 2 commercial premises, use and development for 5 dwellings, staged 7 lot
subdivision, reduction of car parking spaces and waiver of loading bay requirement

Cost Of
Works
$3,500,000.00

Friday, 18 February 2022
Site Address
25 Filson Street, Nagambie VIC 3608

Application Number
Display
P2022-015

Application Description
Two Lot Subdivision

Cost Of
Works
$0.00

Monday, 21 February 2022
Site Address
10 Valentines Lane, Avenel VIC 3664

Application Number
Display
P2022-014

Application Description
Construction of a domestic shed prior to a dwelling in the Township Zone

Cost Of
Works
$35,932.00

Tuesday, 22 February 2022
Site Address
15 Scobie Road, Longwood East VIC
3666

Application Number
Display
P2022-016

Application Description
Construction of a shed for dog grooming (existing dog training complex)

Cost Of
Works
$17,765.00

Wednesday, 23 February 2022
Site Address
75 Railway Street, Euroa VIC 3666

Application Number
Display
P2022-020

Application Description
two (2) lot subdivision (boundary realignment)

Cost Of
Works
$0.00
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Thursday, 24 February 2022
Site Address
304 Goulburn Weir-Murchison Road,
Goulburn Weir VIC 3608
686 Drysdale Road, Euroa VIC 3666

Application Number
Display

Application Description

Cost Of
Works

P2022-018

Use and development of land for a dwelling

$450,000.00

P2022-017

Development for an office and maintenance building associated with Egg Production Farm

$350,000.00

Friday, 25 February 2022
Site Address
152-158 Anderson Street, Euroa VIC
3666

Application Number
Display
P2022-019

Application Description
Two (2) lot subdivision

Cost Of
Works
$0.00

Monday, 28 February 2022
Site Address

Application Number
Display

77 McKindleys Road, Arcadia South VIC P2022-021
3631

Application Description
Construction of a replacement dwelling

Cost Of
Works
$495,000.00
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ATTACHMENT 2:

7/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
2135 Euroa-Mansfield Road, Gooram
VIC 3666
41 Primrose Street, Violet Town VIC
3669
54 Blayney Lane, Nagambie VIC 3608

Application
Number Display
P2021-202

Application Description

Cost Of
Works

Decision

$280,000.00

Issued

P2021-166

Use for land Group Accommodation (Existing Building) and Construction of a New
Dwelling
Two (2) lot subdivision

$0.00

Issued

P2021-162

Use and development of land for two accommodation buildings

$98,000.00

Issued

11/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
14 Clifton Street, Euroa VIC 3666
32 Hunter Street, Euroa VIC 3666
8 Withers Street, Longwood VIC 3665
Faithfuls Creek Road, Euroa VIC 3666

Application
Number Display
P2021-200
P2021-217
P2021-210
P2021-172

Application Description
Use of land for a self-catered Function Centre
Development of land for a dwelling
Development of land for an extension to an existing dwelling
Use and Development for a Dwelling and Shed; Creation of an Access from a Road
Zone Category 1

Cost Of
Works
$0.00
$350,000.00
$60,000.00
$480,000.00

Decision
Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued

17/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
7 Hill Close, Ruffy VIC 3666
7 Hill Close, Ruffy VIC 3666

Application
Number Display
P2021-090
P2021-092

Application Description
Use and Development of land for a dwelling
Use and Development of land for a dwelling

Cost Of Works
$200,000.00
$200,000.00

Decision
NOD
NOD
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18/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address

Application
Number Display

10 Jean Street, Longwood VIC 3665
16 Jones Street, Avenel VIC 3664
22 Nolans Road, Ruffy VIC 3666

P2020-147
P2021-175
P2020-162

25 Tarcombe Street, Euroa VIC 3666

P2021-122

Application Description
Development of land for a dwelling and shed
Two Lot Subdivision
Use and Development for a Caretakers House; Change of Use of existing building to
Museum (Military Memorabilia Display); and Signage
Development of Land for a Bottle Shop and Liquor License

Cost Of Works

Decision

$215,000.00
$0.00
$85,000.00

NOD
NOD
NOD

$480,000.00

NOD

21/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
1261 Harrys Creek Road,
Marraweeney VIC 3669

Application
Number Display
P2022-011

Application Description
Development of land for an extension to a dwelling

Cost Of Works
$130,000.00

Decision
Issued

22/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
21 Cowslip Street, Violet Town VIC
3669
298 Mitchellstown Road, Tabilk VIC
3607

Application
Number Display

Application Description

Cost Of
Works

Decision

P2021-213

Two (2) lot subdivision

$0.00

Issued

P2021-188

Native Vegetation Removal (3 Large trees to allow for up-graded vehicle access and
internal access tracks)

$0.00

Issued
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24/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
107 Binney Street, Euroa VIC 3666
15 Moglonemby Road, Euroa VIC
3666
327 Euroa-Mansfield Road, Euroa VIC
3666

Application
Number Display

Application Description

Cost Of Works

Decision

P2021-233
P2021-232

Two Lot Subdivision
Four Subdivision

$0.00
$0.00

Issued
Issued

P2021-230

Two (2) lot re-subdivision and use and development of land for a dwelling

$450,000.00

Issued

28/02/2022 12:00:00 AM
Site Address
40 Longwood Road, Avenel VIC 3664

Application
Number Display
P2021-226

Application Description
Two (2) Lot Subdivision (Boundary Realignment)

Cost Of
Works
$0.00

Decision
Issued
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9.2

COMMUNITY

9.2.1

Draft Streetscape Plans – Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and Violet
Town
Author: Executive Manager Communications and Engagement
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In Strathbogie Shire Council’s 2020/21 Budget, $650,000 in funding was allocated
to renew and improve streetscapes in Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie,
Nagambie and Violet Town.
Effective streetscape design is an integral part of shaping a community’s identity,
increasing civic pride and improving a sense of well-being and belonging. The
purpose of the streetscape renewal plan is to provide a visual guide for future
streetscape development, rather than a literal or specific representation of works to
be completed.
To ensure community input into the development of the streetscape plans, Council
created a planned engagement program and associated communications
campaign that aimed to ensure our community was clear on how to have their say
and felt confident in the process. The Nagambie Streetscape project is being
treated separately to this process as it will form part of the updated Nagambie
Growth Management Strategy that will be subject to a future council report.
This plan took a four-stage approach, each building on insights from the previous
phase and focusing on delivering what our communities value. It ensured
community input into each stage of the planning, from initial brainstorming ideas,
confirming the projects objectives and key themes, to feedback on draft designs.
Our engagement approach was flexible and adapted as we moved through the
stages and were impacted by coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictions. It ensured
quantitative and qualitative engagement techniques were used to gather
community feedback.
Council has now completed three of the four stages of our planned community
engagement activities, with the fourth stage closing the loop on the engagement
process.
Through this feedback we are confident to recommend proceeding with Stage 1
works in Avenel, Euroa and Longwood and to continue working with the Strathbogie
and Violet Town communities to ensure satisfaction before works progress. Stage
1 identifies the immediate action, while future stages in all townships will be subject
to further community consultation, external grant funding and subject to Council
annual budgetary process.
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Draft Streetscape Plans – Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and Violet Town
(cont.)

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Adopt Stage 1 of the Avenel, Euroa and Longwood Streetscape Plans
as amended to respond to feedback received during the community
engagement process.

2.

Allocates $263,000 in funding to proceed with Stage 1 of the Avenel
Streetscape Plan. Noting the community-led changes to the draft plan,
which include:
a. Change of seating style to enhance the township’s heritage theme,
b. The removal of overhead signage; and
c. The addition of a (dog friendly) water fountain.

3.

Allocates $283,000 in funding to proceed with Stage 1 of the Euroa
Streetscape Plan. Noting the recommendations in the engagement
report, to:
a. Develop species plan in conjunction with the Euroa Garden Club,
Euroa Arboretum and Euroa Chamber of Business and Commerce;
and
b. Ensure further community engagement before considering future
streetscape stages in relation to any changes to car parking.

4.

Allocates $258,000 in funding to proceed with Stage 1 of the
Longwood Streetscape Plan noting that option A within the draft plan
was the community preference.

5.

Does not proceed with the current draft Strathbogie Streetscape Plan
and establishes a working group to develop further draft designs for
the Strathbogie Streetscape Plan, which would be released for further
broad community consultation.

6.

Does not proceed with the current draft Violet Town Streetscape Plan
and establish a working group to develop further draft designs for the
Violet Town Streetscape Plan, which would be released for further
broad community consultation.

7.

Receives a report at the April 2022 Council Meeting to identify Terms
of Reference for streetscape plan working groups in Strathbogie and
Violet Town.
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Draft Streetscape Plans – Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and Violet Town
(cont.)

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The aim of the streetscape plans in Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and
Violet Town is to improve the commercial vitality of our main streets by delivering
infrastructure improvements that:
• Create a distinctive sense of place for local residents, visitors and
businesses
• Provide a high quality, attractive public space where people want to visit
and shop, and
• Improve the attractiveness, comfort, accessibility, connectivity and safety
each of our main streets or main commercial areas.
Following a procurement process, local contractor About Architecture was engaged
to create draft plans in Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and Violet Town.
Effective streetscape design is an integral part of shaping a community’s identity,
increasing civic pride and improving a sense of well-being and belonging. The
purpose of the streetscape renewal plan is to provide a visual guide for future
streetscape development, rather than a literal or specific representation of works to
be completed. The recommendations include streetscape projects which can be
implemented progressively. Stage 1 identifies the immediate action. Future stages
in all townships will be subject to further community consultation, external grant
funding Council annual budgetary process.
The draft plans for Nagambie are being developed separately to form part of the
Nagambie Growth Management Strategy and therefore do not form part of this
report.
Council has now completed three of the four stages of our planned community
engagement activities. The final stage will be closing the loop with our community.
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
Three of the five townships indicated majority support for the draft concept plans,
achieving satisfaction ratings (weighted average out of a possible five) in Avenel,
Euroa and Longwood of 3.79, 3.96 and 4.43 respectively. Feedback in Strathbogie
and Violet Town was less supportive with overall satisfaction ratings of 2.79 and
3.00.
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The table below provides a summary of the satisfaction ratings.
Township

Contributions
(email and
online)

Satisfaction
(Draft Plans)

Satisfaction
(Alignment to
feedback)

Satisfaction
(Project
overall)

Avenel

19

3.79 (75.8%)

3.71

3.75

Euroa

43

3.96 (79.2%)

3.75

3.69

Longwood

14

4.43 (88.6%)

4.2

4.49

Strathbogie

45

2.79 (55.8%)

2.49

2.66

Violet Town

21

3.00 (60%)

2.91

3.52

What we heard in Avenel
Avenel residents provided support for progressing the renewal of their
streetscape and the draft concept plans. They also provided suggestions, which
have been incorporated in the final plans. We heard:
• Limited (if any) support for overhead structures or signage
• Include a (dog friendly) water fountain in the design
• The community supported more seating, and asked for a style that
enhances the township's heritage theme
• There was support for future stages outlined in the draft plan to upgrade
the area of the rail line, near Harvest Home especially for walking and
parking
• Support for town entry signage upgrades.
What we heard in Euroa
Euroa residents provided strong support for progressing the renewal of their
streetscape and the concept plans. We heard:
• Comments included ‘perfect’, ‘love it’, ‘more of it’
• There is a mixed reaction to the type of plants to be used – overall the
message is to keep them low to ensure visibility
• There is interest in sculptures and articles of interest to children
• Streetscapes should be for the ambiance of pedestrians not cars
• However, the issue of any car parking reduction in future stages was a key
concern.
What we heard in Longwood
Longwood residents provided strong support for progressing the renewal of their
streetscape and chose Option A of the concept plans presented. We heard:
• The community was keen for us to ‘get on with the job’
• Concept Option A was chosen by the community for the commencement
of the renewal
• They wanted repurposed or recycled materials throughout the streetscape
• Option B requires more thought in relation to memorial area
• Drainage remains a problem in Longwood, noting it is outside the scope of
these works.
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What we heard in Strathbogie
Strathbogie residents indicated a lack of support for the concept designs and the
streetscape upgrade project. Generally, respondents did not think that the
upgrade proposal aligned with community input provided during the first two
stages. We heard:
• Overwhelmingly the message was not to remove the deciduous trees in
the medium strip
• We were told to leave things as they are and get on with other projects
• There was some appetite for low level plantings in the median strip
• Questions were asked about the watering system reliability
• Designs should include a greater focus on the memorial to the WW1
soldiers in the median strip.
In addition, two petitions regarding the draft streetscape plan were heard and
noted by the Council at the February 2022 Council Meeting.
What we heard in Violet Town
While Violet Town residents showed support for upgrade works, they did not
support the draft design or believe it aligned with community input. We heard:
• Support to upgrade the median strip with plantings and sculpture that
reflects the art and music culture of the town
• No support for widening the median strip
• Consideration must be given to large machinery from the farming
community travelling through town’s main street, meaning no widening of
median strip
• Support for safety upgrades and slowing traffic
• Enhanced pedestrian safety/ connectivity (in the form of pedestrian
crossings) continues to be at the forefront of discussions. Discussions
regarding the possibility of formalised pedestrian access across Lily Street
(corner store) and across Cowslip Street
• Investigation into the intersection of Daphne and Cowslip Streets as larger
vehicles negotiate a right-hand turn into Cowslip Street from Daphne
Street.
Following three stages of community engagement, officers are confident to
recommend funding the stage one works in Avenel, Euroa and Longwood –
incorporating minor community-led changes, as detailed above.
Stage 1 deliverable include the following:
•

Avenel
o Installation of entry signage and low level planting surrounding it
o Installation of drinking fountain in Queen Street
o Verge extension at the end of Queen Street improving pedestrian
movement
o Landscaping surrounding pedestrian railway crossing
o Installation of bark/ground cover and feature granite rocks
o Installation of advanced trees and low level planting
o Installation of new bench seats, bollards and bin surrounds on
Queen Street.
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•

•

Euroa
o Repair and clean of kerbing
o Removal od damaged pavement surface in preparation of low level
planting
o Installation of waterwise irrigation system
o Installation of surface drainage systems at appropriate locations
o Provision of underground power supply for inground lighting
o Preparation of soil for planting
o Installation of bark/ground cover and feature granite rocks
o Installation of advanced trees and low level planting
o Installation of new seating, bike racks, bin surrounds and planter
boxes
o Installation of new pavement surface to the area (consideration of
permeable concrete)
o Replacement of existing lights (taller than existing) and bollards as
per material palette
o Zebra pedestrian crossing
o Installation of sculptural signage
Longwood
o Installation of railway pedestrian crossing
o Installation of kerbing to Down Street in leadup to railway crossing
o Drainage solution adjacent to railway crossing
o Installation of swale
o Installation of gravel pathway
o Preparation of soil for planting
o Installation of bark/ground cover and feature granite rocks
o Installation of advanced trees and low level planting
o Installation of signage at key locations
o Installation of crossing location at Hill Street, incorporating
bollards.

Any future stages within all townships require further community consultation.
Further community engagement is needed in Strathbogie and Violet Town to
ensure community support and determine stage one priorities.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Council created a four-stage engagement program to ensure community input into
the development of the draft plans. The associated communications campaign
achieved a social media reach of more than 26,000 and 424 contributions on
Council’s online engagement platform Share Strathbogie. Further detail on each
stage is provided below.
Stage one
Stage one involved face-to-face community meetings held in townships throughout
the Shire to inform the Council Plan and Community Vision, to also gather feedback
on streetscape ideas. We asked for our community’s priorities on the renewal of
their main street areas.
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Council is acutely aware of creating engagement fatigue (we have sort feedback
on more than 30 projects, plans and documents in the past 12 months) and our
goal is to use opportunities for multiple input wherever possible.
These suggestions were provided to About Architecture who used them to develop
a consultation document, which set project objectives and key themes for each
township.
Stage two
Stage two tested the project objectives and key themes developed for each
township with our community. A mapping tool on www.share.strathbogie.vic.gov.au
was utilised to seek further advice from the community on how to improve
streetscapes.
The feedback from both these stages was provided to About Architecture to
develop Draft Streetscape Plans in Avenel, Euroa, Longwood, Strathbogie and
Violet Town.
Stage three
Stage three involved the release of the draft streetscape plans for broad community
feedback. One of the major challenges we encountered during this stage was
moving our approach to predominately online engagement methods via
www.share.strathbogie.vic.gov.au
Online engagement is not all residents’ preferred engagement method, so to
ensure as broader input as possible we called for feedback via letters, emails,
phone calls and face-to-face sessions whenever possible.
Static displays were also established in each of the towns, using shop front
windows or notice boards to display the streetscape fact sheet and concept
designs. Our goal was to reach people who did not have computer access.
Draft design documents were housed in cafes in Violet Town, Longwood and
Strathbogie and the Avenel Pharmacy and coffee shop. We took advantage of the
popular vaccination service in Avenel, knowing people had to wait 15 minutes post
vaccination and taped the Avenel fact sheet and concept design to outside tables.
Our individual town factsheets included a Quick Reference (QR) code, which is the
first time we have used this facility. When the phone is held over the QR code it
took them directly to the individual town or village concept plans making it easy to
respond to our engagement questions.
Communications campaign
Throughout the 12-month engagement period, which began in February 2021, all
available communications channels to spread the message about the project and
educate the community on how to have its say.
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An extensive social media campaign directed interested community members to
www.share.strathbogie.vic.gov.au for more information and to share advice. During
the life of the campaign more than 25 posts were created using images, maps and
video content.
Our digital reach was boosted by a video of Mayor Cr Laura Binks reminding our
communities to have their say.
Paid advertising in our regular column which appears weekly in the Euroa Gazette
and fortnightly in the Nagambie Community Voice. These advertisements appeared
several times during each active feedback stage.
Media releases were prepared for local media outlets directing people to contact
us via Share Strathbogie or our Customer Service number with their ideas.
Council staff were also engaged, asking for their suggestions as 72 per cent live in
Strathbogie Shire and 25 per cent live in neighbouring shires.
Council’s monthly eNews publication to seek feedback on the draft plans and
tapped into the Economic Development Team’s email to more than 900 businesses
across our Shire to reach the business community.
Local community leaders were kept updated with letters and emails and many
corresponded with us directly.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
The streetscape project relates to the 2021-2025 Council Plan:
Strategic focus area 1: Engage. Create. Unite.
One of the community’s goals is to 'create welcoming social spaces where people
can connect'.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
There are no legal matters raised by this project and it is noted that community
engagement is consistent with the principles outlined in the Local Government Act
2020.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
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Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
This report is being discussed in a Council meeting open to the public. The
Engagement Report outlining all feedback will also be made available to the public
on www.share.strathbogie.vic.gov.au
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the ongoing financial viability of the Council is to be ensured.
Funding to the value of $650,000 has been allocated in Council’s 2020/21 Budget,
which is expenditure of Federal Government funding provided to Council which
needs to be expended by 30 June 2022.
This report recommends expenditure of $804,000. This would be funded through
the current $650,000 allocation from the external federal grant, with the remaining
financial commitment to form part of the draft 2022/23 Budget.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the
municipal district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to
be promoted.
Economic
The aim of the streetscape plans is to improve the commercial vitality of our main
streets by delivering infrastructure improvements that:
•
•
•

Create a distinctive sense of place for local residents, visitors and
businesses
Provide a high quality, attractive public space where people want to visit
and shop, and
Improve the attractiveness, comfort, accessibility, connectivity and safety
each of our main streets or main commercial areas.

Social
Effective streetscape design is an integral part of shaping a community’s identity,
increasing civic pride and improving a sense of wellbeing and belonging. In
particular these designs aim to improve connection to place, by:
•
•

Creating a local sense of place by reinforcing identity and telling local stories
through the choice of materials and placemaking, and
Reinforce visual and physical connections to the surrounding landscape
and heritage.
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Climate change
The streetscape plan aims to improve the environmental function of our
townships by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing areas of landscaping to improve passive cooling
Embracing opportunities to utilise solar energy for lighting
Increasing irrigation potential and stormwater drainage
Replacing landscape treatments that are at the end of their lifecycle
Increasing the capacity of existing green networks to enhance biodiversity
and habitat corridors
Ensuring the retention and renewal of the significant mature street trees
where possible and the character of leafy streetscapes
Increase the amount of permeable surfaces, soft landscape areas and
shade trees.

HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The report writer does not consider this report has implications to human rights
considerations.
CONCLUSION
Effective streetscape design is an integral part of shaping a community’s identity,
increasing civic pride and improving a sense of well-being and belonging. Following
the community engagement process on the draft streetscape renewal designs, the
levels of satisfaction achieved in Avenel, Euroa and Longwood of 3.79, 3.96 and
4.43 (weighted average out of a possible five) respectively mean officers are
confident to recommend funding works in these townships.
Satisfaction ratings of 2.79 and 3.00 in Strathbogie and Violet Town respectively
indicate that further community engagement is needed in Strathbogie and Violet
Town to ensure community support and priorities.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Community Engagement Report – Draft Streetscape Plans
Attachment 2: Avenel Streetscape Plan
Attachment 3: Euroa Streetscape Plan
Attachment 4: Longwood Streetscape Plan
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INFRASTRUCTURE

9.3.1

Tender for Contract No. 21-22-32: Provision of Civil Works Contractors –
Panel of Suppliers

Author: Manager Projects Delivery, Project Officer
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council has conducted a competitive process for the Provision of Civil Works
Contractors – Panel of Suppliers for a six (6) month period, commencing 30 March
2022 until 30 September 2022.
The public tender process for this Panel of Suppliers has been undertaken to meet
Council’s compliance requirements under Council’s Procurement Policy. The Panel
of Suppliers will provide Strathbogie Shire Council a ‘go-to-list’ of preferred
suppliers that meet the required skillset, demonstrated experience and quality
management systems, along with valuing and rewarding local content.
Officers will be required to seek quotes from Panel of Supplier members through a
further competitive process as projects arise. This process will be in accordance
with the purchasing provision in Council’s Procurement Policy. Experience tells us
that this further competitive process often leads to a reduction in cost from the
maximum rates schedule provided when the Panel of Suppliers Arrangement was
created.
Where the Panel of Suppliers do not meet the required skillset for a particular
project, Council is still able to seek quotations from alternative suppliers to
undertake the desired works.
At the closure of the advertising process, four (4) submissions to be considered for
inclusion on the Panel were received. These have now been independently
assessed and evaluated by a panel of Council Officers, with the results
summarised in the tables within this report. It is recommended that a Panel of
Suppliers Arrangement be issued to three (3) suppliers.
This report seeks Council’s authorisation to constitute this Panel of Suppliers and
authorise the Chief Executive Officer to execute the agreements accordingly.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Awards Panel of Supplier Arrangement for Provision of Civil Works
Contractors, Contract No. 21/22-32 for a schedule or rates-based
contract for the contract term of six (6) months to:
- One Stop Civil Pty Ltd
- Cleaves Earthmoving & Drainage Pty Ltd
- BroMcc Civil Pty Ltd.
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RECOMMENDATION (cont.)

2.

Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to execute the Panel of
Supplier Arrangements by signing and affixing with the Common
Seal of Strathbogie Shire Council.

3.

Notes that the Contracts will commence on 30 March 2022 and
conclude on 30 September 2022.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
To make the procurement and delivery process efficient for small to medium size
contracts, Council wishes to create a Panel of Suppliers. The contract specifies the
required services for civil works which includes local road construction, construction
of new footpaths, local road refurbishment or upgrades and intersection upgrades
etc.
A Panel of Suppliers Arrangement creates a more efficient but competitive process
when goods or services under the value of $150,000 (i.e.: at a time or for a specific
location) need to be procured. Efficiencies are gained when Council has already
analysed the company’s expertise, their occupational health and safety/risk
management systems and has locked in a (maximum) schedule of rates for goods
and services.
As the need for goods and services for civil works valued at under $150,000 arises,
this type of arrangement will allow officers to issue a brief for what goods/services
are being sought and seek quotes from approved Panel of Supplier members
through a further competitive process.
It is important to note that there is no guarantee of a contract, or a minimum spend
value to any company during the life of this Panel of Suppliers Arrangement.
TENDER PROCESS
Tenders were invited by advertising on “Tendersearch” via the Council website on
the 3 December 2021. Council also advertised in Saturday’s The Age newspaper
(providing state-wide reach), Shepparton News, and Seymour Telegraph, in the
week following release. By the close of tenders at 4.00pm on 7 January 2022, four
(4) tender submissions had been received.
All tender submissions were accessed for their compliance including the contractual
terms and conditions and the requirements of the response schedules, and all
tender submissions were deemed conforming.
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Table 1 below lists the tenders that were received at the close of the advertised
tender period.
Table 1: Tender Submissions Received
Tender Submissions Received at the close of Tender Period
(in Alphabetical Order)
Bitu-mill Pty Ltd
BroMcc Civil Pty Ltd
Cleaves Earthmoving & Drainage Pty Ltd
One Stop Civil Pty Ltd
A complete schedule of rates containing pricing for the Provision of Civil works was
requested from the tenderers. Three (3) tenderers supplied schedule/list of rates in
their submissions. The other tenderer did not submit any rates which resulted in a
non-complying submission as per the tender terms.
Following the process set out specifically for Panel of Suppliers Arrangements in
the Strathbogie Shire Procurement Policy (adopted by Council in December 2021),
pricing evaluation weighting of 50% will be applied at the second stage of
evaluation. The second stage occurs after Contract Award. Once the Panel of
Supplier Arrangement Contracts have been executed, Council Officers will request
the Contractors provide a submission quote for individual works (using their
Schedule of Rates provided or lower). Pricing evaluation will form a major
component (50%) of the evaluation prior to awarding individual Works Orders under
the Contract.
This process provides for controls around the requirement of obtaining Value for
Money for works awarded, ensuring that quotes provided are specifically targeted
to the Project Works required, whilst also improving tender processing and
evaluation efficiencies.
Panel Assessment Process
In accordance with Council’s Procurement Policy, the evaluation panel and
evaluation criteria weightings were determined prior to release of the Tender
documentation. The evaluation panel members were nominated prior to release of
the tender submissions for evaluation. The panel signed ‘Conflict of Interest’
statements prior to the evaluation panel viewing the submitted tenders.
The Tender Evaluation Panel members were made up of the following Strathbogie
Shire Council staff members:
1. Manager, Project Delivery
2. Senior Project Officer, Project Delivery
3. Projects Officer, Project Delivery
4. Procurement & Tender Officer, Finance (moderating).
The Panel assessed each of the submissions in line with the selection criteria and
best value for money principals.
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The tenders were assessed and evaluated against the following criteria and
weightings:
Table 2: Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
Price
Business Management Requirements
Capacity – Subcontractors, Equipment and Current
Commitments
Capability, Experience, Personal CVs,
Methodology, TMPs
Local Content
Total

Weighting (%)
50
10
10
20
10
100

ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation Moderation Process
The purpose of the moderation meeting is to discuss and moderate scoring
discrepancies larger than three points and to raise any concerns and/or queries
that may need to be put to the tenderers prior to recommending the preferred
Tenderer.
The Tender Evaluation Panel individually reviewed all tender submissions in detail
and assessed tenderers submitted schedules and attachments against the
evaluation criteria.
The Moderator (Procurement & Tender Officer) averaged the scores and
highlighted scoring discrepancies larger than three (3) points. On Thursday 14
February 2022 the Panel members and the Moderator met for the tender
moderation meeting.
At the completion of the moderation meetings, it was determined that three (3)
tenders were compliant and met the minimum requirements. Due to the complexity
of services and associated pricing, all those are recommended to be awarded this
Panel of Suppliers contract.
Panel Assessment Summary
Recommended tenderers submitted quality tenders and all tenderers have
demonstrated they can provide the specified services under the Civil Works Panel
of Suppliers Contract.
Council Officers will always evaluate pricing, methodology and local content prior
to awarding works under this contract as per Council’s Procurement Policy.
DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
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It is Council’s intention to maximise the longevity of the civil assets like roads and
drainage, minimise ongoing maintenance and ensure those assets meet the
relevant Australian Standards. Implementation of the Civil works services panel of
suppliers will provide service to the community in a timely and acceptable manner.
Council is committed to ensuring compliance with its procurement policy and the
Local Government Act.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Community engagement was not a consideration as part of the Building
Maintenance Panel of Suppliers contract. Consultation did take place internally to
ensure the tender was advertised publicly as per the tender process explained
below.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council
Policies, key strategic documents, and the Council Plan.
This report is consistent with the Strathbogie Shire Council Procurement Policy.
The Council Plan 2015-25 is relevant with the following strategic focus area 2:
Live. Access. Connect
Our community’s goals
- We all have access to important services
Our Strategies to achieve these goals
- We have strategies and long-term capital budgets in place to ensure we
work towards all our facilities and buildings being accessible by people of
all abilities.
Asset Management Policy
• Asset Creation/Acquisition – provision of, or an improvement to, an asset
where the outlay will reasonably provide benefits beyond the year of outlay.
A value management approach has been adopted to produce the most
economic and creative solutions.
Asset Management Strategy
• Ensure the Shire’s infrastructure enhances efficiency for people and freight
movement, service delivery and community amenities.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, State and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision-making.
The creation of a Panel of Suppliers Arrangement is consistent with the objectives
of regional, State and national objectives of maximising best value for money when
it comes to spending public funds.
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
The Panel of Suppliers Arrangement process has been advertised and evaluated
in accordance with Council’s Procurement Policy. The creation of this Panel serves
to enhance compliance with the requirements of this policy in relation to noncontracted cumulative spend with one supplier.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
It is considered by the author of this report that all steps have been taken in line
with Council’s Procurement Policy which ensures transparency in the process.
Decisions made by Council will be: • undertaken in accordance with the Act and the Governance Rules.
• will be conducted in an open and transparent forum with information available
via Council reports.
Council meetings will be open to the community or can be viewed on the livestream
(and available as a recording) unless closed for reasons permitted by s.66(2) of
the Act.
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the ongoing financial viability of the Council is to be ensured.
The tender evaluation process provides for a panel of contractors to provide
services. The financial aspect of the tender evaluation provides a maximum pricing
schedule within their tender documentation. These submitted rates provide a
platform to enable Council to request/confirm further quotes for the services
outlined to expedite procurement and ensure best value and competitive
tendering.
A minimum number of quotes is outlined in Council’s procurement policy, required
to be sought as projects arise to ensure competition within the Panel of Suppliers.
This may lead to companies submitting quotes with rates less than the schedules
contained in the Panel of Suppliers Arrangement. This further maximises best
value for our community.
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Independent internal audit processes will ensure that Officers are not regularly
seeking quotes from the same companies given that there is a panel of three (3)
suppliers recommended to be created by this report. This process seeks to ensure
the integrity of the panel of supplier process.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the economic, social, and environmental sustainability of the
municipal district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to
be promoted.
This recommendation ensures that Council can review from a Panel of the most
appropriate organisations for the specific task considering sustainability aspects.
All suppliers have been assessed against the tender documents, with due
consideration to the Economic, Social, Environmental and Climate Change
implications as part of the process and will allow for further consideration when
requests for specific services are required to be further assessed.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
This report considers that the recommendation does not limit any human rights
under the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
CONCLUSION
Creating a Panel of Suppliers will provide Strathbogie Shire Council a 'go-to' list of
preferred suppliers that meet the required skillset, demonstrated experience and
quality management systems, along with valuing and rewarding local content. It is
a process by which Council can achieve best value and community benefit for
money. The life of the panel of supplier contract will be six months. It is
recommended that Council approve the creation of a Panel following a competitive
process being undertaken in accordance with the 2020 Act and Council’s
Procurement Policy.
APPENDICES:
Appendix 1: Tender for Contract No. 21/22-32: Provision of Civil Works
Contractors – Panel of Suppliers - CONFIDENTIAL
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Author: Manager Projects Delivery, Project Manager
Responsible Director: Director Community and Planning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council has conducted a competitive process for the Provision of Building
Maintenance – Panel of Suppliers for a six (6) month period, commencing 30 March
2022 and concluding 30 September 2022.
The public tender process for this Panel of Suppliers has been undertaken to meet
Council’s compliance requirements under Council’s Procurement Policy. The Panel
of Suppliers will provide Strathbogie Shire Council a ‘go-to-list’ of preferred
suppliers that meet the required skillset, demonstrated experience and quality
management systems, along with valuing and rewarding local content.
Officers will be required to seek quotes from approved Panel of Supplier members
through a further competitive process as projects arise. This process will be in
accordance with the purchasing provision in Council’s Procurement Policy.
Experience tells us that this further competitive process often leads to a reduction
in cost from the maximum rates schedule provided when the Panel of Suppliers
Arrangement was created.
Where the Panel of Suppliers do not meet the required skillset for a particular
project, Council is still able to seek quotations from alternative suppliers to
undertake the desired works.
At the closure of the advertising process, five (5) submissions to be considered for
inclusion on the Panel were received. These have now been independently
assessed and evaluated by a panel of Council Officers, with the results
summarised in the tables within this report. It is recommended that a Panel of
Suppliers Arrangement be issued to four (4) suppliers.
This report seeks Council’s authorisation to constitute this Panel of Suppliers and
authorise the Chief Executive Officer to execute the agreements accordingly.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.
Awards Panel of Supplier Arrangement for Building Maintenance
Contract 21/22-34 for a schedule or rates-based contract for the
contract term of six (6) months to:
- Safe Power Safety Systems Knox
- Watters Electrical Pty Ltd
- BroMcc Civil Pty Ltd
- Moretto Building Pty Ltd.
2.

Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to execute the Panel of
Supplier Arrangements by signing and affixing with the Common
Seal of Strathbogie Shire Council.
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RECOMMENDATION (cont.)
3.

Notes that the Contracts will commence 30 March 2022 and
conclude on 30 September 2022.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
To improve its ability to carry out maintenance functions, Council wishes to create
a Panel of Suppliers. The contract specifies the required services for building
maintenance which are beyond the scope of Council’s Operations Department in
terms of specialised machinery and associated skills or qualifications. These
services will be utilised in addition to Council’s proactive and routine building
maintenance.
A Panel of Suppliers Arrangement creates a more efficient but competitive process
when goods or services under the value of $150,000 (i.e.: at a time or for a specific
location) need to be procured. Efficiencies are gained when Council has already
analysed the company’s expertise, their occupational health and safety/risk
management systems and has locked in a (maximum) schedule of rates for goods
and services.
As the need for goods and services for building maintenance services valued at
under $150,000 arises, this type of arrangement will allow officers to issue a brief
for what goods/services are being sought and seek quotes from approved Panel of
Supplier members through a further competitive process.
It is important to note that there is no guarantee of a contract, or a minimum spend
value to any company during the life of this Panel of Suppliers Arrangement.
TENDER PROCESS
Tenders were invited by advertising on “Tendersearch” via the Council website on
the 3 December 2021. The tender was advertised in Saturday’s The Age newspaper
(providing state-wide reach), Shepparton News, and Seymour Telegraph, in the
week following release. By the close of tenders at 4.00pm on 7 January 2022, five
(5) tender submissions had been received.
All tender submissions were accessed for their compliance including the contractual
terms and conditions and the requirements of the response schedules, and all
tender submissions were deemed conforming.
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Table 1 below lists the tenders that were received at the close of the advertised
tender period.
Table 1: Tender Submissions Received
Tender Submissions Received at the close of Tender Period
(in Alphabetical Order)
BroMcc Civil Pty Ltd
Ferrum Group Pty Ltd
Moretto Building Pty Ltd
Safe Power Safety Systems Pty Ltd
Watters Electrical Pty Ltd
A complete schedule of rates containing pricing for the Provision of Building
Maintenance was requested from the tenderers. Four (4) tenderers supplied
schedule/list of rates in their submissions. The other tenderer did not submit any
rates which resulted in a non-complying submission as per the tender terms.
Following the process set out specifically for Panel of Suppliers Arrangements in
the Strathbogie Shire Procurement Policy (adopted by Council in December 2021),
pricing evaluation weighting of 50% will be applied at the second stage of
evaluation. The second stage occurs after Contract Award. Once the Panel of
Supplier Arrangement Contracts have been executed, Council Officers will request
the Contractors provide a submission quote for individual works (using their
Schedule of Rates provided or lower). Pricing evaluation will form a major
component (50%) of the evaluation prior to awarding individual Works Orders under
the Contract.
This process provides for controls around the requirement of obtaining Value for
Money for works awarded, ensuring that quotes provided are specifically targeted
to the Project Works required, whilst also improving tender processing and
evaluation efficiencies.
Panel Assessment Process
In accordance with Council’s Procurement Policy, the evaluation panel and
evaluation criteria weightings were determined prior to release of the Tender
documentation. The evaluation panel members were nominated prior to release of
the tender submissions for evaluation. The panel signed ‘Conflict of Interest’
statements prior to the evaluation panel viewing the submitted tenders.
The Tender Evaluation Panel members were made up of the following Strathbogie
Shire Council staff members:
1.
Project Officer, Project Delivery
2.
Project Officer, Project Delivery
3.
Manager Projects Delivery, Project Delivery
4.
Procurement & Tender Officer, Finance (moderating).
The Panel assessed each of the submissions in line with the selection criteria and
best value for money principles.
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The tenders were accessed and evaluated against the following criteria and
weightings:
Table 2: Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
Price
Capability, Experience, Methodology,
TMPs
Business & Management Requirements
Capacity - Subcontractors, Equipment
and Current Commitments
Local Content
Total

Weighting
(%)
50
20
10
10
10
100

ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation Moderation Process
The purpose of the moderation meeting is to discuss and moderate scoring
discrepancies larger than three points and to raise any concerns and/or queries that
may need to be put to the Tenderers prior to recommending the preferred Tenderer.
The Tender Evaluation Panel individually reviewed all tender submissions in detail
and assessed Tenderers submitted schedules and attachments against the
evaluation criteria.
The Moderator (Procurement & Tender Officer) averaged the scores and
highlighted scoring discrepancies larger than three (3) points. On Monday 14
February 2022 the Panel members and the Moderator met for the tender
moderation meeting.
At the completion of the moderation meetings, it was determined that out of the five
(5) tenderers only four (4) tenderers were compliant and met the minimum
requirements. Due to the complexity of services and associated pricing, all are
recommended to be awarded this Panel of Suppliers contract.
Panel Assessment Summary
Recommended tenderers submitted quality tenders and all tenderers have
demonstrated they can provide at least one of the specified services under the
Building Maintenance Panel of Suppliers.
Council Officers will always evaluate pricing, methodology and local content prior to
awarding works under this contract as per Council’s Procurement Policy.
DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in Section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
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It is Council’s intention to maximise the longevity of the assets, minimise ongoing
maintenance and ensure buildings meet the relevant Australian Standards.
Implementation of the Building Maintenance Panel of Suppliers will provide service
to the community in a timely and acceptable manner. Council is committed to
ensuring compliance with its procurement policy.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Community engagement was not a consideration as part of the Building
Maintenance Panel of Suppliers contract. Consultation did take place internally to
ensure the tender was advertised publicly as per the tender process explained
below.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council
Policies, key strategic documents, and the Council Plan.
This report is consistent with the Strathbogie Shire Council Procurement Policy.
The Council Plan 2015-25 is relevant with the following strategic focus area 2:
Live. Access. Connect
Our community’s goals
- We all have access to important services
Our Strategies to achieve these goals
- We have strategies and long-term capital budgets in place to ensure we
work towards all our facilities and buildings being accessible by people of
all abilities.
Asset Management Policy
• Asset Creation/Acquisition – provision of, or an improvement to, an asset
where the outlay will reasonably provide benefits beyond the year of outlay.
A value management approach has been adopted to produce the most
economic and creative solutions.
Asset Management Strategy
• Ensure the Shire’s infrastructure enhances efficiency for people and freight
movement, service delivery and community amenities.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, State, and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision-making.
The creation of a Panel of Suppliers Arrangement is consistent with the objectives
of regional, State, and national objectives of maximising best value for money when
it comes to spending public funds.
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in Section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
The Panel of Suppliers Arrangement process has been advertised and evaluated
in accordance with Council’s Procurement Policy. The creation of this Panel serves
to enhance compliance with the requirements of this policy in relation to noncontracted cumulative spend with one supplier.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and / or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have
signed a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject
matter of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
It is considered by the author of this report that all steps have been taken in line
with Council’s Procurement Policy which ensures transparency in the process.
Decisions made by Council will be: • undertaken in accordance with the Act and the Governance Rules.
• will be conducted in an open and transparent forum with information
available via Council reports,
Council meetings will be open to the community or can be viewed on the livestream
(and available as a recording) unless closed for reasons permitted by s.66(2) of the
Act.
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the ongoing financial viability of the Council is to be ensured.
The tender evaluation process provides for a panel of consultants/contractors to
provide services. The financial aspect of the tender evaluation provides a maximum
pricing schedule within their tender documentation. These submitted rates provide
a platform to enable Council to request/confirm further quotes for the services
outlined to expedite procurement and ensure best value and competitive tendering.
A minimum number of quotes is outlined in Council’s procurement policy, required
to be sought as projects arise to ensure competition within the Panel of Suppliers.
This may lead to companies submitting quotes with rates less than the schedules
contained in the Panel of Suppliers Arrangement. This further maximises best value
for our community.
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An independent internal audit process will be undertaken across the life of the
Panel of Supplier Agreement to ensure that Officers are not regularly seeking
quotes from the same handful of companies given that there is a panel of four (4)
suppliers recommended to be created by this report. This new process seeks to
ensure the integrity of the panel of supplier process.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the economic, social, and environmental sustainability of the
municipal district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to
be promoted.
This recommendation ensures that Council can review from a Panel of the most
appropriate organisations for the specific task considering sustainability aspects.
All suppliers have been assessed against the tender documents, with due
consideration to the Economic, Social, Environmental and Climate Change
implications as part of the process and will allow for further consideration when
requests for specific services are required to be further assessed.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The author of this report considers that the recommendation does not limit any
human rights under the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006.
CONCLUSION
Creating a Panel of Suppliers will provide Strathbogie Shire Council a 'go-to' list of
preferred suppliers that meet the required skillset, demonstrated experience and
quality management systems, along with valuing and rewarding local content. It is
a process by which Council can achieve best value and community benefit for
money. The life of the panel of supplier contract will be six months. It is
recommended that Council approve the creation of a Panel following a competitive
process being undertaken in accordance with the 2020 Act and Council’s
Procurement Policy.
APPENDICES:
Appendix 2: Tender for Contract No. 21/22-34 Building Maintenance – Panel of
Suppliers - CONFIDENTIAL
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- Contract update
Author: Procurement and Tender Officer
Responsible Director: Director Corporate Operations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council, at its Ordinary Meeting 17 December 2019 resolved to award CN 17/1849 – Provision of Arboriculture Services Contracts to six tenderers for a period of
three years with two twelve month options of extensions (five years in total), advise
the unsuccessful tenders, and, endorses the signing and sealing of the Contract
Documents once received.
In February 2022, Council Officers discovered that whilst Letters of Award were
sent out, and the unsuccessful tenderers were advised, the Letters of award were
not signed by the delegated authority, and the Contracts were never assembled,
and therefore signing and sealing never occurred.
As at 16 February 2022, all successful tenderers had been hand delivered copies
of the Contract for signing. Upon return to Council, the Chief Executive Officer will
sign and arrange sealing of all Contracts.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Notes the administrative oversight to carry out the signing and
sealing of Contract Documents as resolved by Council from the
Ordinary Council Meeting 17 December 2019;

2.

Resolves that all Contract documents for CN 17/18-49 – Provision of
Arboriculture Services are to be signed and sealed within three
business days of return to Council; and

3.

Notes that Officers will commence a public Tender process for a
Contract Management System by end of March 2022.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The purpose of this report is to advise Council that Contracts for CN 17/18-49 –
Provision of Arboriculture Services were not signed and sealed as per Item 10 of
Council Resolution from 17 December 2019. This oversight was identified by
Council Officers in February 2022.
Rectification of the error has been swift and in line with current legal advice.
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ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
In early February 2022, the Tenders and Procurement Officer set out to review the
Contract for CN 17/18 – 49 Provision of Arboriculture Services – Panel of Suppliers
which generated an internal and external Contract enquiry.
After a thorough investigation, and whilst Letters of Award were mailed out, it was
concluded that no Contracts were compiled at the time, and thus were not signed
and sealed. The possible reasons for this oversight was ongoing vacant key
positions, the remaining staff having minimal tender contract process
understanding and, whilst a Contract Register exists, Council lacks an electronic
Contract Management System.
Legal advice was sought from Macquarie Lawyers. The advice was that Contracts
were to be compiled, signed and sealed with haste, in order to legally protect
Council for the remainder of the Contract term. Council was also advised to report
this oversight and the findings to Council.
Rectification and Recommended Mitigation in the Future
•

Six Panel of Suppliers Contracts for CN 17/18-49 were hand delivered to
suppliers in the week ending 18 February 2022.

•

All six Contracts for CN 17/18-49 will be sealed within three business days
of the supplier signed Contracts returning to Council.

•

Council officers who have responsibility for managing contracts will
undertake ongoing training in Contract Management responsibilities and
processes.

•

Officers to source a Contract Management System via public Tender
Process as a matter of urgency. A minimal requirement of the Contract
Management System will be the ability to work with the Finance system and
will be a gate keeper to ensure compliance with our Purchasing Policy.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making. No community consultation has been undertaken
as this is relating to legal matters pertaining internal operations of procurement
processes within Council.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
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Tender for Contract No. 17/18-49: Provision of Arboriculture Services (Panel of
Suppliers)
- Contract update (cont.)

Council could have been legally compromised if a dispute occurred because
Council’s contract documentation had not been executed by the contractors and
Council. This matter has now been rectified.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured. This report was written to ensure Council and the community are
aware of this oversight and the rectification measures that have taken place.
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
There are a number of known and unknown financial implications associated with
this report. The payments to the suppliers of Arboriculture Services have generally
been in line with the prices as per the tendered documentation. The proposed
training will be in the order of $5,000 and can be sourced from existing budget
allocations. A Contract Management system will incur a cost. This cost is unknown
at this stage and will be subject to a further Council report.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The author of this report considers that the recommendation has no significant
negative Sustainability implications for Council or the broader community.
Economic
The recommendation has no significant negative economic implications for Council
or the broader community.
Social
The recommendation has no significant negative social implications for Council or
the broader community.
Environmental
The recommendation has no significant negative environmental or amenity
implications for Council or the broader community.
INNOVATION AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVMENT
The recommended future mitigations provide for a significant improvement in
strengthening to our Contract Management administration and Procurement Policy
Compliance.
CONCLUSION
The report details the administrative oversight and the actions taken to address this
matter. Further, it is proposed that ongoing staff training in Contract Management
and Governance process, and the purchase of an electronic Contract Management
System, will mitigate similar oversights in the future and improve the general
strength of system safeguards ensuring compliance to our Procurement Policy.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Copy of Council resolution for CN 17/18-49 – Provision of
Arboriculture Services.
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ATTACHMENT 1:

13.

CONFIRMATION OF ‘CLOSED PORTION’ DECISION/S
Closed Portion Decision/s -

C.P. 1 Contract No. 17-18-49 ~ Evaluation Report
- Provision of Arboriculture Services

RECOMMENDATION
That Council having publicly advertised for tender proposals relating to
Contract 17/18-49 – Provision Arboriculture Services and evaluated the
compliant tender proposals received:
1.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract A - Large scale natural
disaster emergency tree services to:
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;
Tenderer 5
North East Tree Services
Tenderer 6
Smith’s Tree Services Victoria
Tenderer 7
H&K Doyle Pty Ltd TA Tree Solutions
Tenderer 8
Kenyons Tree Tactics Pty Ltd
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd

2.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract B - Emergency response and
clean up services to:
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;
Tenderer 6
Smith’s Tree Services Victoria

3.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract C - General Tree Works to:
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;
Tenderer 8
Kenyons Tree Tactics Pty Ltd

4.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract D – Tree Root Maintenance
to:
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;
Tenderer 6
Smith’s Tree Services Victoria

5.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract E - Tree planting,
maintenance and establishment to:
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;

6.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract F – Rural Road Canopy
Clearing to:
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd
Tenderer 9
Wright Out Pty Ltd
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CONFIRMATION OF ‘CLOSED PORTION’ DECISION/S (cont.)

C.P. 1 Contract No. 17-18-49 ~ Evaluation Report
- Provision of Arboriculture Services (cont.)

RECOMMENDATION (cont.)
7.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract G - Pest and disease
management to:
Tenderer 6
Smith’s Tree Services Victoria
Tenderer 1
Arboressence Pty Ltd;

8.

Award the Separable Parts of the contract H - Electric Power Line
Clearing to:
Tenderer 6
Smith’s Tree Services Victoria
Tenderer 5
North East Tree Services

for a period of three years with two twelve month options for extension
(five years in total);
9.

Advise the other tenderers that they have been unsuccessful;

10.

Endorses the signing and sealing of the Contract documents once
received.

40/20 CRS THOMSON/WILLIAMS : That the Recommendation be adopted.
CARRIED
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Strathbogie Shire Council Audit and Risk Committee
- Unconfirmed Minutes of Meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021
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Author: Director Corporate Operations
Responsible Director: Director Corporate Operations
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the draft unconfirmed Minutes of the Strathbogie Shire Council
Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021.
Items considered by the Committee at the meeting were:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion with Municipal Monitor
Appointment of External Auditor
Internal Audit Reports
- Payroll
- ICT and Regional IT Project
- Past Issues
- Internal Audit Program Status Update
- Industry Update
- VAGO Oct 21 Sector update
Tree Management Plan
Operations Manual
Events Framework
Audit Committee Work Plan
Review of Committee Charter
Procurement Policy and Reporting
Workforce Plan
Investment Policy
Councillor Expenses
Key Strategic Indicators – Human Resources
Risk Management Update
Internal Auditor Contract

It is recommended that Council notes the unconfirmed minutes of the Audit and Risk
Committee meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Notes the Unconfirmed Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee
meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021.

2.

Notes that the Unconfirmed Minutes will be signed by the Chair of the
Committee, once accepted, at the next Committee meeting, and any
substantive changes to the unconfirmed Minutes will be reported to
the next Council meeting.
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Strathbogie Shire Council Audit and Risk Committee
- Unconfirmed Minutes of Meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021 (cont.)

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The Strathbogie Shire Council Audit and Risk Committee is a Committee appointed
by Council and pursuant to section 53 of the Local Government Act 2020.
The primary objective of the Audit and Risk Committee is to assist Council in the
effective conduct of its responsibilities for compliance with Council policies and
legislation, sound financial reporting and financial management, oversight of risk
management including the Strategic Risk Register, good corporate governance,
maintaining a reliable system of internal controls and facilitating the organisation’s
ethical development.
KEY ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
The independence of the Audit and Risk Committee ensures there is a ‘watchdog’
over Council operations at all times, which helps ensure the best interests of the
municipal community are achieved through Council operations and decisions.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
Consultation on this matter is not required under Council’s Community
Engagement Policy given the operational nature of the committee and its operation
under the Audit and Risk Committee Charter 2020.
The Audit Committee Charter is comprised of for four independent Community
representatives and two Councillors.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The Council Plan 2021-25 contains several strategies :
As a Council we will:
• Achieve the highest level of good governance across the organization and
as an elected Council
• Be accountable for the decisions we make and the quality of services we
deliver
• Maximize public transparency and accountability around our performance
and decision making processes
• Be financially responsible achieving the greatest possible community
benefit from the programs, initiatives and services we fund.
The Audit Committee plays a key role in monitoring implementation of these
strategies.
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Strathbogie Shire Council Audit and Risk Committee
- Unconfirmed Minutes of Meeting held on Friday 10 December 2021 (cont.)

The Audit and Risk Committee has been established under State government
legislation and its workplan and Charter have been developed in accordance with
State government guidelines.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
The Audit and Risk Committee has been constituted and established under
sections 53 and 54 of the Local Government Act 2020, which requires all councils
to appoint a Committee under a Charter developed in accordance with the 2020
Act.
The work on developing a work plan for the newly appointed Committee is a new
requirement under the Act.
Conflict of Interest
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
The appointment of an Audit and Risk Committee, along with noting the
unconfirmed minutes through this Council agenda at a public meeting ensures
transparency around the operation of the Committee and the issues that it is
considering/monitoring.
CONCLUSION
This report advises the public of the matters considered by the Audit and Risk
Committee and recommends endorsement of the Minutes for the meeting held on
10 December 2021.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Unconfirmed Minutes of the Audit Meeting held on 10 December
2021
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Financial Report to 31 December 2021
Responsible Director: Corporate Operations
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The appended December Financial Report compares year-to-date Adopted Budget
to Actual December 2021.
The report contains the Operational Performance, Income Statement, Balance
Sheet, Cash Flow Statement, and capital performance and other financial data in
graphical format.
In relation to the current year the operating surplus for the six months period ending
31 December was $12,607,913.
As at 31 December 2021, total capital works was $2,066,230 not including
committed works.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Financial Report for the six months ended 31 December 2021 be
noted.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The 2021/22 Budget was prepared in accordance with the Local Government Act
2020 and was formally adopted at an extraordinary Council Meeting held on 29th
June 2021.
Council considers and notes monthly Financial Reports in accordance with the
Local Government Act 2020 (Act). Under Section 97 the Act, Council must establish
and maintain a budgeting and reporting framework that is consistent with the
principles of sound financial management. This report satisfies those requirements.
KEY ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Explanation for significant budget variances is provided in the financial
performance overview section.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Council Officers believe that appropriate community engagement has occurred
during the annual budgeting process and the quarterly financial statements are
now ready for Council consideration.
DISCUSSION
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
This report is consistent with Council Policies, the Long Term Financial Plan and
the Council Plan 2021-2025. The report also addresses Council’s desire to
review all aspects of Council’s operations.
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Financial Report to 31 December 2021 (cont.)

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are no statutory or legal implications. The Local Government Act 2020
allows for budget reallocations. Consideration and adoption of quarterly financial
reports as per the Local Government Act 2020 ensures Council complies with its
Legal and Statutory obligations.
No member of Council staff, or other person engaged under a contract, involved in
advising on or preparing this report has declared a direct or indirect interest in
relation to the matter of the report.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The attached report, in conjunction with the detailed briefing to Council, considers
all known economic and financial implications for the financial year ending 30 June
2022.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The recommendation in this report has no significant environmental or amenity
implications for Council or the broader community.
SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
This report has no significant unfavourable community or social implications for the
Council or the broader community.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The recommendation contained in this report does not limit any human rights under
the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
CONCLUSION
The report presents Council’s actual financial performance compared to the
adopted budget for the three months ended 31 December 2021.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Operational Performance
Attachment 2: Comprehensive Income Statement and Financial Performance
Overview
Attachment 3: Balance Sheet
Attachment 4: Statement of Cash Flows
Attachment 5: Capital Performance
Attachment 6: Other Financial Data
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Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation Update
Author: Director Corporate Operations
Responsible Director: Director Corporate Operations
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following recent appointments to vacant positions several changes are required to be
made to the following instruments:
•

S11 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation.

The amended authorisations, once approved by Council, will remain in force until the
next Delegations and Authorisations update is prepared or following staff position title
change/s, and / or staff changes.

RECOMMENDATION
That in the exercise of the powers conferred by section 224 of the Local
Government Act 1989 (the Act) and the other legislation referred to in the
attached instrument of appointment and authorisation (S11), Strathbogie Shire
Council (Council) resolves that –
1.

The members of Council staff referred to in the instruments be
appointed and authorised as set out in the instrument.

2.

The instrument come into force immediately the Common Seal of
Council is affixed to the instrument and remains in force until Council
determines to vary or revoke it.

3.

The instrument be signed and sealed by Council under the Strathbogie
Shire Council Local Law No. 1 - Use of the Common Seal 2020.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
There is a basic distinction between a delegation and an appointment to authorise an
officer. A delegate acts on behalf of the Council, exercising the Council's powers. In
contrast, a person who is appointed to a position has the authority to exercise the
powers of that position directly from the enabling legislation.
Appointments identify the office to which the person is being authorised to exercise
the powers legislation provides to it.
Although the new Local Government Act 2020 is largely in place (it has been phased
in over for tranches during the past year), the power to authorise and officer still sits
under the 1989 Act.
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Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation Update (cont.)
Authorisations also allow the relevant officers of Council to generally institute
proceedings for offences against Acts and regulations as Authorised Officers under the
various Act/s.
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government Act
2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the municipal
community, including future generations.
The main reason this report is required is to
o Recognize creation of the role of Manager Community Safety and
consequential changes to responsibilities
o Allow for some recent changes to titles and membership of the Management
Team
It is vital that the Instruments be updated to reflect the names and position titles of the
officers that are to hold authority under a range of legislation.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government Act
2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning and
strategic decision making.
Given that the instruments of authorisation are internal documents responding to a
legislative requirement community engagement is not considered necessary.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
The author of this report considers that the report is consistent with Council Policies,
key strategic documents and the Council Plan including Council Plan Goals:
• To enhance community health and wellbeing.
• To sustainably manage our natural and built environment.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government Act
2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into account
in strategic planning and decision-making.
The authorisation of officers enables them to work with other agencies to ensure
compliance with legislation, particularly adherence to local laws and powers under the
Domestic Animals Act 1994.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government Act
2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance with
the relevant law.
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Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation Update (cont.)
The Manager Community Safety works across a number of areas:
• Local laws
• Building Control
• Environmental Health
• Planning Compliance.
• Emergency Management
• Waterways Management
Failure to keep the authorisation instruments up to date can potentially impact on the
enforcement of legislation and jeopardises Council’s compliance with its legal
obligations.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed a
written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter of
this report.
Transparency
One of the Overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is to be
ensured.
By considering this report the community becomes aware of some structures that
Council has in place to manage public safety and authorised officers capable of
administering various pieces of legislation.
COLLABORATION
One of the Overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that collaboration with other councils, levels of government and statutory
bodies is to be sought.
This is not a major consideration in this case, however ensuing officers have
appropriate authorisations enables a coordinated approach to emergency
management and domestic animal enforcement with State agencies.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
The author of this report considers that the recommendation does not limit any human
rights under the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
CONCLUSION
The endorsement and sealing of instruments of authorisation enables Council to fulfil
its obligations in relation to a number of public safety matters and the enforcement of
various pieces of legislation.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: S11 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation
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S11 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation

Strathbogie Shire Council

Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation
(Personal information has been redacted. Members of the community can
request to view the full Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation during
business hours)
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Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation
In this Instrument ‘officer’ means –

Building Surveyor [BS]
Deputy Municipal Building Surveyor [DMBS]
Director Corporate Operations [DCO]
Deputy Municipal Emergency Management Officer [DMEMO]
Assistant Municipal Fire Prevention Officer [AMFPO]
Director Community & Planning [DCP]
Manager Asset Planning [MAP]
Facilities Maintenance Officer [FMO]
Manager Operations [MO]
Municipal Emergency Management Officer (MEMO)
Contractor [C]
Technical Officer Operations [TOP]
Municipal Recovery Manager [MRM]
Senior Environmental Health Officer [SEHO]
Manager Planning & Investment [MPI]
Principal Planner [PP]
Local Laws Officer [LLO]
Compliance Officer [CO]
Municipal Building Surveyor [MBS]
Manager Finance [MF]
Revenue Coordinator [RVC]
Special Building Surveyor [SBS]
Manager Community Safety [MCS]
Municipal Fire Prevention Officer [MFPO]
Strategic Planner [SP]
Senior Statutory Planner [SSP]
Valuations Officer [VO]
Environment & Waste Coordinator [EWC]
Director People and Performance (DPP)
Principal Conduct Officer [PCO]
Manager Community and Culture (MCC)
Deputy Municipal Recovery Manager (DMRM)
Procurement & Tenders Officer [PTO]
Senior Finance Officer [SFO]
School Crossing Supervisor [SCS]
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By this Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation Strathbogie Shire Council–

PART A
under s 224 of the Local Government Act 1989 – appoints the officers to be authorised officers for
the administration and enforcement of –
the Building Act 1993

[MBS, DMBS, SBS, BS, MCS, SEHO]

the Country Fire Authority Act 1958
[SEHO, MCS (MFPO), DCO/MCS(DMEMO), DCO/C (AMFPO), LLO (AMFPO),
TOP (MRM), MCC (DMRM), CO (AMFPO)]
the Domestic Animals Act 1994

[MCS, SEHO, LLO, CO]

the Emergency Management Act

20131

[SEHO, MCS (DMEMO), LLO, DCO/MO (DMEMO), MO (MEMO), DCO/C (AMFPO), MCS
(MFPO), LLO (AMFPO), CO (AMFPO)]
TOP (MRM), SEHO (DMRM)]
the Environment Protection Act 1970

[SEHO, MPI, PP, SSP, SP, MCS, EWC, LLO, DCP, CO]

the Fire Rescue Victoria Act 1958 formerly known as the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958
[SEHO, (MCS (MFPO), DCO/MCS (DMEMO), MO (MEMO), DCO/C/LLO/CO (AMFPO)]
the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012
the Food Act 1984

[DCO, RVC, VO, FM, SFO]
[MCS, SEHO, CO]

the Graffiti Prevention Act 2007

[MBS, DMBS, SEHO, MCS, LLO, CO]

the Housing Act 1983

[SEHO, MCS, MBS, DMBS, SBS, BS]

the Impounding of Livestock Act 1994
the Land Act 1958

[MCS, LLO, CO]
[MBS, DMBS, MCS, MAP, MO, DCP, DCO]

the Local Government Act 1989

[DPP, DCP, DCO, SEHO, MCS, MBS, DMBS, LLO,

CO, MO, MAP VO, RVC, FM, SFO, PP, SSP, SP, PTO, MPI, SBS]
the Local Government Act 2020

[DPP, DCP, DCO, SEHO, MCS, MBS, DMBS, LLO,

CO, MO, MAP, VO, RVC, FM, SFO, PP, SSP, SP, PTO, MPI, SBS]
the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 20082

[SEHO, MCS]

Part 14 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997

[MBS, DMBS, MCS, SEHO]

the Road Management Act 2004

[MCS, LLO, MO, MAP, CO]

the Road Safety Act 1986
the Sex Work Act 1994
the Summary Offences Act 1966
the Tobacco Act 19873

[TLC, LLO, MO, MAP, CO]
[PP, SSP, SP, MPI, DCP, CO]
[SEHO, MCS, LLO, CO]
[SEHO, MCS]

On 1 December 2020 (unless proclaimed earlier), reference to this Act is to be replaced by the Emergency
Management Act 2013 (Vic).
2 Council only to appoint a person suitably qualified or trained under s 31(2) of the Act.
3 This Act provides for the CEO of a Council to nominate a person to be an inspector for the purposes of
the Act and the Secretary may then appoint them to be an inspector (see s 36). An EHO appointed under
the Act is also regarded as an inspector under the Act.
1
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[DCO, FM, SFO, RVC, VO]

the Regulations made under each of those Acts
the local laws made under the Local Government Act 1989 or the Local Government Act 2020
and any other Act, Regulation or local law which relates to the functions and powers of the
Council;

PART B
under s 3 of the Building Act 1993 – appoints the officer to be Municipal Building Surveyor for the
purposes of the Building Act 1993.
[MBS]

under s 96A(1)(a) of the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 – appoints the officer to be the fire
prevention officer.
[MCS (MFPO)]
under s 96A(1)(b) of the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 – appoints the officers to be assistant fire
prevention officers.
[DCO/C/LLO/CO (AMFPO)]

under s 72 of the Domestic Animals Act 1994 – appoints the officer to be a Council authorised
officer for the purposes of the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
[MCS/LLO/CO]

under s 21 of the Emergency Management Act 2013 – appoints the officers to be Municipal
Emergency Management Officers.4
[MO (MEMO), DCO/MCS(DMEMO)]

under s 4(1) of the Environment Protection Act 1970 – appoints the officers to be litter
enforcement officers for the purposes of the Environment Protection Act 1970.
[SEHO, MCS, LLO, EWC, CO]
AND
under s 48A of the Environment Protection Act 1970 – appoints the officers to be authorised
officers for the purposes of s 48A of the Environment Protection Act 1970.
[SEHO, MCS, LLO, CO]

under s 5A(1)(a) of the Fire Rescue Victoria Act 1958 formerly known as the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Act 1958 – appoints the officer to be the fire prevention officer for the
purposes of the Fire Rescue Victoria Act 1958.
[MCS (MFPO)]

4

On 1 December 2020 (unless proclaimed earlier), this is to be replaced by the following:
• under s 59G(1) of the Emergency Management Act 2013 – appoints the officers to be municipal
emergency management officers.
•

under s 59H(1) of the Emergency Management Act 2013 – appoints the officers to be municipal recovery
managers.
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under s 5A(1)(b) of the Fire Rescue Victoria Act 1958 formerly known as the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Act 1958 – appoints the officers to be assistant fire prevention officer for the
purposes of the Fire Rescue Victoria Act 1958.
[DCO/C/LLO/CO (AMFPO]

under s 23 of the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012 – appoints the officer to be authorised
officers for the purposes of the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012.5
[RVO, VO, DCO, MF]

for the purposes of s 20 of the Food Act 1984 – appoints the officer to be an authorised officer for
the purposes of the Food Act 1984.67
[MCS, SEHO]

under s 19(1) of the Graffiti Prevention Act 2007 – appoints the officers to be authorised persons
for the purposes of carrying out Council's functions under s 18 of the, Graffiti Prevention
Act 2007 for a term of.8
[LLO, MCS, CO]

under s 71(1) of the Housing Act 1983 – appoints the officer to be an authorised person for the
purposes of entering a house or building and conducting an inspection under s 71 of the
Housing Act 1983.
[DMBS, MBS, SBS, BS, SEHO, MCS]

under s 3 of the Infringements Act 2006 – appoints the officer to be an issuing officer for the
purposes of the Infringements Act 2006.
[LLO, MCS, SEHO, DPP, MO, MAP, PP, MPI, MCS (MFPO), DCO/C/LLO/CO (AMFPO)]

under s 190 of the Land Act 1958 – authorises the officers for the purposes of s 190 of that Act. 9
[LLO, MCS, MO, MAP, DCO, DCP, CO]

under s 81Y of the Local Government Act 1989 – appoints the officer to be the Principal Conduct
Officer.10
[DPP(PCO)]

Persons appointed or authorised officers under the Local Government Act 1989 are taken to be
authorised officers for the purposes of the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012 (except in Part 4 of that
Act).
6 Council must be satisfied that the person appointed is suitably qualified or trained to be an authorised
officer.
7 EHOs appointed under s 29 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 are regarded as an authorised
officer for the purposes of the Food Act 1984.
8 Authorised person must agree in writing to exercise functions and powers of an authorised person under
Part 4 of the Act and in accordance with any performance criteria determined by Council (see s 19(2)).
9 Authorisation requires the consent of the Minister (see s 190 of the Act).
10 Only an 'eligible person' may be appointed (see the requirements in s 81Y of the Act). Section 81Y is to
be repealed on 24 October 2020 and replaced with s 150 of the Local Government Act 2020, which deals
with the appointment of the Councillor Conduct Officer.
5
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under s 29 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 – appoints the officer to be an
Environmental Health Officer11 for the purposes of enforcing the Public Health and
Wellbeing Act 2008 and the Food Act 1984.
[SEHO]

under s 525(2) of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 – appoints the officers to exercise the
powers set out in s 526 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997.
[SEHO, MBS, DMBS]

under s 71(3) of the Road Management Act 2004 – appoints the officers to be authorised officer
for the purposes of the Road Management Act 2004.
[LLO, MCS, MAP, MO, DCO, DCP, CO]

under s 59(1)(a)(ii) of the Road Safety Act 1986 – authorises the officers to exercise the powers
under s 59(1)(a) of that Act.
[MCS, LLO, CO]
AND
under s 59(1)(d) of the Road Safety Act 1986 – authorises the officers to exercise the powers
under s 59(1)(d) of the Road Safety Act 1986.
[MCS, LLO, CO]
AND
under s 87(1A) of the Road Safety Act 1986 – authorises the officer to exercise the power in s
87(1A) of the Road Safety Act 1986.12
[MCS, LLO, CO]
AND
under s 87(1B)(c) of the Road Safety Act 1986 – authorises the officer to exercise the power in s
87(1B)(c) of the Road Safety Act 1986.
[MCS, LLO, CO]
AND
]

under r 5 of the Road Safety (Traffic Management) Regulations 2019 – authorises the officers for
the purposes of r 14 of the Road Safety (Traffic Management) Regulations 2019.
[LLO, SCS, CO]

under s 3(1) of the Sex Work Act 1994 – appoints the officer to be an authorised officer of the
responsible authority for the purposes of enforcing Parts 4 and 5 of the Sex Work Act
1994.
[DCP, MPI, PP, SSC, SP, CO]

Council must be sure that the EHO is suitably trained or qualified under s 31(2) of the Public Health and
Wellbeing Act 2008.
12 Council must ensure that a person appointed under s 87 is competent, of good repute and character and
has agreed in writing to exercise the functions conferred on an authorised person (see s 87(1C) of the Act).
11
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under s 13DA(1) of the Valuation of Land Act 1960 – appoints the person who is not a member of
Council's staff for the purposes of s 13DA of the Valuation of Land Act 1960.13
[VO]
AND
under s 13J of the Valuation of Land Act 1960 – appoints the person for the purposes of s 13J of
the Valuation of Land Act 1960.14
[VO]

PART C
under –
s 313 of the Local Government Act 202015
s 527 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997
s 77(2)(b) of the Road Safety Act 198616
s 77(4) of the Road Safety Act 1986
ss 48A(9)(c) and 59(3) of the Environment Protection Act 1970
s 241 of the Building Act 1993
s 92 of the Domestic Animals Act 199417
s 96 of the Road Management Act 2004
s 33A of the Impounding of Livestock Act 1994
s 10(4) of the Graffiti Prevention Act 2007
s 219 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008
s 45AC of the Food Act 1984
authorises the officers generally to institute proceedings and represent Council in
proceedings for offences against the Acts, Regulations and local laws described
in this instrument.

Council must ensure that the person appointed holds the qualifications or experience specified from
time to time by the Minister by notice published in the Government Gazette.
14 Council must ensure that the person appointed holds the qualifications or experience specified from
time to time by the Minister by notice published in the Government Gazette.
15 A person authorised under s 313 of the Local Government Act 2020 is also authorised to bring
proceedings under the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012 (see s 22 of the Fire Services Property Levy Act
2012).
16 A person authorised under ss 77(2)(b) and/or 77(4) of the Road Safety Act 1986 is also an authorised
officer for the purposes of rr 203 and 307 of the Road Safety Road Rules 2017.
17 Council may only appoint an authorised officer who is also appointed under s 72 of the Act.
13
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It is declared that this Instrument −

comes into force immediately upon its execution;

−

remains in force until varied or revoked.

This Instrument is authorised by a resolution of the Strathbogie Shire Council made on 15
March 2022.

The Common Seal of the

) …………………………….Councillor

Shire of Strathbogie

) ……………………………..Councillor

was hereunto affixed

) ……………………………..Chief Executive Officer

on 15 March 2022
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Author: Director People & Performance
Responsible Director: Chief Executive Officer
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Local Government Victoria (LGV) has engaged Price Waterhouse Coopers
Consulting to address some of the challenges Victorian councils have faced in
recent years in relation to the role and behaviour of Councillors. The Consultant’s
work is supported by a panel of academics.
At the end of December 2021 LGV released the Local Government Culture Project
Discussion Paper (the Discussion Paper), which focussed on three themes and
asked an array of stakeholders across the State to make submissions in response
to a set of questions outlined in the Discussion Paper.
This report seeks endorsement of the submission made to Local Government
Victoria in response to the Discussion Paper. Council’s aim, in developing its
submission, was to reflect on our own experience and the proactive step we took to
request the Minister for Local Government to appoint a Municipal Monitor.
Council seeks to offer practical and meaningful suggestions to address some
systematic and fundamental flaws in the way that legislation introduced by the State
has established current electoral models, roles of councils, mayors and how this
can create challenges in relationships between the elected council, council
administration and the community.
LGV states that a final report will be presented to the Minister for Local Government
after further consultation and workshops. No timeline is provided by LGV around
when this may be.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive and endorse the submission made to Local
Government Victoria on 28 February 2022 in response to the Local
Government Culture Project Discussion Paper.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The Minister for Local Government has appointed several Municipal Monitors
across Victoria since the 2020 council elections. This Council is one of those with
a Monitor, however this action was taken by the Minister at our request, rather than
being imposed on us as has been the case for other councils who have been
experiencing significant conduct and transitional challenges.
LGV states that the purpose of the culture project is to identify what steps can be
taken, whether legislative or otherwise, to improve the functionality and leadership
qualities of elected councils.
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Local Government Culture Project Submission (cont.)
The key themes identified in the Discussion Paper for comment are:
1. Leadership experience and capability
2. Councillor journey
3. Early intervention and effective dispute resolution.
There are several questions used by LGV to focus feedback on the Discussion
Paper. However, a number overlapped quite significantly and so our submission
has been written in a way that answers all the questions in a more succinct
manner.
ISSUES, OPTIONS AND DISCUSSION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the
municipal community, including future generations.
Council’s submission is divided into a series of reflections on our experience and
suggestions as to what changes could be implemented by the State - Local
Government Victoria in particular - to better support councils and administrations,
including:
•

Develop and implement an ongoing state-wide community education
campaign to clarify what the roles of a councillor, mayor and
CEO/administration are to support councillors in concentrating on the
strategic direction of the municipality.

•

Development of an information and communication kit for all councillors
across Victoria to ensure the community receives a consistent message
about a councillor’s strategic focus.

•

Significantly strengthen the induction program for all election candidates
given what was delivered for the 2020 Election was so broad and
ineffective. A series of compulsory workshops, leading to the certification
to be a candidate, should be required to be completed as part of a candidate
education program under the Act. This program should also include a prerequisite to attend a minimum number of council meetings to gain an
understanding as to how the elected Council implements its power and how
Council meetings work.

•

Provision of a centralised state-wide councillor induction program rolled out
on a regional basis through LGV and other peak bodies so that all
councillors across Victoria are receiving the same induction program and
key messages rather than relying on individual councils to implement the
induction program.

•

Provision of funds to smaller rural councils to ensure all councils have the
same strategic framework in place to allow Councillors to focus on strategy,
not on day-to-day issues that are caused by the lack of key strategic
documents that are beyond our financial reach. If the 2020 Act is to be
successful across the State, there must be a real and sustained effort by all
State departments to support small rural councils in a ‘levelling up’ exercise.
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Local Government Culture Project Submission (cont.)

•

Address the stark inequity in councillor/mayoral remuneration as a matter
of urgency to encourage diversity in candidates and ensuring councils
reflect the demographics of their community.

•

Consider a new election model that elects only a proportion of Councillors
each election – similar to the Federal Senate/corporate board model. In
terms of maintaining trust and a positive culture within the elected Council,
this election model would enable incumbent Councillors to support newly
elected representatives and help share the load with the Administration.

•

Mandating the preparation and adoption of a mutual respect charter to
augment the Councillor and Staff Codes of Conduct and providing a
foundation for community/councillor interaction through enabling councillors
and council staff to call out increasingly abusive behaviour from community
members.

•

The Act be amended to provide for a pro-active request for the appointment
of a Municipal Monitor (as this council did) supported by Ministerial
Guidelines as to their role and responsibilities.

•

Automatic appointment of a Municipal Monitor where more than 50% of a
council is comprised of new councillors, with the costs being met by LGV,
in recognition of the need for intense and ongoing training by an
independent expert.

•

Annual performance reviews for individual councillors and the Council as
an entity should be strongly encouraged, if not mandated, along with an
annual development plan for each councillor.

•

Identify other opportunities where deliberative engagement should be
mandated by legislation to underpin the need for broader, community-based
decision making, which could include planning scheme reviews.

•

Identify opportunities for legislation to address the significant OHS issues
raised by repeated abuse from individuals through written and verbal
means. Councils must be supported by State legislation to be able to call
out this behaviour and have some legal redress/course of action to inform
repeat offenders that correspondence on the same issues will not be
responded to and that repeated abuse of Officers will mean that it is
reasonable to deny service other than the basic matters of rates, animal
registration, permits and the like.

•

Support from the integrity agencies for councils dealing with repeated abuse
from community members to allow councils to implement proactive
measures to ensure we provide a safe workplace that is free from abuse.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the municipal community is to be engaged in strategic planning
and strategic decision making.
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Local Government Culture Project Submission (cont.)
LGV are undertaking sector wide engagement including:
• the 79 councils across Victoria
• Municipal Association of Victoria
• Victorian Local Governance Association
• Victorian Electoral Commission
• State integrity agencies such as the Local Government Inspectorate
• Local Government Professionals (LGPro)
• Australian Services Union (ASU)
• Gender Equality Advisory Committee (GEAC)
• Councillor Conduct Panel
• Chairs of the Panels of Administrators
• Local Government Mayoral Advisory Panel.
Council has not undertaken any external consultation in the development of its
submission as Council as an entity has been asked to provide input around its
experiences under the new Local Government Act 2020.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
Council’s submission is consistent with the following strategies of Strategic Focus
Area 6: Accountable. Transparent. Responsible:
• Achieve the highest level of good governance across the organisation
and as an elected Council
• Be accountable for the decisions we make and the quality of service
we deliver
• Maximise public transparency and accountability around our
performance and decision-making processes
• Embed gender equity principles across the organisation and
proactively encourage reporting of any form of inappropriate behaviour.
The suggested solutions outlined in Council’s submission also work towards the
implementation of the following initiatives outlined in the Council Plan:
6.4
Implement an ongoing good governance training program for
Councillors and staff, including self-assessment elements, which is
monitored by the Audit and Risk Committee
6.5
Development and implementation of a comprehensive gender equity
framework through policies, training and proactively acting on feedback
from staff, Councillors and the community.
Regional, State and National Plans and Policies
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that regional, state and national plans and policies are to be taken into
account in strategic planning and decision-making.
Council’s submission provides input into a State-wide review of the efficacy of the
Local Government Act 2020 around conduct, roles and responsibilities.
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Local Government Culture Project Submission (cont.)
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
Council’s submission makes several suggestions as to how the Local Government
Act 2020 could be strengthened and improved to provide councils and individual
councillors with the best chance of success in undertaking their increasingly
complex and challenging roles.
Council is also seeking additional legal avenues to effectively address escalating
abuse from members of the community directed towards councillors and council
staff in undertaking their duties due to significant occupational health and safety
issues being raised by the behaviour of some community members over a
sustained period of time. Such behaviour is not only an OHS issue, but also one
that drains significant Councillor and Officer time and resources that could be better
directed into delivering services and facilities.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
LGV do not intend to make submissions publicly available.
Council wishes to be transparent with its community around the challenges it has
faced under the new Local Government Act and also share its experiences as to
how Council and the administration are constructively working together, with the
assistance of our Municipal Monitor, to achieve good governance and the best
possible outcomes for our community.
One section of our submission has been redacted due to the fact that it provides
personal information that would breach the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014.
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the ongoing financial viability of the Council is to be ensured.
There are no impacts on Council’s viability arising from Council’s submission to the
Culture Project.
SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the
municipal district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to
be promoted.
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Local Government Culture Project Submission (cont.)
Council has put forward suggestions that would enable the elected body to provide
the best possible social, economic and environmental outcomes for its community
by being able to efficiently and effectively undertake its role.
Greater stability would be gained in adopting a federal senate/corporate board type
approach to the electoral cycle, where only a portion of councillors are elected at
one time.
Importantly, our submission highlights the need to ‘level up’ the divide between
small rural councils and other, larger regional, interface and metropolitan councils,
in terms of the foundation of strategic documents that would allow this Council to
focus on broader strategies rather than operational issues that arise due to the
absence of these documents.
State and Federal legislation assumes that all councils can fund and prepare
significant strategic documents, including planning schemes, however often the
work required to ensure this framework is in place can cost several hundred
thousand dollars for one piece of the puzzle. This is unrealistic for a small council
with a very limited rate base.
INNOVATION AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is the pursuit of innovation and continuous improvement.
Council’s submission provides several suggestions as to how the State, through
legislative change, centralised programs and far more intensive councillor
candidate training can support local government in further improving its
performance and service to the community.
COLLABORATION
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that collaboration with other councils, levels of government and
statutory bodies is to be sought.
Officers have attended a series of workshops and discussions held by the
Municipal Association of Victoria and the Victorian Local Governance Association
to discuss ideas and solutions to the issues raised by the Discussion Paper.
A workshop was also held with the Council to identify their ideas as to how best
tackle the issues raised by LGV.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
Council’s submission to the Culture Project is consistent with the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 as it supports:
•
•
•
•
•

privacy and reputation
freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief
freedom of expression
taking part in public life
fair hearing.
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CONCLUSION
Council supports the review into council culture, and what measures can be
adopted to support councils and individual councillors fulfil the extensive and
important roles prescribed by the Local Government Act 2020.
It is considered there is room for improvement in several key areas, particularly
around supporting smaller councils, improved centralised training coordinated and
provided by LGV and also reviewing remuneration for councillors to reflect that the
work undertaken by our Mayor and Councillors is commensurate to those in larger
regional cities and metropolitan areas.
The timelines for the outcomes of the review by LGV are unknown at this point in
time. It is hoped, however, that due consideration will be given to our proposed
solutions and that tangible change arises from this piece of work.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Strathbogie Shire Council submission to the Local Government
Culture Project February 2022
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Chief Executive Officer Performance Review
Author: Independent Member of the Chief Executive Officer Employment and
Remuneration Committee on behalf of the Mayor
Responsibility: Mayor Binks
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council appointed a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Employment and Remuneration
Committee comprising the Mayor (Cr Binks), Cr Raeburn, Cr Hourigan and the
Municipal Monitor (Janet Dore) as the Independent Member to review, discuss and
recommend to Council matters required by section 44 of the Local Government Act
2020 in relation to the CEO.
The Act and Council’s policy, the Chief Executive Officer Employment and
Remuneration Policy, set the parameters for assessing performance, contractual
obligations, and remuneration.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Note the recommendations of the Chief Executive Officer
Employment and Remuneration Committee following the
completion of the annual performance review process.

2.

Approve the Key Performance Indicators recommended by the
Chief Executive Officer Employment and Remuneration
Committee for the period 15 March 2022 to 14 March 2023.

3.

After undertaking a benchmarking exercise with like Councils
across the state, increase the Chief Executive Officer’s
remuneration package by the Australian Consumer Price Index,
which was 3.5% for the previous twelve months at December 2021,
backdated from 12 January 2022.

4.

Approve in principle that the Chief Executive Officer’s contract be
extended for two years from the date of the current contract, to
expire on 12 January 2025.

5.

Confirm the approval in principle to extend the Chief Executive
Officer’s contract at its July 2022 meeting.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) was appointed on 13 January 2020 for three
years, expiring on 12 January 2023.
Clause 2.3 of the contract requires Council to decide, within six months of the
expiry date whether to advertise the position or re-appoint the incumbent.
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The incumbent has requested an extension of two years, taking the term to five
years, expiring on 12 January 2025.
Clause 5.6 of the current contract covers remuneration and requires, within two
months of the formal review, consideration of incumbent performance, Consumer
Price Index, market rates, new or enhanced skills.
Whilst the CEO was appointed with a mandate for change, the COVID19 pandemic
and continuing restrictions increased the degree of difficulty internally for the first
ten months of her tenure and in November 2020 a new Council was elected with
six out of seven new Councillors.
The new Local Government Act 2020 requires a different, strategic, approach to
Council activities and roles of Councillors.
Election timing in November left little time to induct Councillors, prepare a budget,
and commence deliberative community engagement processes necessary for the
Council Plan adoption.
All these factors presented an unprecedented challenge for the CEO and
Councillors which ultimately led to the appointment of a Municipal Monitor for six
months.
Committee Considerations
Council’s CEO Employment and Remuneration Policy (link to Policy) states:
The Council and the CEO Employment and Remuneration Committee will carry out
functions related to the appointment, remuneration and performance appraisal of
the CEO in accordance with the following principles:
• fair and transparent decision-making principles that are applied consistently
• decision making criteria that are relevant, objective and available to the
person subject to decisions made under this policy
• decisions and actions that achieve the highest standards of good
governance
• use of clear and comprehensive documentation to ensure decisions are
capable of independent review
• basing employment decisions on the proper assessment of an individual’s
work-related qualities, abilities and potential against the genuine
requirements of the role
• decisions to appoint a CEO are based on merit
• decisions are made through an equal opportunity lens.
Specifically, the Policy requires the Committee to:
•

Conduct the performance review of the CEO and make recommendations
to the Council on matters including whether:
o the CEO meets the performance criteria
o the CEO has undertaken the required personal and professional
development
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o

to vary the performance criteria, professional and personal
development plan, remuneration, or other terms and conditions of
the contract.

Discussions with the CEO have been conducted throughout the process as
required by the Policy.
Performance assessment
It was agreed that overall, the CEO has performed remarkably well against the
performance criteria and has led the organisation through significant adjustments
in response to new Council priorities. She has been supported by a committed
executive team who understand the challenges and areas for improvement.
The ratings on the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) form Attachment 1 in Item
13 of this Agenda, under Confidential items given the information relates to
confidential information and therefore will be considered in a closed part of the
meeting under section 66(2)(a) and section 3 (Definitions) of the Local Government
Act 2020, specifically because the confidential information relates to the following
definition under the Act:
(f)

personal information, being information which if released would
result in the unreasonable disclosure of information about any
person or their personal affairs.

Professional development
Opportunities for professional development have been limited throughout 2021 but
the CEO participates in regional and state forums where policy and practical issues
are discussed for mutual benefit. Mentoring and/or coaching would also be
valuable.
Personal development (or lack of it) is a key risk for any CEO, especially within the
context outlined earlier in this report. The job demands extended hours but should
also provide flexibility to allocate rest and reflection periods. Each Mayor during the
assessment period has counselled the CEO to give herself time to refresh and
should continue with any Mayor.
Contractual and other matters
Consideration by the Committee of the CEOs request for a two-year extension of
the current contract has concluded that in all the circumstances it should be
granted. The following reasoning has been applied to Committee discussions:
• It is open to Council to extend the contract under both the policy and the
legislation
• Continuity of leadership is crucial in a period of change and uncertainty
• CEO performance has been rated as more than satisfactory
• The organisation is responding to the CEO’s leadership
• CEO commitment is extraordinary, is willing to admit mistakes and look for
solutions.
Of course, there are some matters for improvement identified by both the
Committee and Councillors, and these are reflected in the proposed KPIs that form
Attachment 2 under Item 13 Confidential Items.
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Adjustment to the remuneration in an extended contract is based on benchmarking
with similar Councils which found that the current package is around the middle of
the range and should be limited to a CPI increase.
Professional development opportunities should be discussed with the Mayor and
approved appropriately. Possibilities include a suitable leadership program.
Encouragement for personal development should continue from the Mayor of the
day.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Council Plans and Policies
The annual CEO review has been undertaken in accordance with the CEO Chief
Executive Officer Employment and Remuneration Policy.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that Council decisions are to be made and actions taken in accordance
with the relevant law.
The CEO review has been undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the
Local Government Act 2020.
Conflict of Interest Declaration
All officers, and/or contractors, involved in the preparation of this report have signed
a written declaration that they do not have a conflict of interest in the subject matter
of this report.
Transparency
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is
to be ensured.
Aspects of the information supporting this report have been included as confidential
attachments given they relate to personal information as defined by the Local
Government Act 2020 and the Information Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014.
Having said that, the maximum possible amount of information is provided in this
public report.
FINANCIAL VIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the overarching governance principles in section 9 of the Local Government
Act 2020 is that the ongoing financial viability of the Council is to be ensured.
Recommendations made in relation to the CEO’s remuneration in this report can
be accommodated from within existing budget allocations.
HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
There are no impacts in relation to the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006 arising from this report.
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CONCLUSION
The annual CEO review has been undertaken by the CEO Employment and
Remuneration Committee in accordance with the CEO Employment and
Remuneration Policy.
Adjustment to the CEO’s remuneration in an extended contract is based on
benchmarking with similar Councils which found that the current package is around
the middle of the range and should be limited to a CPI increase.
Professional development opportunities should be discussed with the Mayor and
approved appropriately and additionally, encouragement for personal development
should continue from the Mayor of the day.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Proposed Chief Executive Officer Key Performance Indicators for
the Period 15 March 2022 to 14 March 2023
APPENDICES
Appendix 3: Existing Key Performance Indicator Ratings - CONFIDENTIAL
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ATTACHMENT 1:

Community Satisfaction KPI
KPI

MEASUREMENT

Participate in State run survey

1. Report results to Council by June 2022
2. Prepare Action Plan for maintenance
and improvement by April 2022
3. Report to Council on progress in regular
CEO report.

Staff Culture KPI
KPI

MEASUREMENT

Develop a Shire specific survey and
administer annually

1. Results reported to Council within 2
months of receipt

Prepare an Action Plan for maintenance
and any necessary improvement

2. Advise Council of Action Plan in CEO
report

Monitor progress of Action Plan in CEO
report to Council

3. Quarterly report to Council on Action
Plan progress

Budget Management KPI
KPI

MEASUREMENT

Regular budget reports on operational and
projects status

1. Quarterly reports to Council

Streamlined budget preparation process
incorporating community consultation

2. Annually by June 30

Regular reports on project tracking status

3. Quarterly reports to Council

External funding activity reported to Council

4. Quarterly reports to Council

External Relationships KPI
KPI

MEASUREMENT

Maintain relevant government, community
and private sector networks

1. Conduct stakeholder survey

Track, and report to Council regularly,
opportunities for grants available and
applications submitted

2. Quarterly CEO report

Council Plan KPI
KPI

MEASUREMENT

Report to Council on actions taken to
achieve the Plan

1. Twice yearly update
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9.5.3 Monthly Performance Report

The March 2022 Monthly Performance Report includes reports as follows:▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Building Department – February 2022 Statistics
Planning Department – Planning Application Approvals – Development Cost
(Capital Improved Value) - February 2022
Customer Enquiry Analysis Report – Report for February 2022
Waste Management Reporting ~ Year to Date – February 2022
Actioning of Council Reports Resolutions – Council Meeting 15 February 2022
Outstanding Actions of Council Resolutions to 28 February 2022
Review of Council Policies and Adoption of new Policies – February/March
2022
Records of Informal Council Briefings / Meetings – 1 to 28 February 2022

By reporting on a monthly basis, Council can effectively manage any risks that may
arise. The Business Management System will also incorporate Council’s corporate
goals and objectives.

RECOMMENDATION
That the report be noted.
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BUILDING ACTIVITY
FEBRUARY 2022
A report on new building permits recorded in Council’s building permit register in
February 2022
Sum(Cost Of Works Number) Number of Lodgements
$807,818.00
$500,594.00
$5,223,231.00
$444,897.00
$754,027.00
$7,730,567.00

7
5
10
4
7
33

Ward
Honeysuckle Creek
Hughes Creek
Lake Nagambie
Mount Wombat
Seven Creeks
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Honeysuckle Creek
Permit
Number
2341739846648
3179388715610/0
3768061439124
3819878140973
4354425128723
4520284057904
8480081116319

Permit
Date
25/02/2022
9/02/2022
17/02/2022
18/02/2022
3/02/2022
28/02/2022
16/02/2022

Works

Building Use

Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Alterations &
Additions to

Farm Shed
Shed
Carport
Garage
Machinery Shed
Dwelling & Garage
Dwelling

Town
Balmattum
Violet Town
Violet Town
Violet Town
Boho South
Violet Town
Baddaginnie

Cost Of
Works
$111,998.00
$26,181.00
$9,700.00
$11,500.00
$32,450.00
$334,241.00
$281,748.00
$807,818.00

Hughes Creek
Permit
Number
5561203638663
6028360304312
8004816740399
8773409818950
9213350374832

Permit
Date
16/02/2022
21/02/2022
2/03/2022
21/02/2022
11/02/2022

Works
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction

Building Use
of
of
of
of
of

Store Shed
Dwelling & Garage
Glass Enclosure
Carport & Verandah
Shed

Town
Avenel
Avenel
Avenel
Longwood
Mangalore

Cost Of
Works
$51,203.00
$274,178.00
$51,968.00
$25,245.00
$98,000.00
$500,594.00

Lake Nagambie
Permit
Number

Permit
Date

Works

Building Use

2618300569599
2766489883172

23/02/2022
13/02/2022

Construction of
Construction of

2896931656410
3984640311076
5587605122393
5911164720556
6259446114206

10/02/2022
21/02/2022
18/02/2022
23/02/2022
1/02/2022

Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction

771382718763
8525796033084

17/02/2022
25/02/2022

Installation of
Construction of

9647049852710

2/03/2022

Construction of

of
of
of
of
of

Town

Verandah
Dwelling & Garage

Nagambie
Kirwans
Bridge
Dwelling & Garage
Nagambie
Shed
Nagambie
Swimming Pool
Nagambie
Carport & Shed
Goulburn Weir
Dwelling & Garage, Pool, Pool Mitchellstown
house, Pool safety barrier
Pool, Pool safety barrier
Nagambie
Swimming Pool, Swimming
Nagambie
Pool Barrier
Dwelling & Garage
Nagambie

Cost Of
Works
$16,000.00
$1,092,573.00
$441,900.00
$34,713.00
$92,213.00
$26,000.00
$3,107,675.00
$53,510.00
$51,500.00
$307,147.00
$5,223,231.00

Mount Wombat
Permit
Number

Permit
Date

Works

Building Use

2060065331195

14/02/2022

Construction of

Dwelling

8593809739229
8890849656706

4/03/2022
21/02/2022

Construction of
Construction of

Dwelling
Farm Shed

9974458680650

16/02/2022

Construction of

Verandah

Town
Longwood
East
Ruffy
Creightons
Creek
Ruffy

Cost Of
Works
$310,870.00
$30,000.00
$92,798.00
$11,229.00
$444,897.00
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Seven Creeks
Permit
Number

Permit
Date

1893373590596
2495377075258

9/02/2022
18/02/2022

4053545759810
4807525164098
5016777459871
5223454442835
9052156836533

21/02/2022
11/02/2022
21/02/2022
23/02/2022
14/02/2022

Works
Construction of
Alterations &
Additions to
Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Construction of
Re-erection of

Building Use

Town

Detached Dwelling & Garage
Dwelling

Euroa
Miepoll

Store Shed
Shed
Toilet/Shower Block
Shed
Roof, Re-stump Dwelling

Euroa
Euroa
Euroa
Euroa
Euroa

Cost Of
Works
$322,630.00
$150,000.00
$36,624.00
$40,833.00
$42,000.00
$15,950.00
$145,990.00
$754,027.00
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PLANNING APPLICATION APPROVALS – DEVELOPMENT COST (CAPITAL IMPROVED VALUE)
FEBRUARY 2022
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CUSTOMER ENQUIRY ANALYSIS REPORT
- REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 2022
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WASTE MANAGEMENT REPORTING
YEAR TO DATE - FEBRUARY 2022
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ACTIONING OF COUNCIL REPORTS RESOLUTIONS
COUNCIL MEETING – TUESDAY 15 FEBRUARY 2022

16
14
12
10
8

6
4
2
0
Reports

Notices of Motion

Notices of
Rescission

Closed Portion
Resolution/s

Urgent Business Total Number of
Reports
Resolutions

Number of Reports

Reports Resolutions Actioned

Reports Resolutions not Actioned

Reports Resolutions in Progress

Reports Resolutions Deferred

Total Number of Reports Resolutions
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OUTSTANDING ACTIONS OF COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS TO
28 FEBRUARY 2022
This Report is to advise the Executive Management Team, Councillors and the
community of the status of previous Council resolutions which are in progress but
are yet to be finalised.
Council
Meeting Date

Item
No.

20 April 2021

10.1

Description

Notice of Motion
- Climate Emergency Declaration
Officer Update:
Now that COVID has settled down staff are now able to
progress this action. A draft Climate Change Action Plan
has now been written and we are currently, with
Councillors, undertaking roundtables with interested
residents to further shape and refine the Plan.

REVIEW OF EXISTING COUNCIL POLICIES
AND ADOPTION OF NEW POLICIES
Review of
Policy /
New Policy
Nil

Policy Name

Details
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RECORDS OF INFORMAL COUNCIL BRIEFINGS / MEETINGS
For period 1 to 28 February 2022

Record in accordance with Council’s Public Transparency Policy 2020
Note: Details of matters discussed at the meeting that have been designated confidential under
Rule 103 of the Governance Rules and sections 3 and 125 of the LG Act 2020 are described in a
separate “confidential addendum” that will be reported to the next closed Council meeting

Name of Meeting:

Informal Council Briefings / Meetings

Date of Meeting:

Tuesday 1 February 2022

Time:

1.00 pm to 6.36 pm

Attendees:
Councillors
Laura Binks
David Andrews
Reg Dickinson
Sally Hayes-Burke
Kristy Hourigan
Paul Murray
Chris Raeburn (attended at commencement of Extraordinary Council Meeting)
Municipal Monitor
Janet Dore
Officers
Julie Salomon (Chief Executive Officer)
David Roff (Director, Corporate Operations)
Amanda Tingay (Director, Community and Planning)
Dawn Bray (Director, People and Performance)
Kristin Favaloro (Executive Manager, Communications and Engagement)
Bruce Rowley (Manager, Project Delivery) (Item 3)
Braydon Aitken (Manager, Planning and Investment) (Item 3)
Apologies:
Nil
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Councillor / MM / CEO only time
Councillors / MM only time
Mullers Road Update
Motions for 2022 ALGA National General Assembly
Review of Extraordinary Council Meeting Agenda
Briefing on Planning Applications to be presented to February Council meeting
Extraordinary Council Meeting

Declaration of Interest/s under Local Government Act 2020 (General Conflict of Interest Section 127 / Material Conflict of Interest – Section 128)
Councillor/s - NIL
Officer/s - NIL
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Record of Informal Council Briefings / Meetings
Record in accordance with Council’s Public Transparency Policy 2020
Note: Details of matters discussed at the meeting that have been designated confidential under
Rule 103 of the Governance Rules and sections 3 and 125 of the LG Act 2020 are described in a
separate “confidential addendum” that will be reported to the next closed Council meeting

Name of Meeting:

Informal Council Briefings / Meetings

Date of Meeting:

Tuesday 8 February 2022

Time:

9.00 am to 5.30 pm

Attendees:
Councillors
Laura Binks
David Andrews
Reg Dickinson
Sally Hayes-Burke
Kristy Hourigan
Paul Murray
Chris Raeburn
Municipal Monitor
Janet Dore
Officers
Julie Salomon (Chief Executive Officer)
David Roff (Director, Corporate Operations)
Amanda Tingay (Director, Community and Planning)
Dawn Bray (Director, People and Performance)
Upul Sathurusinghe (Manager, Finance) (Item 4)
Molly Odgers (Environment and Waste Co-Ordinator) (Item 6)
Apologies:
Kristin Favaloro (Executive Manager, Communications and Engagement)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Councillors / MM / CEO Only Discussions
Councillors / MM Only Discussions
Governance 101
Budget Workshop No. 1
Review of draft Agenda for February 2022 Council Meeting
Four Bin Service Engagement Plan
Chief Executive Officer Performance and Remuneration Interim Committee
Meeting

Declaration of Interest/s under Local Government Act 2020 (General Conflict of Interest Section 127 / Material Conflict of Interest – Section 128)
Councillor/s - NIL
Officer/s - NIL
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Record of Informal Council Briefings / Meetings
Record in accordance with Council’s Public Transparency Policy 2020
Note: Details of matters discussed at the meeting that have been designated confidential under
Rule 103 of the Governance Rules and sections 3 and 125 of the LG Act 2020 are described in a
separate “confidential addendum” that will be reported to the next closed Council meeting

Name of Meeting:

Informal Council Briefings / Meetings

Date of Meeting:

Tuesday 15 February 2022

Time:

2.30 pm to 4.15 pm
6.00 pm to 7.58 pm

Attendees:
Councillors
Laura Binks
David Andrews
Reg Dickinson
Sally Hayes-Burke
Paul Murray
Chris Raeburn
Municipal Monitor
Janet Dore
Officers
Julie Salomon (Chief Executive Officer)
David Roff (Director, Corporate Operations)
Amanda Tingay (Director, Community and Planning)
Dawn Bray (Director, People and Performance)
Dan Moloney (Town Planner) (Item 2)
Braydon Aitken (Manager, Planning and Investment) (Item 2)
Apologies:
Councillor Kristy Hourigan
Kristin Favaloro (Executive Manager, Communications and Engagement)
1.
2.
3.

Councillors / MM only time
Planning Scheme Review
Council meeting

Declaration of Interest/s under Local Government Act 2020 (General Conflict of Interest Section 127 / Material Conflict of Interest – Section 128)
Councillor/s - NIL
Officer/s - NIL
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Record of Informal Council Briefings / Meetings
Record in accordance with Council’s Public Transparency Policy 2020
Note: Details of matters discussed at the meeting that have been designated confidential under
Rule 103 of the Governance Rules and sections 3 and 125 of the LG Act 2020 are described in a
separate “confidential addendum” that will be reported to the next closed Council meeting

Name of Meeting:

Informal Council Briefings / Meetings

Date of Meeting:

Tuesday 22 February 2022

Time:

11.30 am to 4.15 pm

Attendees:
Councillors
Laura Binks
David Andrews
Reg Dickinson
Sally Hayes-Burke
Kristy Hourigan
Paul Murray
Chris Raeburn
Municipal Monitor
Janet Dore
Officers
Julie Salomon (Chief Executive Officer)
David Roff (Director, Corporate Operations)
Amanda Tingay (Director, Community and Planning)
Dawn Bray (Director, People and Performance)
Kristin Favaloro (Executive Manager, Communications and Engagement)
Upul Sathurusinghe (Manager, Finance) (Item 3)
Jason McConkey (Team Leader, Compliance) (Item 5)
Apologies:
Nil

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Councillors / MM Discussions
Streetscapes Update
Budget Workshop 2 - Capital Works
Local Government Culture Project
Nagambie Waterways / Boating Rules Review
Councillors / MM / CEO Discussions

Declaration of Interest/s under Local Government Act 2020 (General Conflict of Interest Section 127 / Material Conflict of Interest – Section 128)
Councillor/s - NIL
Officer/s - NIL
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Confidential Appendices
These appendices have been classified as being confidential in accordance with
section 66(2)(a) and Part 1, section 3 of the Local Government Act 2020 as they
relate to:
(g)
private commercial information, being information provided by a business,
commercial or financial undertaking that—
(i)
relates to trade secrets; or
(ii)
if released, would unreasonably expose the business, commercial or
financial undertaking to disadvantage
C.A. 1 Tender for Contract No. 21-22-32: Provision of Civil Works
Contractors – Panel of Suppliers
C.A. 2 Tender for Contract No. 21-22-34: Building Maintenance – Panel
of Suppliers

(f)

personal information, being information which if released would result in the
unreasonable disclosure of information about any person or their personal
affairs
C.A. 3 Chief Executive Officer Performance Review

NEXT MEETING

The next monthly Meeting of the Strathbogie Shire Council is scheduled to be held on
Tuesday 19 April 2022, commencing at 6.00 p.m.
It is intended that this meeting be held at the Euroa Community Conference Centre,
however, it should be noted that if coronavirus restrictions are in force, the meeting will be
held virtually.

THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS, THE MEETING CLOSED AT……........ P.M.

